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FOREWORD
Canada's Capital has grown up in a magnificent setting of intimate,
imposing and enchanting scenery. Ottawa's growth, however, has reached
a point of urban development which is rapidly depleting and endangering
its natural assets. To be worthy of Canada's future greatness, its Capital
must be planned with far-reaching foresight. This book presents to the
Canadian people a remarkable preview of what it is believed will best serve
this all-important end.
The Master Plan herein set forth organizes and protects a vast area of
urban, rural and wooded territories. It answers the urgent needs for wise
community planning and efficient traffic and transportation facilities; it corrects
deficiencies resulting from unplanned undertakings in the past; it enhances the
possibilities of preserving that which is, as yet, unspoiled.
Such foresight, if followed by timely action, will save enormous capital
expenditures. The cost of unplanned development is already only too selfevident.
.
The vast amount of research, technical knowledge and imagination, of
which this work by Mr. Greber and his assistants is so eloquent an expression,
cannot fail, if given due appreciation and support, to result in the attainment of a
Capital City of which Canadians of our own and future generations will be
increasingly proud.

November 18th, 1949
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PREAMBLE
This report is a descriptive and justificative memorandum of the studies
undertaken as essential to the formulation of a comprehensive plan for the
development of the National Capital Region.
It constitutes a restatem ent of the Preliminary Report of December 31, 1948,
to the National Capital Planning Committee, as presented by the Federal District
Commission to the Government, April 27, 1949, and tabled by the latter in the
House of Commons, April 29, 194:9.

The original text has been amended, completed, and made more specific, in
light of its examination by the National Capital Planning Committee, :March 1,
1949, and of the report drafted under its direction and transmitted to the Federal
District Commission, on the 29th day of the same month.
This Report is presented in four parts, i.e.:
Part
Part

I-General Survey
II-Justification of Proposals

Part III-Schedule of Execution
Part VI-General Recommendations
The necessarily hmited number of illustrations contained in the Preliminary
Report has been considerably augmented and is now comprised of all the documents
assembled in the Album of plans and graphs which accompanied the Preliminary
Report, as well as numerous photographs, diagrams and drawings intended to
facilitate the proper understanding of the subjects investigated and operations
recommended. The most important illustrations, the sizes of which preclude their
inclusion within the present volume, are assembled in an Atlas accompanying
this Report, with appropriate references to each of the chapters to ·which they are
related. These, with the original drawings, and numerous documents prepared
since the work of the National Capital Planning Service was initiated, constitute
the full record of the project; they are at the disposal of the administrative
authorities and their technicians at the offices of the National Capital Planning
Service.
Two key diagrams show the extent of the areas studied viTithin the limits of
the urban region, both in respect to existing conditions and to projects
contemplated.
v

Moreoyer, four scale models have been prepared by the Graphics Division
of the National Film Board, under the direction of the National Capital Planning
Service for exhibition and inspection purposes:
I-Relief plan of the region of the Capital. Scale: 1"=3000'.
PLATE 19

2-General model of the central part of the urban region. Scale: 1" = 100'.

OF ATLAS

3-Detail model of the civic centre of Ottawa with alternate variations
relevant to the sites of proposed public buildings. Scale: I" = 30'.
4-Detail model of Parliament Hill and of related parts of Wellington Street.
Scale: I" = 30'.
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INTRODUCTION
The present comprehensive plan of the National Capital, of which this
Report is the outcome, follows previous similar studies and, in turn, might be the
subject of eventual adjustments and revisions in keeping with the requirements of
the future development of the Capital.
Like his illustrious predecessors, Sir 'Vilfrid Laurier and Sir Robert Borden,
the Right Honourable V\T. L. Mackenzie King has repeatedly expressed his firm
determination to provide for Canada a Capital worthy of the growth and progress
of this great nation, thus interpreting the national pride and aspirations of its
people.
In 1936, while visiting the International Exhibition in Paris, Mr. King,
whom I, as Chief Architect, had the honour to accompany, and \"rho was fully
conversant with planning projects executed in Philadelphia under my direction,
invited me to come to Ottawa to study the planning of the administrative centre
of the City. This study was commenced in 1937, in co-operation with the Department of Public V\Torks and the Federal District Commission, and work on its
realization was pursued up to September 1939, when it was interrupted by the
outbreak of the World 'Val'.
The plans then envisioned were confined to a limited area of the City of
Ottawa, but the Prime :Minister, in his desire that Ottawa should be truly
representative of Canada as its National Capital, had in mind a work of greater
magnitude. Toward the fulfilment of this desire, the proposals made on the
subject in my Report of June 1939, hereunder set forth, contained the basic
outline of the now organized National Capital Planning Committee.
On August 22nd, 1945, I received from the Honourable Alphonse Fournier,
Minister of Public Works, the following cablegram:

IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER MEMORIAL OF THE WAR JUST ENDED
THE GOVERNMENT HAS APPROVED OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF CANADAfS NATIONAL CAPITAL AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
ON BOTH SIDES OF THE OTTAWA RIVER STOP WE ARE
DESIROUS THAT BASIC PLAN AS LAID BY YOU AND
PARTIALLY CARRIED OUT SHOULD BE FURTHER EXPANDED
TO INCORPORATE NEWLY DEFINED AND CONSIDERABLY
ENLARGED LIMITS STOP THE PRIME MINISTER HAS ASKED
ME TO ASCERTAIN FROM YOU IF YOU WOULD BE PREPARED
TO UNDERTAKE SUCH A COW~ISSION STOP PLEASE
ADVISE IF YOU CAN COME IMMEDIATELY.
[ 1
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I deeply appreciated the great honour extended to me by the Federal
Government and immediately obtained, from my Government, its permission to
entrust to my assistants my work as General Inspector of Reconstruction and
Town Planning in France, in order to enable me to undertake the task to which
I was called by the Canadian Government.
On arrival in Ottawa, October 2nd, I was interviewed by the press to whom
I stressed the importance of the work and the example given by Canada in
dedicating as a National "Val' :M emorial the master plan of the Capital. Such
work was to be a national scheme, to be accomplished with the co-operation of Canadian
architects, engineers and technicians, under the guidance of a National Capital Planning
Committee.

A general programme of work contemplated was submitted to the Federal
Government on November 16, 1945, and confirmed a previous report submitted
to the Right Honourable the Prime JVlinister on June 7th, 1939, relative to work
which I had been already privileged to undertake for the Federal Government
at that time.
Extracts from those two reports follow hereunder:
1- Report; to the Right Honourable the Prime Minister,
June 7th, 1939.

I understand that the question may be considered of eventually creating a
District Capital for the Dominion of Canada, along the principle of the District
of Columbia in the United States.
As I have no qualifications for discussing the need for a Federal District
Capital from the political or general administration viewpoint, I beg to submit
to you the following remarks, limited to the purely city planning problem.
Several examples of regional planning and comprehensive by-laws on city
development, in Europe and in America, show that this particular problem, even
when it affects a large number of municipalities, may be Sltccessfully studied and
solved without deeply changing their respective adlninistrations, but by organizing,
only for th e purpose of th eir better co-ordinated planning and coml1wn zoning and
building legislation, a central Planning Board, specially appointed to elaborate
and to control the execution of the plans and the enforcement of the by-Ia"ws.
Representatives of the different cities and towns included in the regional
area, determined according to its physical conditions and eventual needs, should
be members of the Planning Board, as well as delegates of the various Departments interested. The Board should act under the authority of the Government
as an inter-departmental and arbitrating agency. Jurists, hygienists, engineers
of the various technical services co-operating in urban and rural development,
architects, landscape artists, also representatives of historical and touristic organizations, should be consulted by the Board, and \vork under the co-ordinating
advice of a City Planner as chief consultant.
[ 2 ]

An executive committee. selected from amongst the General Board, should
prepare the studies, plans a~ld reports to be submitted to the Board meetings for
discussion and final approval.

This short description is inspired from the Co mite Superieur de l' Amenagement
de la Region Parisienne, which includes the whole agglomeration of more than
six hundred cities, townships and villages directly connected with the city of
Paris, within a radius of approximately twenty miles from the centre of the city,
and depending upon several different departements or prefectoral administrations.
Other regional plans in France are being prepared along, similar principles
for all important urban centres.
The New York Regional Plan, the Philadelphia Tri-State Planning Corporation (Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware), are other examples of similar
central authorities, entrusted with a purely technical work, without interfering with
the existing Town

01'

State administrations.

If a comparison could be made with the Capital City of Canada, it seems
quite logical that such a Planning Board could be organized under the leadership
of an enlarged and completed Federal District Commission, working with the
collaboration of the Cities' and Towns' administrations involved within the
delimitation of the Capital Region, and under the superior authority of the
'Federal Government.
2-

Memorandum on work preliminary to the master plan of the National Capital,
November 16, 1945.

. . . The first work to be prepared is the civic survey.
for general documentation was then submitted.)

(A list of requirements

A general meeting of all the technicians, likely to supply information for the
regional survey, was held in the auditorium of the Art Gallery on November 9.

. . . 'Vhile our executive service waf; being organized and basic plans
were under 'way, we had to solve urgent questions on local problems 'with lVlessrs.
Sutherland, Brault and Rankin, of the Department of Public Vvorks, ll1
co-ordinating previous plans and their relation to the present scheme.

Conclusion
l. As stated in several addresses and in press interviews, the work entrusted
to me is of national character, and, to make its success sure and rapid, I should like
to act as Consultant to (t National Capital Planning Committee, working in full

co-operation with the Federal District Commission.

2. An organization should be created as soon as possible , which would form
a ~uitable unit, wi.th board r00111, ~lerical and stenographic s~rvices, with special
filmg, documentatIOn and draughtmg room accommodations. This organization,
[ ) 11

appointed under the authority of Honourable the Minister of Public Works,
should work under my immediate direction in conjunction with the National
Capital Planning Committee.
3. The working staff should be composed of English and French speaking
Canadian architects and engineers.

As a tentative nucleus I would suggest:
(a) Civic and regional surveys: 1\11'. J. M. Kitchen with the necessary staff.
(b) Master Plan: :Mr. E. Fiset, in charge of the necessary staff, "wuld also

act as Mr'. Greber's representative to generally co-ordinate the work of
(a) and (b), and assure permanent correspondence with Mr. Greber
while abroad.
1\1r. Sutherland, Mr. Brault and 1\11'. Rankin would give their assistance and
advice, as they so efficiently did for previous work.
4. Technical advisers to the National Capital Planning Committee would
be consulted during the preparation of the project, as and when needed.
5. The plans and other documents, to be prepared under my direction. as
per list of services (see page 5), will be embodied in a General Report, which will
be used, after its approval, as the Chart of future development of the Region
defined by Order in Council P.C. 5635, of August 16, 1945, and will serve as
master plan and programme for the further study of the local plans of all
municipalities included in the region.
6. The undertaking of the present work is remarkably opportune, as many
operations involved in it, such as grading work, road making, widening or
repairing, landscape or planting work, draining, filling in, construction of country
bridges, etc., are particularly suitable to emergency re-employment, calling for
non-specialized labour.
The major and gradual operations, of further emergency, to undertak(~
according to schedule of work to be established, will help the reconversion of
various public works and building industries and trades. This second and
extended class of operations will give employment both to skilled and nonspecialized labour, to a long range of craftsmen, mechanics, engineers and artists,
all directly interested in the post-war programme of work.
":i • Tllhru1-J.V1''--, ~J.rt-

' U1JIJ1-VIJ1:ntUJcVlt 'l;V 'UV ·UH.ti!.tv r1V1 ' ~Ht

ut;t;Vill!1iH:hllUeUl, U1 'Cue

Plan and report will be largely paid by saving of expenses, time and researches
which would undoubtedly occur by lack of co-ordinated and comprehensive preplanning. In other words, the bu.dgets of federal, provincial and municipal operations to be undertaken for a period of at least 25 years, will be enlightened,
the work made easier and more efficient, and the service to the public more
satisfactory.
The money spent to foresee and prevent is a sure investment of public funds.

[4
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P.C. No. 6721
Extract from. certified copy 0/ a Minute of a Meeting of the
Committee 0/ the Privy Council, approved by
His Excellency the Administrator on
the 31st October, 1945

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
25th October, 1945, from the Minister of Public " ' orks, stating:
That under the authority of Orders in Council P.C. 63/ 185 dated January 28,
]937, and P.C. 2013 of 'August 17, 1938, Mr. Jacques Greber, S.F.U., S.C.,
S.A.D.G., City Planner and Architect of Paris, France, was engaged to make Cl
study and subn~it a scheme of development of Government buildings to be
erected along the bank of the Ottawa River on either side of the Parliament
Buildings, and to also submit plans for the further development of the areas
adjacent to "Wellington Street and Mackenzie Avenue;
That under the authority of Order in Council P.C. 5635 of August 16, 1945,
an area comprising some 900 square miles, more or less, adjoining the City has
been defined as the National Capital district and it has been decided to re-engage
Mr. Greber to make a study of that area with a view of preparing plans for a
suitable long-term development of such area as a National ' iVar Memorial;
That Mr. Greber will be required to:
(List of Services)
1. Direct the preparations of graphic survey, basic plan and various

cartograms, diagrams, photographic illustrations, etc., including guidance
for research and graphic representation of all elements of the survey, by
advice and documentary examples, bibliography, etc.
2. Direct the preparation of the proposed master plan, by advice and
furnishing personal preliminary drawings and sketches, in Ottawa or from
Paris, as previously done.
3. Direct the preparation of proposed by-laws, zoning ordinances and
planning programmes.
4. Direct the preparation of eventual scale model.
5. Study and advise on the eventual local operations while final report
is being prepared.
6. Direct the preparation of the final report and basic plans.

[ 5 ]
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THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
PLANNING SERVICE
J. GREBER - CONSULTANi

DELIMITATION OF THE N \TIONAL CAPITAL REGION
P.C. No. 5635
August 16, 1945.
Extract from certified copy of a Minute of a Meeting of the Committee of the
Privy Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor General
on the 16th August, 1945

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a l'eport. dated
29th May, 1945, from the Right Honourable 'V. L. Mackenzie King, the Prime
Minister, representing that the Joint Committee of the Senate and House of
Commons appointed to review special problems arising out of the location of the
seat of Government in the City of Ottawa and other matters made tL report on
the first of August, nineteen hundred and forty-four, recommending inter alia:
3. That for the saidl)UrpOSes "National Capital district" be defined as follows:
Commencing at a point where the division line between the Tovmships
of McNab and Fitzroy in the Province of Ontario meets the south shore of
the Ottawa river; thence southwesterly along the said division line to the
line behveen Concessions 2 and 3 in the Township of Fitzroy; thence southeasterly along the last-mentioned line to the line between Lots 15 and IG
in the said Township; thence northeasterly along the last-mentioned line'
and across Concessions 3, 4, 5, G, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 to th e line between the
Townships of Fitzroy and Torbolton; thence southeasterly along the lastmentioned line and continuing along the line between the Townships of
Huntley and :March to meet the line between the Townships of March and
Goulbourn; thence northeasterly along the last-mentioned line to the line
between the Townships of Goulbourn and N epean; thence southerly along
the last-mentioned line to the line between Lots 30 and 31, Rideau Front in
the Township of N epean; thence northeasterly along the last-mentioned line
to the line between Concessions 2 and 3, Rideau Front, in the Township
of N epean; thence southerly along the last-mentioned line to the line between
the Townships of N epean and North Gower; thence easterly along the lastmentioned line and continuing along the line between the Townships of
Gloucester and Osgoode to meet the line between the Townships of Gloucester
and Cumberland; thence northwesterly along the line between the Townships
of Gloucester and Cumberland and continuing along the line between the
Townships of Gloucester and Cumberland to its intersection with the south
s!lOre o~ the Otta,:va river; thence crossing the Ottawa river in a straight
lme to Its north shore to the point where the line between th e Townships

[ 7]

PLATE 3
OF ATLAS

'Of Templeton and Buckingham, Province of Quebec, intersects the river;
thence northerly along the last-mentioned line to the line dividing the Gore
of Templeton from Rang~ 1 in the Township of Portland; thence westerly
along the last-mentioned line and continuing westerly along the line between
Range 4 and Range 5 in the Township of Wrakefield to the line between the
Townships of Wakefield and Masham; thence nartherly along the la;stmentioned line to the line between Ranges 4 and 5 in the Township of Masham
to the line between the Townships of Masham and Onslow; continuing
westward along the line between Range 11 and Range 12 in the Township of
Onslow to meet the line between the Townships of Onslow and Bristol; thence
southerly along the last-mentioned line to its intersection with the north shore
of the Ottawa river; thence southwesterly in a straight line across the Ottawa
river to the place of beginning, comprising 900 square miles more or less.
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CREATION OF THE
NATIONAL CAPIT.AL PLANNING COlVIlVIITTEE .
March 8th, 1946.
(Federal District Commission By-law No. 28)
Pursuant to the provisions of By-law No. 27 of the Federal Dist.rict Commission, as approved by Order in Council P.C. 5634, August 15, 1945, under which
the Commission is empowered to appoint a committee, or committees, for the
planning, development, improvement and beautification of the National Capital'
District be it enacted as By-law No. 28 of the Federal District Commission:

That a committee shall be formed to be known as the National Capital
Planning Committee consisting of seventeen members which shall be the permanent planning body for the National Capital District, the boundaries of which are
defined by the said By-law No. 27.
The Committee shall consist of the lVIinister of Public vVorks of the Government of Canada, the Chairman of the Federal District Commission, two members
appointed by the Corporation of the City of Ottawa, one member appointed by
the Corporation of the City of Hull, and twelve members appointed by the
Federal District Commission of whom two shall represent The Engineering
Institute of Canada, two The Royal Architectural Inst.itute of Canada, one the
County of Carleton, Ontario, one the County of Gatineau, Quebec, and six others.
The Commitee shall be directly responsible to the Commission for its actions.
The members of the committee shall be Canadian citizens of standing and
repute who by training and experience, or by virtue of their position, may be
considered to have an especial interest, either from a national or local viewpoint,
in the preparation an =I execution of suitable plans for the co-ordinated development of the National Capital District. The Commission shall have the right to
replace any member at any time for cause and to fill vacancies as they occur.
The function of the COInmittee shall be to draw up a master plan of the
National Capital District as it considers desirable and to advise the Commission
on its subsequent and gradual development over a term of years having in mind
at all times the necessary interest of the people as represented by the Government
of Canada, the Government of the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, the cities
of Ottawa and Hull and other municipalities within the National Capital District.
The Committee shall meet in Ottawa as often as is necessary and shall hear
and carefully consider representations at any time from any municipal or governmental body within th e National Capital District and from such other bodies or
a~sociations as they may decide to hear, to the end that all interested bodies may
help to formulate and design a master plan which will have behind it th e
maximum amount of public support and lipproval. All questions at issue in the
Committee shall be decided by a majority vote. The menlhers of the Committee
shall serve without remuneration but they shall be paid their actual disbursements
for expenses necessarily incurred in the discharge of tJH'ir duties. TJ) D S (.'£'}'C'tL'illT
of the Commission shall act as the secretary of the Committee.
The Committee shall appoint, and have charge of, such staff as it requires
for the proper and prompt carrying out of its functions and shall fix their remuneration and length of service. Mr. Jacques Greber, Paris, France, shall act as
consultant to the Committee and during his time spent in Ottawa shall have direct
charge of the detailed work of the staff. During his absences from Ottawa, the
Committee shall appoint one of the staff to act in charge.
[ 10 ]

All expenses of the Committee shall be paid by the Commission from funds
appropriated by the Government of Canada for such purposes. The Commission
may accept, however, if it so decides, any moneys v.rhich might be contributed
by any other governmental body towards defraying a portion of the necessary
expenses of the Committee. All expenditures so made shall be subject to the
audit of the Auditor General in the same manner as other public moneys.
The Committee shall submit a report to the Government of Canada, through
the Commission, from time to time as required, and at least annually, on its
activities and of expenditures made on its behalf.
Passed this 8th day of March, 1946.
FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMISSION,
Ottawa, Canada.
(Sgd.) F. E. BRONSON, Chairman.
(Sgd.) H. R. CRAM, Secretary.
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MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING
COMMITTEE AND ITS SUB-COMMITTEES
1949

F . E. BRONSON, B .Sc., M.E.I.C.,
Chairman
L. L. COULTER, Ottawa, Ont.,
Controller of the City of Ottawa
E. L. COUSINS, C.B.E., M.E.I.C., Toronto, Onto
Representing the Engineering Institute of Canada
C. G. COWAN, Ottawa, Onto
D. P. CRUIKSHANK, O.B.E., Rockcliffe Park, Ont.,
Represen ting Carleton County, Onto
CHARLES DAVID, F .R.A.I.C ., :M ontreal, P .Q.
Representing the Royal Architectural I nstitute of Canada
Hon. A. FOURNIER, P.C., K.C., M.P., Hull, P.Q. ,
Afinister of Public Works
DR. RODOLPHE LEDUC, D.D.S. , Maniwaki, P.Q.
Representing Gatineau Coun ty , P.Q.
A. S. MATHERS, F.R.A.I.C., Toronto, Ont.,
Representing the Royal Architectural Institut e of Canada
DAVID MAC]\1ILLAN, ]\1.E.I.C., Ottawa, Ont.
Alderman of the City of Ottawa
ALPHONSE MOUSSETTE,
Mayor of the City of Hull, P.Q.
VVATSON SELLAR, C.M.G., Ottawa, Onto
A u,ditor General
DR. ARTHUR SURVEYER, M.E.I.C., Montreal, P.Q.,
Representing the Engineering Institute of Canada
H. R. CRAM, B.Sc., M .E.I.C., Ottawa, Ont.,
Secretary
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Railway Sub·Committee
L. L. COULTER
E. L. COUSINS, Chairman
ALPHONSE MOUSSETTE

Traffic and Highway Sub·Committee
D. P. CRUIKSHANK

C. G. COWAN, Chairman

DAVID MACMILLAN

In/ormation Sub·C ommittee
D. P. CRUIKSHANK, Chairman

L. L. COULTER

C.G.COWAN

Sub.Committee on Aesthetics
GASTON AMYOT, lVLR.A.I.C., Quebec, P.Q.,
NI ember of the Federal District Commission
CHARLES DAVID

J. A. EWART, 1\1.R.A.I.C., M.E.I.C., Ottawa, Ont.
NI ember of the Federal District Commission
A. S. MATHERS

Legal Sub·Committee

vVATSON

SELLAR

Past Members of the Committee
YVES BERNIER, 1\1.E.I.C., former City Engineer, Hull, P.Q,
(Sept. 1948-March 1949)
Col. J. P. CARRIERE, lYLE.I.C., former City Manager, Hull, P,Q.
(lYray 1946-Dec. 1947)
G. GOOD\VIN, former Controller of the City of Ottawa

F.

lVL~ cRAE,

former Controller of the City of Ottawa
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SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
In establishing a National Capital Region in accordance with the recommendations of the Joint Committee of the Senate and of the House of Commons, and
pursuant to the provisions of the Order in Council of August 16, 1945, the Federal
Government defined an area comprising some 900 square miles surrounding the
City of Ottawa, as the National Capital Region, with a view to the preparation
of plans for the long-range development of this territory.
Consequently, the first concern of the National Capital Planning Service
was to initiate studies to determine the present and future needs of this large
region, and to secure the basic information upon which to chart its planning. This
analytical study forms the first part of this Report under the heading of "General
Survey".

It would have been comparatively easy, following a superficial survey of
present conditions and trends, to have drafted a theoretical plan which, from the
natural and magnificent setting of the region, could have been quite attractive, but
such a procedure would haye lacked practical value, and the expenditure involved
would have been unwarranted.
The National Capital plan has a dual purpose: it aims primarily at the
planning and mapping of the development of the group of municipalities which
form the Capital Region, with a view to ensuring the comfort and well-being of
their inhabitants and facilitating all their activities; but also, it must aim at the
planning of a capital, an undertaking which involves manifold problems relative
to its life and special functions: Parliament, Government, diplomatic life, and
national and international conventions, in an atmosphere of dignity, orderliness
and welcome.
The duty rests on the Capital to set the example for other Canadian cities, in
their adoption of planning procedures suited to the needs of modern living.
Another aspect of the problem resuHs from tbe size of the :region cmmnitted
to us for study. Planning operations, strictly speaking, have been limited to the
urban nucleus. The additional territory, so wisely included in the region, requires
no planning operations, but merely the application of protective regulations, in
order to preserve the rural character and wooded areas. Such protection has the
double advantage of leaving undisturbed the present life of this territory and
ensuring the preservation of the remarkable natural setting in the midst of which
the Capital has developed. The preservation of this setting constitutes the
guarantee for the growing prosperity of tourism , major industry of a capital.
[ 14 ]

NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION- EXISTING CONDITIONS

4
AERIAL VIEW OF THE CITIES OF OTTAWA AND HULL. THE REGION OF THE CAPITAL
IS ENHANCED BY THE WIDE SWEEP OF THE OTTAWA RIVER. NOTE, IN THE CENTRE, THE
CHAUDIERE FALLS AND PARLIAMENT HilL OVERSHADOWED BY THF SM()KF ()F lNnllqRIF-"
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PLATE I

KEY DIAGRAM OF PLANS OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
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PART I

GENERAL SURVEY
Impot·tance of the Survey
The merits of a planning project in large measure rest upon the care and the
method exercised by the planner in the preparation of a clearly expressed record
of the general survey of existing conditions.
Hence, the purpose of the documentary survey is to assemble, co-ordinate
and express graphically, as much as possible, aJI data which characterize the site
and the human activities which have taken root and tend to develop within its
physical framework.
These particulars relate to geographical, physical and human conditions
considered in their multiple aspects. The essential factors of this complicated
analysis have been assembled in the text and its accompanying graphic illustrations. The documentary files comprise many other particulars, in statistical or
gr~phic form, which, if included, would have unnecessarily burdened and complicated the presentation of this Report. Nevertheless, they have been utilized in
the preparation of the analytical part of our work and are largely referred to in our
conclusions. Moreover, they are at the disposal of the various technical bodies
which may require them for reference or study.
On the other hand, these investigations are being continued and the data kept
up to date, in order that they may retain their full practical value. Without such
continuity of information, a town planning project would be of little use, as the
eventual development of the overall plan, in all its details, depends upon this
complementary source of information. Such documentary files will be a sure and
unquestionable guide in the evolutioil of the project, during the course of .its
gradual execution.
However. as the amount of research material compiled in the formatioll
of documentary files is almost limitless. the town planner is liable to be attracted
by the mirage of unessential statistics to the detriment of the main objective,
which is to ensure, as speedily as possible, the sound technical and economical
improvement of the living conditions of the whole community. We have therefore
limited our investigations to essential facts fully justifying the corrective proposals
and new developments suggested in Part II of the Report.
~
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To the documentary files containing the material facts, there must be added
the initiative and experience of the planner and of his associates, in that which
concerns the numerous imponderables of the urban problem, which cannot be
readily expressed in terms and plans.
In the course of the study and investigation of the various urban problems
referred to us, it frequently has been found that human knowledge of such
problems is even more important than an excessive amount of data, painstakingly
gathered, the usefulness of which, in the hands of a theoretician, might be, in large
measure, nullified. Constant contact with, and earnest study of the more subtle
aspects of this complicated problem, are essential to the successful utilization of
the documentary files.
Aware of the paramount importance of the preliminary analysis, we have not
hesitated to devote to it the necessary length of time, in order to expedite, clarify
and render more useful the elaboration of our conclusions.

K 18
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
Geographical Site

The region of Ottawa is most favourably located on a site which offers
unlimited possibilities for an ideal urban development. Topography, land and
water, urban, rural and forest areas, demography, interurban communications,
in brief, the two fundamental elements of human geography, natural assets and
human achievements, are ideally concurring to facilitate the development and
enhancement of the territory involved in our studies.
The region of 900 square miles comprises 536 square miles in the Province of
Quebec, and 364 square miles in the Province of Ontario.
The Ottawa River is the boundary between the two provinces, but more
exactly it forms the central feature of their common attraction.
The Capital Region extends 35 miles north-west-20 miles north-east-I5
miles so"uth-west-I5 miles south-east from the Peace Tower.

PLATES

1 and 2
OF ATLAS

Ottawa lies 126 miles from :Montreal and 265 miles from Toronto.
The United States border is distant 45 miles.
With its tributaries, the Gatineau River on the north, the Rideau River
and Rideau Canal on the south, the Ottawa River forms the framework of the
urban development.
The regional territory comprises 19 square miles of present built-up areas,
479 square miles of farmlands, 332 square miles of woodlands, and 70 square
miles of water (rivers and lakes).
Relief - The general slope of the northern part of the region is toward the
south and southeast and that of the southern part towards the north and northeast
to the depression or valley occupied by the Ottawa River, but many local
irregularities of slope occur chiefly OIving to the irregular formation of the drift
deposits. North of the Ottawa River, the general slope of the bedrock valleys, and
consequently that of the surface, is toward the southeast.

[ 19 ]

PLATE 4
OF ATLAS

5
GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

The highest part of the region is on the pre-Cambrian upland, where the
"mountain" has an altitude of nearly 1,300 feet above sea level. The lowest part
is in the valley of the Ottawa River below the city of Ottawa, where the surface
of the water at low stages has an altitude 127 to 132 feet above the sea. In the
city of Ottawa the highest part of Parlialllent Hill has an altitude of nearly 300 feet.
The lowland in the northwestern portion of the region, north of the Ottawa
River, has a general altitude of 300 to 450 feet, the highest part northwest of the
town of Ayllfler rising to nearly 475 feet. South of the Ottawa River, in the
southwestern part of the region , the general altitude is from 250 to 350 feet, but
isolated hills rise somewhat higher, the highest point 3 miles west of Stittsvillc
having an altitude of nearly 470 feet. In the southeastern part of the region the
highest part of a drift ridge which extends southeastward from Bo\vesville, has
an altitude of 400 feet , but the general altitude along the Rideau River is about
300 feet. The drift ridge near Bowesville ends abruptly on the east side of
the Rideau valley between Black Rapids and Rideau Junction but continues
to a lower altitude 011 the west side of the river, from the vicinity of Merivale to
near Bell's Corners. In the eastern part of the region, deeply underlain by drift:
the general relief is less and the general altitude is from 225 to 275 feet.
[ 20
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Climate
Prepared by B. "\V. BOVILLE, B.A., Meteorologist,
with perm.ission of the Controller, Meteorological Division,
Deparllnent of Transport

The Ottawa region is situated in temperate latitudes and lies in the associated
prevailing 'westerly air stream. Weather dist.urbances of varying intensity move
generally from west to east in the prevailing stream and pass through this region
at periods of about 2 to 5 days apart. The energy for and the intensity of these
disturbances are derived mainly from surges of warm ail' moving up from the
southwest, and of cold air moving down from the northwest.
These disturbances cause most of the weather variations in the region and
are usually accompanied by rather marked temperature changes. Thus, apart
from the normal seasonal variations in weather, abrupt changes also take place
at short intervals.
The intensity of the cold and warm air surges and the tracks of the travelling
storms change considerably from month to month and year to year. This causes
great variations in the climate from year to year and conditions in one year give
no reliable indication of what might be expected in the following year.
Apart from the general pattern of weather of the temperate latitudes the
climate is affected to a minor extent by the local geography of the area.
The Great Lakes have a considerable influence on our climate and to a lesser
extent the valleys of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers. The major effect of
the Great Lakes is in modifying the temperatures. Cold waves which in winter
frequently drop temperatures in the Prairies to 50 degrees below zero are warmed
passing over the Great Lakes and do not cause such severe temperature drops n.t
Ottawa.
Severe cold waves at Ottawa occur when the air moves directly down from
the north and avoids the relatively warm Lakes. The wind-roses show that the
frequency of northerly winds is rather low, and, similarly, the occurrence of
severe cold waves, although not uncommon, is rather infrequent.
The modifications of the climate due to the Great Lakes vary with proximity
to the Lakes. The average daily temperature in January is 11 degrees warmer
at Toronto than at Ottawa. Winter snowfall at Toronto averages about '20
inches less than at Ottawa and this is largely due to the fact that with higher
[ 21 j

temperatures a greater portion of the precipitation at
Toronto falls as rain. In
other respects the Toronto
climate is much the same as
Ottawa.

TEMPERATURE
CITY OF OnAWA

Average conditions at
Montreal are very similar
to Ottawa, except that
Montreal has more precipitation. The average winter
snowfall at Montreal is
about 30 inches greater
than at Ottawa. This can
partly be attributed to the
fact that bad weather, from
storms moving up the east
coast of the Unite~ States
through the Maritimes,
often funnels along the
St. Lawrence river valley
to Montreal but does not
reach north of the valley to
Ottawa.

6

In general, Ottawa has a
fairly typical continental
temperate climate with a very variable weather pattern which may change radically
from day to day. Variations are also caused by local geography and these are
most apparent in the winter season.
B. VV. BOVILLE.
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

Geology-Nature of the ground
Prepared by R. E. DEANE,
Geological Survey
Department of Mines and Resources
PLATE 5
OF ATLAS

Geology, in its broadest sense, affects man in every walk of life. It deals with
the history of our earth; the minerals in the earth; the rocks on which we stand,
on which we build lines of communication, and on which we erect our temples;
the soils and water on which we depend for daily sustenance.
The geology of the National Capital Region is varied and complicated. The
oldest rocks, dating back possibly a billion years, are the intrusive, or granitic
IT 22 ]

rocks so familial' to u::; ill the
GatiJleau :M ountains. ;\nC'i('nt ~('a::;
invaded thi~ :1J"e'H about 400.()()O.O()()
years ago an d deposite'd. on top of
the granite rocks. the matcrial that
forll1 s our sedimcntary rocks - the
shales. lilll esto nes, and sancbto lle'::;.
Later. wh en the lalld rose and the'
seas withdrew , the rocks were gradually worn down until thc smface
was not nll.lCh differcnt from that of
today. Anoth er great change took
place auout a millioll year:'> ago. The'
climate became cold er and glacier::;
advanced from thc north over thi::;
area. Possibly four sLlch glacial
ages, separated by three intcrglacial
periods, with climate such as wc
enjoy today, occLlrred. Thc final
retreat of the ice left ~OlllC of thc
rocks bare and covered other::; with
great thicknesses of drift or soil. The
grea t load of ice had depresscd thc
land so that the ::;ea again invadcd
parts of thc l'egion and left layers
of sand. silt, and clay to mark its
borders. Finally. after the icc disappeared, the lanel again rose to gi \'c
us a topography llluch as wc see it
today.
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Two contrasting types of topography in this region are related to the two
different kinds of rocks. The topography of the highlands north of Ottawa River,
in which we find the pre-Cambrian rocks, is rugged, with rock hill s and precipitous
slopes. The topography of the lowlands south of the river is gently sloping or
undulating. In this area we find the Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks and the deep
soils left by the glaciers and the sea.
The oldest, or pre-Cambrian rocks, are part of the Canadian Shield. They
comprise the rough, irregular highlands lying north of the Ottawa River. T'be
glaciers left the hai'd, resistant rocks bare, or with only a thin covering of soil so
that their general use is limited to fore stry, mining, and recreation. Minerals
such as mica, hematite, magn etite, apatite, pyrite, galena, molybdenite, and brucite
have been found in varying quantities.
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In the Ottawa Valley, and to the south, the rocks we see are in the Palaeozoic
sedimentary rocks, mainly sandstone, limestone, dolomite and shale. The first
three have been used for building stone for many years. They also find a limited
use for crushed stone, and in the production of cement, glass, and brick.
Glacial and marine deposits cover much of the bedrock. The deposits of
glacial drift include till, a mixture of boulders, sand, silt and clay, and stratified
sand and gravel. In the pre-Cambrian area the drift is thin or absent, but on the
Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks the drift may be as much as 50 feet thick. Marine
deposits of stratified sand, silt, and clay cover large tracts of the Capital Region,
particularly in the lowlands. Sands are generally found at the higher elevations
along the olel shorelines of the sea, whereas, the clays and silts are more common
in the valleys and depressions. The sequence usually seen in building excavations
is as follows; at the surface marine sands, marine clays, and silts containing fossil
shells. banded clay, till, and finally bedrock. One or more of these layers above
the bedrock may be absent. Marine clays are used for the manufacture of brick
and tile; sands and gravels find their use in concrete and road metal.
The numerous lakes and small streams of the pre-Cambrian area provide an
adequate water supply. South of Ottayva River, wells dug in the drift or marine
deposits yield water for domestic use. In the sedimentary rocks, sandstone
contains the most water, limestone and shale the least.
A thorough geological investigation preliminary to the construction of dams
and large industrial plants is essential because of the variable and complicated
nature of the bedrock and glacial or marine deposits.

R. E. DEANE
[ 24 ]

Vegetation
The Agriculture. Scenic Beauty and Wealth of
the National Capital Region
Prepared by DR. E. S. ARCHIBALD, Director
Experimental Farms Service
Department of Agriculture

The agricultural and natural scenery of Ottawa and the surrounding areas in
Ontario and Quebec is beyond doubt more beautiful and attractive than any to be
found in almost any Capital City of any other nation in the world. Each season of
the year offers its own special charm to the inhabitants and the tens of thousands
of visitors who come to Ottawa both on business and pleasure. Nowhere else
in Canada is there a more delightful and inspiring transition from winter to
spring. Nowhere else in close Pl;oximity to the city are there such wonderful
attractions for fishermen, summer visitors, or autumn huntsmen. Nowhere else
are there three such magnificent rivers centering on a Capital City, each offering
a diffel:ent landscape. As is customary in all such great watersheds, there are
splendid areas of rich alluvial soils in which agriculture thrives. Even the rugged
Gatineau country has beautiful pockets of land in close proximity to Ottawa.
The Ottawa Valley is a watershed in itself and has many more attractive
agricultural areas, ,,,,hile the slower moving Gatineau River finds its way through
areas, a high percentage of which may be rated as profitable agricultural soils.
As might be expected in such terrain, there is a very wide variety of soil types
peculiarly adapted to certain crops, from heat loving plants of the market gardens
to the forest soils. This great diversity of soil types already carries with it a
wide diversity in land use. There are still undeveloped fields for exploration in
the development of newer crops, more adaptable varieties in general agriculture,
and in specialized horticulture; while forest conservation, the introduction of
newer species, and the reforestation of lands best suited to that purpose, although
beautiful in their present state, are as yet practices in their infancy.
Agriculture in this area and adjacent areas in the Ottawa watershed, is
devoted primarily to the production of animal products. Dairying predominates
particularly in the Ottawa milk shed, where fluid milk is the prime product, yet
followed closely by the production of high quality cheese and butter as seen from
the many factories scattered throughout this region.
In the more rugged areas of the Gatineau hills and in the upper reaches of
the Ottawa, meat production predominates-primarily beef cattle- but many
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areas such as Pontiac County produce high class lamb and mutton. This part
of the National Capital Region is also well known throughout the North American
Continent as a producer of high class seeds, such as peas, oats and barley. This is
illustrated by the long line of winnings at such famous international seed shows as
the International Grain and Hay Show at Chicago, and the Royal Agricultural
"\Vinter Fair at Toronto.
Unlike horticultural development, the industries of dairying, meat production
and seed production, are well served by the most modern and excellent dairy
companies in the City of Ottawa, a meat packing company in the City of Hull,
and seed cleaning plants scattered throughout the district. The Ottawa area has
not been widely known as an important horticultural area. There are, however,
a considerable variety of crops grown very largely for consumption within the
region. A fuIlline of vegetable crops, including such heat loving crops as tomatoes
and sweet corn, is grmvn by numerous market gardeners. Small fruits such as
raspberries, strawberries, currants and gooseberries are widely grown throughout
the area, and in recent years apple production has developed to a considerable
extent until now there are several commercial orchards that are being operated on
a profi table basis. Hardy plums and a few varieties of hardy pears are grown to a
limited extent. Other fruits such as cherries and grapes are not grown commercially, and peaches will not survive the rigorous winters even in backyard gardens.
Until such time as a canning factory is established, acreage will be limited to the
demands of the local fresh fruit and vegetable market.
The economic significance of this agricultural development is often taken
too much for granted. Although the Capital City is not primarily noted as an
industrial city, nevertheless the industries of Otta'wa, Hull and towns in the
National Capital Region are primarily established for the purpose of servicing
agriculture and forestry. These two industries in turn are the major support
of the city in food and employment. This very happy relationship cannot be
ignored in future years. The existing excellent relationships between the production of foodstuffs and building materials for the Capital must be maintained on
the most harmonious basis.
Speaking agriculturally, the Capital City is and should be the logical headquarters for research for the Ottawa region and the larger territory in this climatic
zone. Equally, it is but logical that it should be the administrative headquarters
for agricultural research, which is a Federal responsibility for all Canada. Thus,
Ottawa is particularly favoured by having such institutions as the Central
Experimental Farm, the headquarters for Science Service in Agriculture, including
the most valuable research unit in animal diseases located in Hull, and the
Biological Division of the National Research Council. It is of particular interest
to note that these phases of research, which have grown with the years, have
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existed in or near the Capital City for nearly se\ enty years, while it is only within
the last two decades that our great neighbour to the south has realized the great
need of a similar federal institution and has established on the outskirts of
VVashington a tremendous and beautifully equipped agricultural research unit at
Beltsville, Maryland. That institution, just as the Central Experimental Farm
at Ottawa, is more and more appreciated by city and rural people as a research
centre where reliable information is acquired for the benefit of the region itself, as
well as for the nation as a whole.
The history of each and every Division, and the tremendous amount of work
conducted at the Central Experimental Farm, are sources of pride to those who
have accomplished them, as well as to the producers of food, fruit, flowers and
trees throughout this area. More far reaching, however, are examples such as the
creation of varieties of cereals, either at the Central Experimental Farm or under
its direction elsewhere. -which have opened up the great Prairie Provinces for
agriculture and are protecting farmers in all parts of Canada by guaranteeing
safer production and better quality products.
It is unfortunate that Ottawa is not so far advanced in its influence on the
great industry of forestry, yet the accomplishments in agriculture and no\", in
Science Service in Forest Entomology and Forest Pathology, have had a profound
influence on all branches of the forest industry throughout Canada.

This region, too, is served in agriculture and forestry education by very
active provincial units such as t.he Kemptville Agricultural School, the excellent
,,,ork of County Representatives, and the Agronomes in the Province of Quebec
and Agricultural Representatives in Ontario. Consequently, in the domains of
production, beauty, education and industry, these three great valleys which
converge at the Capital City offer unique service to this great Capital centre of
the young and growing Dominion of Canada.

E. S. ARCHIBALD.
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Hydrography - IVaterways and Lakes
Flood Conditions
The region is drained by the Ottawa River and its tributaries. The Ottawa
River is the main stream and flows generally in an easterly direction across the
region. The river has not an even gradient, but consists of a series of lake-like
expansions or stretches where the gradient is very low, separated by falls and
rapids. At the Chaudiere Falls near Ottawa the river falls 25 to 30 feet over
flat-lying limestone and, above the falls , a series of rapids separated by short
stretches of water occurs. Above Deschenes Rapids, near Britannia, the river
occupies in part a broad rock valley and form s an extensive lake-like expansion
known as Lake Deschenes, some two miles in width, which extends to the
southwestern portion of the area. From Lake Deschenes, in a northwesterly
direction, the river is navigable almost to the westerly extremity of the region
in the vicinity of Fitzroy Harbor, immediately ,vesterly from which occurs the
power dam at Chats Falls. Below the city of Ottawa the river has a very lovv
gradient and flows in a valley largely underlain by marine clays, the bedrock
being rarely exposed.
Gatineau River, the second largest stream in the area, joins the Ottawa River
from the north, opposite the city of Ottawa. 'Within the region its waters are
dammed for power development purposes at Farmers Rapids, situated some foul'
miles north of its junction with the Ottawa River, for which distance the banks
of the river are formed of marine clay and the gradient of the river is very slight.
Throughout the upper part of its course it flows in a deep rock valley cut in the preCambrian upland, and is characterized by rapids and falls, with intervening
stretches where the flow is relatively slow because of low gradients.
Rideau River, coming from the south, enters the Ottawa River at the city
of Ottawa where it falls some 50 feet over the limestone escarpment which forms
the south bank of the Ottawa. On top of the escarpment, the river is divided
by Green Island, forming twin falls, which, from their curtain-like appearance, were
named Rideau Falls by the early explorers. The use of this historic name was
extended to the river and to the many lakes in which it finds its source and from
which it flows to the Ottawa River. Throughout the greater part of its course
within the region, the Rideau River occupies a valley which is floored by drift
deposits, the bedrock outcropping at only a few places. Rapids and falls occur
at places where the bedrock outcrops, as at Black Rapids, north of Manotick,
Hog's Back, within four miles of the centre of Ottawa, and south of Cumming's
Bridge, within the city.
Much could be said on the distinctive characteristics of these rivers, consequent to the differing natures of the lands through which they flow. The Gatineau
drains the northern countries, regions of mountains and forests; the Rideau draim
the southern countries, flat areas of marsh and farm lands. The former is active
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and brisk, and in the spring continues to roar turbulently, while the Rideau is
beginning to resume its normal leisurely and placid course. The Ottawa River.
which is the conflu('nt of both rivers, forms the boundary between two Provinces.
each with its inherent demographic, racial and religious characteristics, and also
marks the division between two regions, each distinctly characterized geologically.
On the north, the Laurentians with their low-lying mountains, their multitude of
lakes and rivers and their wild life, extend without interruption to the great north;
and on the south, the fiat and more hospitable lands, characteristics of the highly
productive and fertile lands of southern Ontario, are endowed with a much milder
climate.
Numerous smaller streams, especially in their lower portions and in the
areas where drift deposits are thick, occupy narrow steep-sided valleys. Of
these, the principal are the Lapeche River and Chelsea Creek, each tributary to
the Gatineau River; the Quyon River and Breckenridge Creek on the northeast
shore of the Ottawa River; Green Creek on the south-eastern shore; and the Carp
and Mississippi Rivers in the southwesterly portion of the area. Much of the
drift covered portions of the area, particularly in the southerly portion, are,
however, only slightly dissected by stream erosion, and there are comparatively
large areas in which the nearly level surface of the drift deposits is almost entirely
untrenched by streams.
Terraces, cut chiefly in the marine sands and clays, occur along the valleys
at considerable heights above the present drainage channels in the eastern part
of the region. They occur along the lower portions of the Gatineau and Ottawa
River valleys, along the Rideau valley and in the area drained by Green Creek.
They are especially well developed south of the city of Ottawa and along the
Ottawa River valley and its tributaries below the city of Ottawa.
In the northern portion of the region there are many lakes, McGregor, Grand,
Lapeche, Philip, Harrington and Meach Lakes being the principal. Such are
quite characteristic of the Laurentian formations, where lakes, rivers and streams
are perhaps as numerous as in any other region in the world. Two smaller lakes
occur in the pre-Cambrian upland area, i.e., Kingsmere and Pink. In t.he lowland
area, except for the lake-like expansions of the Ottawa River previously referred
to, there are relatively feviT lakes, the largest of which is Constance Lake.
Flood Conditions - The Ottawa River, which traverses the region from west
to east, is a waterway of considerable magnitude. Its course, within the region,
is characterized by a series of falls and rapids, between which are long stretches
of navigable waterways. These in places widen out to form large lake-like
expansions, in some instances two miles in width, of which Constance Bay and
Lake Deschenes are characteristic. In such areas the contiguous shore lands
slope gradually toward the water fronts, while at the points of bedrock outcroppings, where occur the rapids and falls, the shore line is characterized by
rock escarpments, of more or less magnitude, the whole providing a magnificent
scenic waterway.
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Typical of such northern waterways, the seasonable water flow of the Ottawa
River varies from that of quiet placidity in the summer and fall seasons to
extreme turbulence follmving spring thaws, particularly where rapids and waterfalls occur and at the narrow parts of the river. The following statistics covering
water levels and flows gives specific data in this connection:OTTA W A RIVER WATER LEVELS
PLACE OF READINGS: Britannia, west of Deschenes Rapids.
PERIOD OF READINGS: Years 1902 to 1947.
LOW'vVATER
(39 readings)

HIGH WATER
(42 readings)
Average Elevation ..... .
Lowest Elevation ...... .
Highest Elevation . . .... .
Water Discharge . . .... . .

195·4
193·1 (1915)
198·4 (1909)
Low of 63,300
water elevation
High of 181,200
water elevation

C.F.S. with
193·1 (1915)
C.F.S. with
196·6 (1943)

189·8
188·0 (1937)
191 · 1 (1927 and 1928)
Low of 6,900 C.F.S. with water
elevation 188·8 (1911)
H1:gh of 31,500 C.F.S. with
water elevation 191· 0 (1932)

PLACE OF READINGS: Rideau Canal Locks.
PERIOD OF READINGS: Years 1876 to 1947.
Low WATER
(48 readings)

HIGH "VATER
(49 readings)
Average Elevation ..... .
Lowest Elevation ..... . .
Highest Elevation . . ... .

142·7
136·3 (1931)
149·2 (1909)

129·5
126·9 (1914)
132·5 (1928)

The periods of extreme high water levels give rise to flood conditions which
in the urbanized areas of Ottawa, Hull and vicinity are the cause of extensive
property damage, in lowlying adjacent land areas. Such conditions are of frequent
occurrence, particularly in lowlands situated on the northerly side of the river
from Brewery Creek easterly to and beyond the Gatineau River, and including
much of the waterfront development fringing the Gatineau and Ottawa Rivers
in the village of Pointe-Gatineau. Such conditions likewise occur along both
shore lines of the Ottawa extending westerly from Val-Tetreau and Ottawa 'Vest to
beyatf.d the viUag'(!$ af De~mITerie~ and Britannia.
Similar conditions are of frequent occurrence on the Rideau River: the
nature of the river bed is at points such that the timely provision of water
channels through the ice is invariably essential if the heavy water flow incidental
to spring thaws is to be controlled and flooding prevented. Local authorities are
alert to .this situation, but, despite organized efforts, conditions develop and the
onrush of water presents itself with a .suddenness such that its destructive force
cannot be offset. "Tithin the precincts of the Ottawa area the land so affected
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FLOODING OF THE OTTAWA AND GATINEAU RIVERS AT THEIR CONFLUENCE

In the Spring the rivers rise turbulently, occasionally causing considerable damage and creating acute
p roblems involving the control of floods, reforestation and the regulation of construction on low-lying lands
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lies east of the Rideau River from the vicinity of Cumming's Bridge to Hurdman's,
and on both sides of the river from Hurdman's southerly to a point three-quarters
of a mile west of Billings Bridge.
In the matter of flood control, the Provincial Government of Ontario has
recently brought to bear on the problem the full resources and facilities of its
specialized Departments of Public Works,. Agriculture, Lands and Forests and
Highways, in an effort to evolve solution which obviously lies with the utmost
co-operation between the Provincial Government and local organizations. The
Ontario Minister of Planning and Development, the Honourable Dana Porter,
admirably expressed the nature of the problem in saying:
There ' are two vital aspects of the problem of flood control. At the time of flood, the
most pressing desire is to get rid of water. At that time, for .a short period, counted in
days, for a few days, water is a menace. It wreaks destruction. Yet a few months later,
when the dry season begins, we are faced with the opposite extreme. In the season of drought
the most pressing need is for more water. Measures that are merely designed to get rid of
as much water as quickly as possible contribute nothing in themselves towards any
permanent solution.
The real problem is one of conservation of water. To hold back, to store, to check
the flow, by all means that science, experience, knowledge and common sense have to offer.
Water that can be saved, water that can be checked and released gradually, is that much
less water to swell the crest at times of peak. It is also water that may later relieve in
some degree the effects of drought.
The great natural place for the storage of water is underground. It has been said
that, except the oceans, there is no reservoir for water so vast and effective as the soil.
Measures that result in a greater absorption of water in the ground, and check a quick and
wasteful run-off, all play an important part in any program of water conservation. Simple
conservation practices have been devised and tried with success to accomplish this. They
consist of contour farming, terracing, the use of grass crops on sloping land, the provision
of small ponds, strip cropping, the protection of streams. All these simple commonsense
measures are done to make the soil absorb more water, to make the soil more like a sponge,
or, if you like, a blotter. Any general program of practices of this kind requires
co-operation of individuals. It needs voluntary agreement as to the best way of carrying
them out amongst the owners of the farms themselves.
The final method to achieve this end is reforestation on lands that have proven
unsuitable for agriculture. Where there is forest, snow melts more slowly, and thus releases
water more gradually. Moisture is retained in the soil. Streams tend to maintain their
flow even in dry seasons. Forest tends to improve underground water levels.
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HISTOR Y
History of the National Capital
Prepared by
DR. GUSTAVE LANCTOT,

President of the Royal Society of Canada,
and fonner
Deputy Minister of Public Archives.

Capital of the largest country in the two Americas, Ottawa profiles, in sharp
reli ef, against an azure sky, an imposing and sculptural outline of monuments,
church es and dwellings that rise, tier upon tiel', from the height of her hill s.
Unfolding before h er, at the confluence of two rivers, is a landscape of uniqu e
charm in which the variety of aspects adds itself to the harmony of the vistas:
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the broad-bosomed Ottawa behveen the graceful waterfalls of the Rideau and the
boisterous, leaping Chaudiere, in front of the compact clustering of Hull houses,
and beyond, the verdant countryside divided into fields and woods, quickly rising
in a succession of benches towards the picturesque Laurentians, heavily wooded
with oak, birch and maple which the autumn suddenly transforms into a blaze
of colour and mantles in raiment of gold, purple and bronze. Around her
Parliament Hill, girdled by the Ottawa River, and her Sandy Hill which the
Rideau skirts, are grouped or scattered, in a far-flung periphery, her grey stone or
red brick dwellings, verdure bordering the length of her avenues pleasantly shaded
by the broad canopies of stately elms and magnificent maples.
A city barely a century old, proud of her political rank, situated between
French Quebec and British Ontario, Ottawa is above all a government city, rapidly
developing, becoming more beautiful and rising to the level of world-wide importance of a young country, suddenly grown into a real international power by reason
of its natural resources, its trade and industry, and, still more, because of its
e(;onomic and military role during those two periods of war and crisis that
convulsed the life of nations and continents.
Ottawa is the eldest daughter of the great river the name of which she proudly
bears, a name given because it was the route taken for their annual navigations by
the Outaouats, that is to say the men of the forest. From time immel1}orial, garbed
in skins, their faces painted in many colours, they came down, every spring, in
bark canoes laden with furs, and traded with the Eastern tribes at the meeting
place at Tadoussac. The ((road that walks", according to the Indian expression, the
Ottawa continued to serve as the great trade artery, after the arrival of the
Europeans in the St. Lawrence, in 1535, with Jacques Cartier, the country's
discoverer and first explorer. The first white man to appear before the site of the
Capital was, in 1610, Nicolas de Vigneau, an engage of the Quebec post, founded
two years before. Three years later, in June 1613, Champlain himself, the founder
of New-France, camped on the spot. He described the "arcade" formed by the
Rideau Falls and the rampaging cascade which the Indians, by reason of its boiling
eddies, named Asticou, in French the Chaudiere. Confronted by this impassable
barrier, all the voyagers were forced to portage, that is to say, to lift their canoes
from the water and carry them the full distance of the dangerous rapids. Thus,
throughout the whole French Regime, there landed before Parliament Hill, the
natives of many nations, as well as the traders and explorers, the missionaries and
soldiers of France: the chiefs Tessouat and Kondiaronk, the coureurs des bois
Radisson and Perrot., the discoverers Du Lhut and La Verendrye, the Jesuits
Jogues and Brebeuf, the officers de Troyes, d'Iberville and Lamothe-Cadillac.
Under British rule, until the construction of the railways, the Ottawa remained the
main artery, because it was the shortest, of transportation and communications.
The first Englishman to ascend its course was, in 1761,. the trader Alexander Henry.
In the years that followed, there tramped by the foot of the surging, foam-flecked
rapids the most famous barons of the Beaver Club, Frobisher, :McTavish and
Alexander Mackenzie, also two celebrities of their day, Lord Selkirk, founder of
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Manitoba, and Sir John Frankli~, th e Arctic explorer. All used the bark canoe
which with a firmly gripped paddle and a song on th eir lips, canoeists, called the
voyag:urs, propelled tirelessly, as they wended th eir way, by countless rivers and
lakes, from Montreal to the Pacific Coast.
Then, suddenly, in 1800, th ere arose, alongside th e trader, the man of
tomorrow, the settler. He was Philemon , Vright, of "Voburn , Massachusetts. H e
took up residence with five families on the opposite shore, on the present site of
the city of Hull. ,Vhat with the felling of the trees of the forest and the growing
of cereals, the settlement progressed so rapidly that in 1806, t.he first rafts of timber
descended the river on their way to Montreal. Follmving the close of the
Napoleonic wars,. the year 1818 witnessed the arrival of the first group of numerous
emigrants, disbanded soldiers, who were given land grants at Richmond, along
t.he Rideau River. Their passing led an adventurous pioneer, Jehiel Collins, to
construct the first house, a kind of tavern, in the fut.ure Ottawa at the terminal
point of navigation, at the spot where Duke and "Wellington Streets intersect.
Round this area, known by th e name of Richmond Landing, the trapsfer point of
immigrants and goods coming from :M ontreal, a few houses and outbuildings were
soon erected, and such were the modest beginnings of the Canadian capital.
A project of great military importance which had been under consideration
for a long time took shape simultaneously. During t.he war of 1812, the capture
of Toronto and the march of an American army on Montreal , that threatened to
sever communications by th e St. Lawrence River between Quebec and Ontario,
revealed the necessity of finding an alternate route beyond all danger of occupation
by the enemy. Follm:ving several technical reports and surveys on the subject,
the General Staff decided in favour of a route which, making use of the Ottawa
and Rideau rivers, would link, beyond all hostile attacks, the two Laurentian ports
of Montreal.and Kingston. In April, 1826, Lieutenant-Colonel John By, of the
Royal Engineers, was appointed to direct the construction of a canal which, by
making use of the course of the Rideau, would ensure uninterrupted navigation
between IVIontreal and Kingston. In September, following a final examination of
the land, the officer adopted the direction followed by the Rideau canal. The
foundation of the Canadian capital may be dated from that month.
The work, started in June,. 1827, with the corner stone being laid by the
Governor-General, Lord Dalhousie, on September 29, was pressed forward so
energetically by the Corps of engineers that it was possible to inaugurate the canal,
May 29, 1832, with the passage of a steamer, the Pumper, bearing Colonel By
and a party of specially invited guests. The cost of the undertaking amounted to
about $4,000,000.
During the five-year period its construction entailed, the work on the canal
had attracted and detained many workmen and unskilled labourers who settled
on the present site of Ottawa. Their presence, in turn, attracted craftsmen of
every trade,. merchants and shopkeepers, so much so that the locality, which took
the name of Bytowl1 in honour of the builder of the canal, soon numbered a
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population of about 1,000 souls. In the absence of any war, the canal was never
used for military purposes, but, on the other hand, it did open up to settlement
a region of fertile land, facilitated the transportation of goods and agricultural
products, and contributed in various ways to the development and progress of a
whole vast area straddling two provinces.
At this time, the felling of trees and the floating of logs constituted the sole
regional industry. In winter, the forests bordering on the rivers echoed to the
mighty axe strokes of woodsmen operating in many scattered shanties. With the
a.dvent of spring, hundreds of thousands of logs, floated from the upper reaches
of the Ottawa and the Gatineau, were assembled in the basin, at the head of the
canal. At this point, raftsmen formed them into large rafts on which were erected
several cabins that served to house the cooks and their assistants and the crews
ha.ndling the rafts. This whole industry, log cutting and floating, required
enormous quantities of provisions and goods for the loggers and raftsmen, whose
stay in the locality increased tenfold, from year to year, the trade of the shopkeepers and artisans, and contributed to a steady growth of the population, so
much so that in 1841, the latter amounted to more than 3,000 souls. To which
was added, as early as 1852, the construction of several sawmills, which soon
doubled the production and trade of By town and Hull,. her neighbour.
From earliest times until the dawn of the last century, the bark canoe had
served the purposes of exploration, the fur trade and military transportation.
A craft that lent itself to quick locomotion, when dexterously handled, it was
also noted for its wonderful load capacity. \Vith the advent of colonists there
came the Durham boats, solid rowing-boats, slower travelling but more
staunch and better suited to the transportation of heavy and cumbersome
loads. Then, as early as 1821, steamboats made their appearance on the river.
The first of these steam-propelled boats was called the Union.
The fare, in
round figures, from By town to Montreal cost $5, and to Kingston $6. Finally, in
1854, a first railroad, operating from Prescott to By town and connecting with
the Montreal-Toronto line, marked the inauguration of a regular service, with
the trains travelling at a speed of ten miles an hour.
'With the expansion of the lumber industry and the increase in the agricultural
population of the region, the village of the early days had grown from year to
year, to the extent of becoming the county town of the district as early at 1842; it
also boasted of having three weekly newspapers since 1836. Constituted a town
municipality by a statute enacted in July 1847, afterwards disallowed by royal
revocation, By town resumed her title of town in January 1850 and chose her first
mayor, John Scott, a lawyer. Constantly growing in numbers, importance and
prosperity, proud of a population of 10,000 souls, the ambitious little town soon
sought and secured legal status as a city, in January 1855, with the right to
exchange the too common name of By town for the more rare and harmonious
appellation of Ottawa.
IT
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THE CHAUDIERE FALLS
Original drawing by Colonol John By- 1826

In the meantime, United Canada, which consisted of the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, since 1841, had not yet fin ally se ttled on the location of her capital.
Her parliam ellt held its first sessions in Kingston, to the dissatisfaction of all the
members. A mem ber proposed that the sessions be held alternately in Quebec and
Toronto, while the representative of the CO lll1ty of Carleton suggested that Ottawa
be chosen. Finally, in ~o\'embel' 1844, Nl ontreal became th e capital, but forfeited
her title, as early as 1849, followin g a riot that culminated in the burning of the
legislative building. Unable to make a definite selection, the Legi lative Assembly
decided to sit alternately every four years in Quebec and Toronto. This system
of a movable capital, entailing the tran sportation of library, archives, furniture
and staff proved to be difficult, compli cated and quite costly. The question again
arose of choosing, finally , a permanent capital. Six cities claimed that honour:
Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Kingston, Hamilton and Ottawa. The youngest and
th e least populated, the last named presented, on the other hand, at least at th at
time, an impressive array of advantages : remotene s from the frontier, security
from all threat of occupation, facility of communications with all the large cities of
the country, favourable location on the boundary line of two provinces, half-way
bet" een all points, the centre of a promising region, and remarkable beauty of the
site and surroundings. Lastly, the clinching argument after the question of
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OTTAWA IN 1855.

Lithograph by E. Whitefield

strategic situation, nothing short of h er selection could make an end of th e
illt~n se rivalry between the two principal aspiran ts, Montreal and Toronto. Confronted with th ese '"reasons, Queen Victoria advised the gove l'llment, D ecember 31,
1857, th at she was choosing Ottawa as the capital of United Canada, a selection the
Legislative Assembly barely confirmed by a vote of 64 to 59.
, Vithout loss of time, and resultin g fr om an archi tectural competition ,
construction of the P arliament and governm ent buildings was started immedi ately
after accepta nce of the plans of architects F ull er and J ones. Chosen as a site fo r the
halls of the nation was th e eminently fa vo urable h eadland fl aun ting its escarpm ent
a bove the broad bend of t he Ottawa River between N epean P oint and Victoria
Island. Th e spot afford s a magnificent view of th e scenery, h ann onious and
picturesque, intersper-sed with cultivated pla teaux and wooded hills, wi th , as a
background,··th e sUlll niits of th e Laurentians undula tin g softly, m au ve-tin ted in
th e eveniJyg, a gainst the blue sky of th e distant h orizons. On September 1, 1860,
th e Prin ce of , Vales, later King Edward '\ II, laid the com er stone of th e main
towel', but it was not until June 8, 1866, tha t th e fir st legisla tive session, held in
Ot tawa, opened in th e stately P arliament buildin g, a happy blending of Gothic
style enh anced by sculptures and native stone of beige and greyish tint. On th at
day, to the great pride of her 20,000 citizens, Ottawa witn essed th e fulfilm ent of
her dream, for long apparently chimerical, of becoming the capital of th e country.
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Soon, there was to occur a great event that had been in the making for years.
This occurrence would once again enhance the eminence of Ottawa and suddenly
exalt her political and national role. Following several conferences, the four
provinces of Quebec, Ontario, Nova Scotia. and New Brunswick formed, July 1st,
1867, a confederation that took the name of Dominion of Canada. Ottawa now
became the capital of a very vast country which soon trebled its dimensions by
the acquisition of the North-'West Territories and by the annexation of two new
provinces, British Columbia in 1871 and Prince Edward Island in 1873, with the
result that the young capital now governed a country stretching from the Atlantic
to the Pacific, and from the Arctic to the United States boundary.
Risen to the rank of an autonomous colony, endowed with enormous
resources-ranging from the fisheries and the coalfields of Nova Scotia, the forests
of New Brunswick, Quebec and OntarIo, the fur-bearing animals of the North-\iVest
Territories to the wheat-fields of Manitoba, the woods and the mines of British
Columbia-Canada still grouped but a small population of 3,000,000 inhabitants,
scattered in seven provinces, but united by a common allegiance and the steel bonds
of her railways extending from Halifax to Vancouver. However, there soon
developed, slowly yet surely, a substantial agricultural advancement and a solid
industrial expansion, under the aegis of Sir John A. Macdonald's national policy,
expansion and advancement which increased the Canadian population to 5~000,000,
while the Capital was to 'witness a rise in the number of her citizens from 43,000
souls in 1891 to 60,000 in 1901..
Suddenly, a new mastery asserted itself in the government of the country.
An intense propaganda set in motion such an annual influx of immigrants
that in 1911 the population rose by successive leaps and bounds to 7,000,000
souls, an increase of 2,000,000 in ten years, while Ottawa, keeping pace with the
growth of the ·country, was extending her boundaries and swelling the number of
her inhabitants to 90,000, a remarkable figure for a city in existence but 60 years.
\Vhile a growing political autonomy was becoming more marked, an Imperial
preference policy was increasing commercial exchanges to unprecedently high
levels, so much so, that Laurier, the moving spirit of this progress on the two
fronts could rightly exclaim: "The twentieth century will be Canada's century".
At this very hour, the first world war was touched off. To the appeal of
nations to right and freedom, Canada answered magnificently: volunteers for the
most part, 620,000 men took up arms and four divisions fought gloriously on the
European front, notably at Ypres, Courcelette, Festubert and Vimy. Therefore,
in the face of such splendid collaboration, neither Great Britain nor the United
States could deny to Canada's representative, Sir Robert Borden, the right and the
honour to affix his signature to the Treaty of Versailles. By one stroke of the
pen, the country attained national independence and acquired the stature of an
international power, accessions confirmed by the Imperial Conference of 1926
and embodied in the Statute of vVestminster. From then on, Canada signed her
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own treaties and appointed her own ambassadors, while accrediting to her country
diplomatic representatives from abroad. From a political capital, Ottawa rose to
the rank of an international capital.
The war, however, had dealt her a hard blow: in February, 1916, a fire set
by a German hand destroyed her first Parliament Building. Soon rebuilt according
to a broader plan of architect John Pearson, the magnificent monument, which
retained the Gothic style, dominates, since 1920, with its lofty Peace Tower, the
whole city and surrounding landscape. In those wars, with the creation of new
departments and the multiplication of administrative services, the population
showed a rising curve, to which the construction of new commercial buildings and
apartment houses also contributed, so much so, that it reached the figure of 120,000
souls in 1930.
During the trying years of the economic crisis, first felt in 1929, political
Ottawa, like the remainder of the country, fought gallantly, and lent a helping hand
wherever distress was experienced. The capital was directing a sound economic
recovery on all fronts when she extended a triumphal welcome, in May, 1939, to
His Majesty George VI and his gracious Queen Elizabeth. In the course of this
visit, a unique occurrence in recorded history, the sovereign of the British Empire
presided over a sitting of the Canadian House of Commons.
Three months later, there broke out the second world war, a still more terrible
conflict because it was more systematically barbarous. Once again, in defence of
justice and civilization, the country girded its armour: this time, one million
Canadian men and women joined the armed forces and soldiers from the land of the
:YIaple Leaf outdid themselves in deeds of valour on the battle-fronts of Italy,
France and Holland. At the same time, Ottawa assumed all controls, raised
stupendous amounts of public monies, improvised a huge industry, exported overseas immense quantities of arms and munitions, wheat and provisions. In due
proportion to its population, no country made such a gigantic military, economic
and financial contribution, a contribution that had its counterpart after the war in
the form of extraordinary help to impoverished and devastated European nations.
Today, once again, the war has enhanced Canada's fame as never before and
revealed this country, which is not yet fully aware of its potentialities, as a real
international power of the first magnitude.
On the other hand, by centralizing around its departments manifold organizations and boards, the war had ra.pidly augmented the population of Ottawa which
now reached a total of 165,000 souls. At the same time, the Capital revealed
herself a tourist centre of rare attraction. A quite natural result, moreover, for
beside her political importance are to be found the interest of her public monuments, the charm of her site and the attractiveness of her surroundings. Residence
of the governor general, a university and episcopal city, she can offer convention
members hotels with every modern comfort, to specialists the Parliamentary
Library, the National Archives and the scientific museums; to the ordinary
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OTTAWA- 1876.

tourists, the Royal Canadian lVlillt, hi stori cal mu se ums, the Archives alld the
National Gallery. For hiker s, here a re Rockeliffe, the Driveway and the gardens
of the Experilllental Farm. On leaving the city, the yi sitor find s himself, within
a few lIlinutes, ill the Gatineau National Park, at the gateway to a hunting and
fishing paradise, the great \\"ild beauty of \\"hich is spangled with blue lakes and
green rivers. No region in the world presents to the eyes a spectacle comparable
with the dazzling enehantm ent of the Gatineau forest ill the autumn of th e year
with its n1arvelous tapestry of gold, crimson and glowing purple.
A political capital, Ottawa has for long shown concern to improve herself
by town planning and prove worthy of h er role and her future. 'l'he initiative
for her beautification is due to Sir 'Wilfrid Laurier who, as early as 1896, asked
that she become "the ,Vashington of the North". From this idea stemmed, in
1899, the first improvement comm.ission which became subsequently the Federal
District Comrnission. This organization carried out a number of landscaping and
improvement proj ects. In 1938, lVlr. Jacques Greber, the internationally renowned
IT 43 ]

Drawing by H. Brosius

French town planner, conceived, as an excellent beginning, the plans for Confederation Square and the Elgin Street boulevard. Then, in 1945, on the initiative
of Prime Minister VI . L. Mackenzie King, the government asked him to draw up
a comprehensive plan embracing the whole city and taking in the whole region,
from the Laurentians to the Rideau Lakes and from Perth to Montebello. In
the course of several years of study, the project has taken shape and broadened
in scope, and will soon enter the stage of practical application. It con..'
templates adding to th e splendor of the natural surroundings, and to the distinction of her public buildings, the advantages of an airy city, freed from traffic
congestion, rid of th e obstruction of railway tracks, crossed by wide avenues
and circling autostrads, pl'Oviding space for new imposing structures to house
departments, museums, theatres and convention halls, not omitting turfed, treeshaded parks. A new Ottawa should emerge from this plan which envisions a
co-ordinated group of communities harmoniously developing in a setting of beauty.
In the course of the years, from this town planning, loftily conceived and farseeing, allying the aesthetic and the practical, might emerge in this city of Ottawa,
a capital distinguishable by the union of art and nature, the compass of her
surroundings, the style of her monuments, the attractiveness of her avenues, the
charm of her parks, and the perfect appointment of her modern services, so much
so that this capital would proudly rise to the level and greatness of the national
and international role which this new world power, named Canada, a country of
the future, is called upon to play in not too distant morrows.
GUSTAVE LANCTOT.

Urban Evolution of the Capital Area

PLATE 6
OF ATLAS

The urban area which nmv includes Ottawa, Hull and their environs, mves
These
waterways were the natural conveyors of lumber originating frorn the nearby
forests.
its birth to its favourable location at the confluence of three large rivers.

Its early growth was due largely to the construction of the Rideau Canal and,
later, to the choice of Ottawa as the nation's Capital. As in the case of all new
settlements, subsequent railway installations provided the incentive for rapid
development.

However, during the evolution of the city, the relative importance of these
functions has been reversed. The present activity and prosperity of Ottawa are
chiefly due to its status as the National Capital, in the life of which industry now
forms a secondary part.
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Bol'll of t he search for tra nsportation and wat er power , the origin al settleIll ent was established along th e Cha udiere F alls 0 11 th e Hull side. ,;f ith th e
extensive works necessitated by th e construction of the strategic canal by Colonel
By . new settlements developed on each side of t he locks. Later, wh en B arracks
Hill was chosen as th e site for Governm ent Buildings, th ese settlements became
th e core of urban expansion.
Th e introduction and expansion of railway lines wi thin the growing co mmunity, whil e promoting its developm ent , h ave become the ma jor detrim ents
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to its rational and harmonious growth. The ever increasing encirclement of the
city and the ruthless cutting through of its growing surface by railroads nullified
the benefits brought by the latter and their satellite industries, to the detriment
of the welfare and comfort of the citizens. These same influences which, in the
past, provided the incentive for recurring phases of increased activities and
expansion, and which later proved to be definitely adverse to its best interests,
now become potent factors in the reorganization of the Capital.
The characters of the central areas have been determined by the activities
of the early settlement, and, other than by commercial and industrial expansion.
have been subject to little change. The residential districts immediately surrounding commercial and industrial areas show evidence of the detriments attached
to such growth. The Chaudiere Falls area has continued to develop industrially,
expanding year after year, gradually encroaching with its plants, warehouses
and railway sidings on residential zones, and congesting traffic on both sides of
the river. The downtown area continues to expand commercially and semiindustrially, constantly encroaching on contiguous residential areas which thus
become overcrowded. Rideau Street. Dalhousie Street, Sparks Street and Bank
Street have shown commercial grmvths which have penetrated adjacent streets
and deteriorated former residential sections. Thus, from the very outset, commercial, semi-commercial, industrial and semi-industrial areas have been allowed
to expand to the detriment of adjacent residential districts which, furthermore,
have followed a constant evolution under the pressure of added demands for
services. The north end of Bronson Avenue, once the choice residential area, has
had its properties converted into srnall apartments or replaced by flats. Metcalfe
Street, where heavy traffic \-vas formerly prohibited, has undergone a similar change.
Sandy Hill undergoes the encroachnlent of commercial activities, despite the
desire of its citizens to have it retain its residential character. Residential areas
have continuously regressed from the commercially active sections of the city.
Statistics fail to show any diminution in the number of dwellers in such central
residential areas, "\"rhile clear1y indicating that outlying districts have grown
rapidly.
If the city continues its expansion without proper control provided by
adequate zoning, there is little doubt that those residential areas will continue
to deteriorate. Such conditions are frequent in large cities, especially of commercial
or industrial characters.

The search for space, the constant pressure from various activities, together
with the improvement of roads and public transportation, are factors which have
fostered the expansion of suburban areas. As distances increased, outlying areas
have shown a tendency to spread promiscuously, rather than to form outside
nuclei. New and continuous developments occurring along the main lines of
communication, have given to the latter the twofold and irreconcilable character
of highways and commercial streets. Such developments are more common in the
westerly sections of the Ottawa and Hull areas, than in the easterly extensions.
IT
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In an effort to safeguard their normal development, certain residential areas
have tried to protect themselves in various ways; some, like Ottawa South, by
developing a spirit of neighbourliness and by spontaneous adoption of protective
measures, and others, like Rockcliffe, by resorting to legislative exclusion and
control.
The city's expansion is now hampered by the lack of proper communications.
As its development tends to follow along its westerly arteries, distances have
become prohibitive, and those arteries have failed to meet the dual functions of
shopping streets and through highways. Consequently, with a view to further
integration within the central area, recent developments have utilized lands which
had hitherto remained vacant because of their proximity to undesirable neighbourhoods (Mann Avenue Housing Project), or have been located within densely
populated areas in the centre of the community, or failing this, have found new
sites well located but poorly linked with the centre (Manor Park and Wrightville
Housing Projects).
In growing communities, in which the road systems are inadequate, uncontrolled developments occur along existing highways and are the origin of ribbon
developments. One of the marked advantages of a master plan lies in its prior
designation of the location of the different areas of activity, limiting the development
of the central area and fostering the creation of self-contained satellite communities
within a comprehensive system of open spaces, with the vie",T of avoiding the
incongruity attached to such continuous and uncontrolled outgrowths. Such
procedure permits of the organization of the necessary circulatory system by
eliminating the defect of multiple traffic functions existing in central areas.
Subdivision of the land-The early settlers' urgent demand for land, the
immense spaces involved, and the difficulties of access thereto, together with the
lack of survey facilities, have determined, to a large extent, the artificial limits
of counties and townships and the subsequent arbitrary gridiron subdivisions. The
system was expeditious and quite practical for the distribution of lands which
could not be properly surveyed.

Those methods ignored entirely the topography of the land, and boundaries
were established without consideration of natural features, which in older
countries, form the basis of land subdivision.
The townships, on both sides of the river, were formally divided into
"concessions" or large regular quadrilaterals, varying in size in different townships. Within the present urban area, on the Ontario side, the original concessions
measured 100 chains 1 in width and were divided into 200-acre lots of 20 chains
by 100 chains, a right-of-way one chain in width being reserved between each
concession, and at every fifth lot. On the Quebec side, the concessions were 80
chains in width but variable in length. Lots measured 26 chains by 80 chains
and generally there was a one-chain right-of-way between the concessions.
lOne chain meaSUl'es 66 fect ; 80 chains a re a mile long and 10 square chains arc equa l to one aCl'e .
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The present street layout in the urban area of the Capital cannot be under·
stood without some knowledge of the system of land subdivision used in the early
days. Even more than the physical elements, this form of subdivision was the
basic factor which determined the directions, widths and spacings of roads and
the subdivision of land into lots. Such a system was developed without regard to
the requirements of modern towns and cities; on the contrary, the physical elements
and activities of urban development have been integrated into the resulting
framework, in an unsuccessful effort to adapt them to it.
Influence of the location of public buildings on the distribution of population.

The locations of public buildings, particularly Government administrations, were
factors which had direct bearing on the distribution of population (See Plate IV).
Their personnels gradually became domiciled in groups contiguous to these
buildings, as confirmed by our studies of the densities of such groupings in relation
to their places of work.
Character of the urban expansion. The diagrammatic comparisons of the plans
of city development from 1810 to 1945, and the plan of their superimpositions (See
Illustrfition 18), show tentacular expansions, particularly in a westerly direction,
during the first quarter of the twentieth century, followed by a sporadic tendency
toward the east and south; though hampered by railroad interferences, such
tendency was very marked during subsequent years.

Our studies for the delimitation of further extensions, and of the characters
of their future layouts, take cognizance of existing development, much 0/ which
cannot now be eliminated, while an effort is made to correct the defects of gridiron
land division, suitable for the development of farmlands, but most detrimental
to rational community planning.
In Chapters 3 to 7 of the General Survey we have endeavoured to analyse
the adverse factors associated with the development of existing urban centres,
and have concentrated our efforts toward their correction by the adaptation of
sound planning principles, with the view to avoiding proposals which, while ideal
for entirely new developments, are impractical for already developed grounds.
Chapter 4, Part 2, is devoted to the study of proposals in relation to such gradual
and practical rehabilitations.
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PLATE III

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION
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WHILE THERE ARE CERTAIN AREAS OF RELATIVELY HIGH POPULATION DENSITY, THERE IS NO REAL PROBLEM
OF CONGESTION IN THE CENTRAL AREA OF THE CAPITAl. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION IN THE
URBAN REGION DOES NOT CREATE AN IRREMEDIABLE PROBLEM BUT RATHER CAllS FOR A PROGRESSIVE
ADJUSTMENT BASED ON A PROGRAMME OF DECENTRALIZATION, ZONING AND RESERVATION OF OPEN SPACES.

3
DEMOGRAPHY
Population Growth - Density
The constant growth of population is clearly indicated by the parabola in
diagram 19 which shO\vs a firm tendency towards a continuous and progressive
increase.
The total population of the region is approximately 273,000, i.e., 212,000 in
Ontario, 61,000 in Quebec. The following table gives the population, as per 1947
census, in the 30 municipalities:
OntarioCity of Ottawa .. .... , .. , ..... , ... " ............ .. .
Town of Eastview ........... . ....... ........... ... .
Village of Rockeliffc Parle ............... . ......... .
Township of Ncpean ..... . .. . ..................... .
Town ship of Gloucester ............... . ... . ........ .
Fitzroy ... . ... .. ........... .. . ... . .. .. . . . ....... . .
Torbolton .... ... .... . ................ .... . ... . .. .
March

164,266
10,293
] ,599
19,963
]2,743
612
1,958
626
212,060

(In whole or in part--8 ll1unicipalities)

QuebecCity of Hull ........................ . ............. .
Town of Gatineau ....... . ............ . . ... .. .... .. .
Town of Aylmer .. ... .... .. .. ......... . ... ... . .... .
Village of Pointe-Gatinea u . .. ..... . ............ .. . . .
Village of Deschenes ... . ...... . ................... .
Village of , \lakefield .. ... ........... ......... .... .. .
Village of Templeton . ....... . .... . ................ .
Village of Quyon .......... ... ....... . ............. .
Township of Eardley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Municipality of Onslow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Municipality of Onslow South. .. .. . . .. .... . . . . . . ... .
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39,400
4,800
3,800
3,000
543
299

845
472
750

Forward

212,060

Quebec- Con.
IVlunicipality of Ma::ha m North . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Muni cipality of Sainte-Cccile-de-Mashall1 .. . . . . . ... . .
Muni cipality of Wakefield .. . ..... .. . . ... . .. , .. , .. . .
Municipality of Wakefield East. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Municipality of Hull East . ... . . ... .... . ..... . " .. . .
Municipality of Hull West . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
Municipality of Hull South. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Municipality of Templeton North . ... ... . . ..... . . .. .
Municipality of Templeton West ... . . ... .... . .. . . . . .
Municipality of Templeton East ...... .... .. . .. ... . .
East part of T empleton E ast (estimated 3,000 ) . . . . . . . .

41 5

490
924
2,556

3,000
61 ,294

Approximate t otal ......... . .. .... .. . .... ... .. . .

273,351

(In whole or in part-22 municipalit ies)

The population density is in general small. As an example, the population
of the City of Ottawa is distributed as follows:
OTTAWA-DE~SITY

W a rcl
Victoria
Dalhousie .... .... . .. .. . .. .... .
Elmdale
Wellington
Capital .... . .. . ....... . .......
Riverdale .. .. .. ..... . .........
Central .... .. ...... .. . . .......
St. George's .. . ...... ... . . .... . .
By
Ottawa . ... . ........... . ......
Rideau ............ . .. . ........
•

••••

•

••

0

•••

' Vater

•

••

••

••

•

•••

•

••

•

••

•

0

•

••

•

•••

••

•

••••

0

.

0

•

•

••

. . . . . . . .

•••••••

0

•

•••

••

•

•

..

•

•

•

••

•

••••

••••

•

OF POPULATION (1947)
Density
pel' acre
18·6
41'7
26 · 4
56 · 4
28·5
18·0
44·8
38 · 3
55·4
57·4
18·4

Population
11 ,389
17,529
20,171
18,611
14,842
13,911
16,728
20,575
11,143
13,197
6,170

Acreage
612'2
420·3
765 ·5
329·7
519'5
774·6
373·9
537·7
201·3
229·9
335 · 0

164,266

5,099' 6
909'6

32 · 2

164,266

6,009'2

27·3

.... . .. .... .. .. .....

In population, which is 238,000, the urban region of the Capital ranks fifth
among the urban centres of the country.
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FORECAST OF POPULATION TRENDS
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HOLT

FORECAST

The estimated figure of urban population of 250,000 in 1950, as foreseen by
the authors of the Holt Report made in 1915, has been almost verified by the
facts: 238,000 in 1947. It therefore now seems that the total population of the
Capital area might easily reach one-half million by the end of the twentieth
century. However, even from the most likely tendencies, it is impossible to
determine, fifty years in advance, ,,,,,hether or not the development of the Capital
Region will justify a still larger population, due to its major function as the
Capital and the possible expansion of industry. If such should be the case, we
have envisaged two alternate solutions, submitted in Part II.
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COMPARISON OF onAWA TO HULL AND THEIR SATELLITE COMMUNITIES
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Origin of Population - Religions
The present distribution of English and French speaking populations in the
Capital Region is symbolically representative of the whole Canadian people, as
shown on graph 21. It is a positive demonstration of the wisdom of Queen Victoria
when she selected Ottawa as the future Capital of Canada in 1857, although at
that time the predominant elernent in Ottawa was of British descent. But
gradually, commerce, industry and public administration brought to both sides
of the river a continuous addition of French speaking population , which has now
stabilized in a balanced proportion the two basic components of the Canadian
population, reflecting the demographic status of the nation.
Similar comment may be made about the proportion of religious denominations, with a slight difference in favour of the Roman Catholic faith , due to its
French and Irish components, (Graph 22).
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COMPARATIVE POPULATION BY RACIAL ORIGIN

COMPARATIVE POPULATION BY RELIGIONS
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LOGGING
ON THE
GATINEAU

23
Following the cutting of the timber and its transportation by
waterways, two subsequent characteristic activities in the exploitatian of farests, which is a prima ry industry in Canada and in the
Capital Region, are illustrated .
Water transportation is effected by loggers who, with the
lumberjacks, are generally recruited within rural areas for this
seasonable activity, and form a characteristic class of the population.

WOOD
INDUSTRIES
FACING
PARLIAMENT
HILL

24
The logs are assembled and retained within " booms" or enclosures
formed of floating timbers linked together by chains, and are thus
conveyed to their destinations, where they are stored in enormous
piles, prior to their processing.
The immense quantities of timber uti lized, and the installations
essential to its treatment, constitute an undesirable industry in an
urban centre and particularly in a Capital City, due to the danger
of fire, the hazard of which was manifested by the conflagration of
March 1946, which threatened the destruction of the Interprovincial
Bridge.

4
ACTIVITIES
Civil servants-Consequent to the demographic quantitative survey, analysis
of the active population shows, by graph 25, the predominance of civil servants,
expressive of the function of the Capital. This includes not only the official
census of civil servants directly occupied in governmental work (about 32,000),
but also the various professions indirectly depending upon the Government and
public administration. Such conditions produce direct effects on the economic life
of the Capital by the stabilization of domestic trade and of economic activities
generally, through the maintenance of a relatively high level of incomes, in comparison with other Canadian urban centres, as shown by graph 41. It goes without
say'i ng that these factors in turn have definite bearing on the physical planning of
the urban centre and on contemplated planning projects.
Industrial workers-Besides this predominant occupation, industries within
the Capital Region indicate a substantial tendency towards normal development,
a desirable factor in prosperity and urban equilibrium. In 1947, the region
contained 264 different industrial activities,r the largest establishments being those
connected ",,,ith the lumber industry. especially those of the town of Gatineau and
the Chaudiere Islands. The City of Hull is primarily an industrial City, with its
own distinctive characteristics which further accentuate its difference with Ottawa,
a difference which has stemmed from the racial, religious and administrative
dissimilarities of the two cities.
Others-As the predominantly major urban centres of the region , Ottawa and
Hull are the commercial cores serving the lesser urban entities throughout the
Ottawa Valley. Commensurate therewith, large occupation groups are engaged
in the service and distribution trades comprised within retail, wholesale and warehousing activities. Further, being centrally located \vithin a highly developed
dairy farming and agricultural producing area, in itself engaging large numbers
of agricultural ,\vorkers, Ottawa and Hull are the normal trading centres arising
from such activities.

Lack of accurate information covering farming communities precludes
determination of the exact percentage of agricultural workers.
1

Information from th e pamphlet, "The Ottawa 1I'lul'ket".
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PLATE IV

RESIDENCE DISTRIBUTION
OF CIVIL SERVANTS
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THE PARTICULAR FUNCTION OF THE CAPITAL, AN ADMINISTRATIVE CITY, IS INDICATED BY THE HIGH PROPORTION OF CIVIL
SERVANTS. THE RELATIVElY DENSE POPULATION GROUPS ADJACENT TO THE CENTRAL AREA HAVE DIRECT RELATIONSHIP TO THEIR PLACES OF WORK, SOME OF WHICH ARE TEMPORARY BUILDINGS. THE SYSTEMATIC DECENTRALIZATION
OF PUBLIC SERVICES WILL PERMIT OF A MORE HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION OF THE DOMICILES OF CIVIL SERVANTS.
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[HE INDUSTRIES OF THE URBAN REGION OF THE CAPITAL WERE ' AUTOMATICALLY ESTABLISHEC
~LONG THE RAIL WAYS AND THE RIVERFRONTS, AND WERE GRADUALLY SURROUNDED BY RESIDEN,
riAL ZONES, THE LATTER CREATED OBSTACLES TO THEIR DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION. WIT~
::;RAVE INCONVENIENCE TO THE COMFORT OF THE INHABITANTS, 'A REGROUPING IS ESSENTIAL
1ARTICULARLY OF CATEGORIES WHICH ARE NOXIOUS TO THE PUBLIC WELFARE AND HYGIENE
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OCCUPATION OF WAGE-EARNERS
OTTAWA, HULL AND VICINITY
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COMMUNICATION

10.84 %

7. 13 %

It is a fact that most of the artificial capitals, limited as they are to their
governmental and administrative functions, are economically burdensome to
their nations, unless they have acquired the normal character of self-supporting
communities. Ottawa presents this fortunate condition of not being a huge
metropolis with complex problems, but a city of reasonable importance, spacious
and uncongested. It is already basically fitted for a well-balanced and selfsupporting community life, through normal enhancement of commercial and
industrial activities, within a large frame of farm and wood lands, completing
the cycle of collective life of a total population which might double in number
within the next two generations.
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5
LAND USES
Urban, Suburban and Rural Zones-Detailed
Survey of Built-up Grounds
The study of land uses includes:
I-Land distribution, as to built-up areas for different purposes, street surface,
open spaces, rural land, water, etc., for most of the municipalities of the region,
presented in the form of comparative diagrams, giving the actual surface
dimensions. See graphs 27 to 33 inclusive.
2-Generalland uses within urban areas, obtained by inspections and inquiries
in each municipality and summarized for each city block. See plate VI.
3-Detailed land use plan giving up to date use of every property lot, either
in monochrome (see illustration 34) or in colours (plate VII).
PLATE 7
OF ATLAS

Such research has been made for the cities of Ottawa and Hull, the towns of
Aylmer, Eastvie,v and Gatineau, the townships of N epean and Gloucester, the
municipality of Hull South, the villages of Rockcliffe and Pointe Gatineau.
The land use plans give not only the representation of the different activites,
industrial or commercial, and the density of residential blocks, but also the
present state of development of the grounds owned either by the Government,
the municipalities, or the various public or semi-public institutions.
An important element of the land use plan is the survey of subdivisions,
existing or proposed, providing an exact knowledge of the present stage of physical
development of new streets, in view of the incorporation or co-ordination of
existing elements, and the revision, if need be, of those that are still in the
preparatory stage.
These surveys also serve as a guide in the planning of co-ordinated lay-outs
and make it possible to establish, following a detailed critical study, the percentage
of occupation of the land for each of the different modes of utilization.

PLATE VI

LAND USE PLAN ESTABLISHED
BY STREET BLOCKS

CIPALITY ' /

. (

OF

TE:P~P~
....
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THE SURVEY IS LI~ITEO TO THE
SHADED AREA , l ESS THE
AGRICULTURAL LA~DS .

COUNTY

26
AREA COVERED BY DETAILED LAND USE SURVEY

LAND USE DIAGRAM
OF URBAN AREA WITHIN
OTTAWA - HULL AND VICINITY
OPEN SPACES

8 3 3 ·5 AC RES

PARK S

3 9 4 -2
83 7· 8

PLAYGROUNDS

VACANT PUBLIC
VACANT PRIVATE
WATER
STRE ETS
STREETS

4 330· 2
60 2 1· 3
11 7 6·7

T REEO
NOT TREEO

2 6 43 ' 1

AGAICULT URE

BUILT UP AREAS
RESIDENCE
SINGLE ANO TWO FAMILY OWELLINGS
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PLATE VII

THE LACK OF APPROPRIATE ZONING REGULATIONS IS EVIDENT FROM THIS
ILLUSTRATION, IN WHICH CAN BE SEEN THE IRRATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF
THE VARIOUS TYPES OF LAND USE: HOUSING, COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, ETC.
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6
LAND AND BUILDING VALUES
Possibilities of Increased Land Values Through Planning
A survey of land and property values is an essential factor in relation to
existing conditions. It not only shows th e real estate situation, but gives a clear
conception of increments and depreciations. It brings to light the causes
influencing such conditions from \vhence possible remedies can be determined.
I t is the safest guide for sound and practical planning.
The best town planning project is bound to fail if the financial possibilities
of its execution have been overlooked. Therefore, a careful study of land values
and building values is essential, before any solution or proposal is elaborated.
It is obvious that, if the basic plan of existing conditions, from which an
accurate visualization of possible improvements may be obtained, contains a
detailed representation of the present value of every part of the territory, the town
planner will be able to concentrate his proposals on land of low value, and avoid
utopian operations on parts of the city where high land values already show little
chance for substantial increase.

From this viewpoint, the land value plan of Ottawa, Hull and vicinity is an
excellent guide for the planner; its direct relation to the urgent problems to be
solved is obvious: railroad situations, blighted areas, congested and unsanitary
housing, are clearly incident to sections of the cities where land values are comparatively low. Improvement of such sections is therefore made possible, and,
by fostering land revaluation, becomes a profitable operation.
In countries like France, England and Germany, by applying the principle of
"excess-condemnation", that is the acquirement of lands in excess of actual needs,

it has been possible to effect many improvements and to rapidly repay their costs
from the resale of such excess lands at enhanced values and from the appreciated
assessable values of the lands bordering on the improvements. Similar operations
carried out on lands of high value would only result in the increase of municipal
debt or taxes.
Further, those countries have town planning laws which in effect reduce the
cost of expropriations by a more efficacious use of zoning by-laws than present
Canadian provincial legislations offer to local authorities.
As explained in the various chapters of Part II (Justification of Proposals) ,
the land value element has been taken as the commanding basis for the study of

most of the proposed operations.
IT
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lAND VALUE PLAN OF OTTAWA,
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7
HOUSING
Housing Densities and Classes - Housing Conditions
In general, housing standards within the urbanized regions of Otta,\ a, Hull
and their environs compare favourably with other North American cities of
similar size, and are superior, in many respects, to some cities less favourably
situated from the points of view of natural environment. and the natures of their
industrial enterprises.
However, as in most cities, rapid and insufficiently controlled growth and
lack of foresight, coupled with the aggressive demands of industrial progress and
the evils of unregulated real estate speculation, have ultimated in defective and
blighted areas, and depreciated land values.
Within the whole region an extensive analysis has been made of housing
in relation to population density, to types of houses and their occupancies, and to
rentals and earnings.
Diagram 36 shows the number of persons per household, in relation to the
type of housing, i.e., single family, double family, apartments and row-houses, in
the urban area. Detailed land use plans, at the scale of 200' 1 inch, give the
relative distributions and locations of the various types of dwellings.

=

In diagram 37, the numbers of persons occupying households is Shm\711 in
relation to the number of rooms occupied. to emphasize abnormal crowding of
certain households; and in diagram 38, the number of rooms per household by
type of housing, showing the relative percentage of various types of households
. in regard to the number of i'ooms available.
Diagram 39 shows the large percentage of insufficient accommodations, as,
for instance, 82· 8 per cent of families of 9 persons live in houses of less than
9 rooms, while only 5· 4 per cent of couples live in one room dwellings. This is
confirmed by the diagram shmving the percentage of rooms per person: 60· 1 per
cent of the one room dwellings house more than one perSOll, and 11· 2 per cent
of the nine room houses are occupied by families of more than 9 persons.
Diagram 41 gives an interesting comparison of family earnings in Ottawa
and in other comparable cities in Canada. In Ottawa, the percentage of low
earnings is slightly lower, while the percentage of higher earnings is greater than
in the other cities, owing to the predominance of civil servants in the Capital.
IT
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HOUSEHOLDS BY ROOMS AND OCCUPANTS

PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD BY
TYPE OF HOUSING
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MONTHLY RENTS BY TYPE OF HOUSING
194 1 CENSUS

Diagram 42 compare::; Ottawa with
other Canadian cities III regard to
month ly rents. For th e same reason
(function of the Capital) monthly ren ts
in Ottawa are decidedly high er, while in
th e other cities, low ren ts show a high er
percentage, especially in ·W innipeg.
In diagram 40, monthly rents are analysed for each t ype of housing. The
co-ordinated study of such diagrams, wi th
plans of populat ion density, of location ,
and of land and building value, gives a
rather accurate presentation of hou sing
conditions in th e Ottawa-Hu ll region .
The detrilll ental factors presented
within th e above referred to diagrams
show distinct tendency to manifest themselves within common areas of depressed
housing, i.e., popula tion density in t he
form of crowded households, low rentals,
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do ubled-up fam ilies and dyvelli ng accommodations of subno rmal stand ards and
co nven ience'. F urther , such conditions in variably occ ur within areas of low land
and bu ilding values, traceable in almost every in stance to such factors as th e
p roximi ty of railroad lines a nd yards, industry and cer tain ty pes of cO llllllcrcial
nuisance, and to th e development of la nds ini tially unsui ted for h ousin g.
Graphic Charts Nos. 45, 46, 47 and 48 have been predicated on data p rovided
by the Fedcral Gove rnm ent by a special sur vey made in 1941 a nd deal wi th Ottawa
olely. A simil ar survey m adc in 1951 woul d provide current statistics whi ch
wo uld perrnit the inform ation now prcsented bein g revised and th e establishment
hy compa ra ti ve diagrams of t hc cvolution of th e t rend of housin g condi tions thus
analysed .
Th e prese nt graph s provid e t he bases of co mparison within th e li mits of
Ottawa betwee n the different categori es of housin g and the rela tive condi tions
of cCO I1 01 l1 ic and .'ocial facto rs which affect t hem. Such study and analysis of
housi ng cond itions, will disclose th e various causes of th ese detrim en tal facto rs,
i.e., railways, low-lyin g la nds, la nds un suitable fo r h ousin g construction, u nCO llt roll ed cOl lllllercial a nd industrial de\'clopments, lack of open spaces, a nd th e
abse ncc or insufficiency of zon in g regulations. R emed ial measures to such
condi t ions a rc sct for th in the second part of this R epor t .

Hotel Facilities
T o accommodate the various classes of fl oating population within t he Capital,
co nsistin g of :M cmbers of Parliament, officials from Provin cial Governmen ts a nd
ad mi nistrations, diplom ats and members of foreign missions, delegates from all
parts of Canada and of foreign coun t ri es to t he great number of f unctions a.nd
co nvent iolls of all kin ds, political, eco nomic, scient ific, etc., and for touristi c purposcs, Ottawa and Hull h ave an insufficient number of hotels. Th e approxim ate
num ber of available bed accommodations is ] ,950.
By reason of thi s state of affairs, a large number of rooms are rented in
pri vate homes wh ere comfor t is limited. T ourists' needs, which are decidedly
important and constantly increasing, are llI et through the renting of cabins wi thin
ri bbon developm ents along high ways outside of th e cities, a most unsatisfactory
remedy for defi cient h otel capacity, a nd too often blights on t he landscape.
H otels of various ty pes sh oul d be built in appropria te places, not onl y in
the central a rea but also in th e qui eter sectio ns of th e urban and subur ban areas.

Present Zoning Conditions
PLATE 14
OF ATLAS

D espi te specific r ecommendations made 'within th e T odd R eport (1 903),
the H olt R eport (1915) and th e Cauch on R eport (1 923), compreh ensive zon ing
has not ye t been implemented in th e City of Ottawa. R estrictive by-laws h ave
bee n enacted sporadically and largely at t he dem ands of property owners wh ose
in terests were, 0 1' already h ad been jeopardiz ed.
[ 68 ~
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BLIGHTED HOUSES.

THESE REGRETTABLE CONDITIONS DO NOT ARISE fROM POVERTY, BUT fROM LACK

Of FORESIGHT AND REGULATION RESULTING IN BLIGHT AND MISUSE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND.
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By m eans of pri\'ate deed restri ct ions, real- estate developers h ave long
recogllized the necessity for protection. but, fr om lack of kn owledge of the fundamentals involved, in many insta nces, only' succeeded in perpetuating conditio ns
which in the ult im ate, proved detrimental. On the other hanel, such restrictive
by-laws as h ave bee n enacted, whi le in some meaSllre .. erving to ameliorate co nditions, have had the effect of forc ing the co nditions aga inst which protection was
sought into co ntiguou s a reas not so re tricted, although equally meriting such
protection. In the City of Hull , by-l aw co ntrolling t he use of land h ave been
enacted and co nsolidated, but in a ma nn er such that, co mprehensively considercd,
th ey in largc measure nu llify t he objecti \'cs initially in tended. In ad joining municipalities control through zoning is ill in stances entirely lacking, while in others,
such zoning as has been th e subject of legi 'la tive action , is eith er too restrictive
or has been predicated on erroneous premises, conditions which in eith er case will
ultimatc to t heir detrim ent.

UNATTRACTIVE HOUSING IN THE URBAN REGION OF THE CAPITAL

49
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' LEGEND / /

SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING AREAS
SINGLE AND MULTIPLE DWELLING AREAS
SINGLE, MULTIPLE AND APARTMENT DWELLING AREAS
SUMMER COTTAGE AREAS
hi',IIi,II!:1I COMMERCIAL AND SEMI- COMMERCIAL AREAS
7I--+-~",
CONTROLLED AGRICULTURAL AREAS
UNCONTROLLED AREAS

o
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Throughout the area there is evidenced the effects of mushroom outgrowths,
due to urgent needs, lack of previous planning and unrelated hasty subdivisions,
with no provision for the essential human needs of community life. Any urban
development is bound to degenerate if composed in the aggregate of successive
groups of houses, in relation to which no space has been reserved for schools,
churches, commercial centres, community halls, playgrounds and open spaces for
rest and relaxation. Its inhabitants will necessarily have to seek elsewhere for
these amenities, provide them through costly and wasteful displacements. or
forego that concept of living of which these amenities are essentially the
complements.
Within the various communities comprising the Capital region, some have
elaborate but inadequate local by-laws, in cases too rigid, while neighbouring
townships or villages entirely lack any such provisions. In others, existing zoning
by-laws are inefficiently implemented, are in large measure nullified by multiple
amendments or are drafted without relation to the physical plan of the community. This lack of vital balance may be harmless in an isolated and newly
establish ed community, but in a group of neighbouring communities, it becomes
detrimental to the whole if certain of the components are deficient in this respect.
A comprehensive zoning system , in which every by-law is carefully adapted
to the character of each part of the developed area, prevents inadequate uniformity
of the whole, and inbuman monotony of habitat.
Zoning must be flexible in its adaptations to the various classes of residential
properties, in order to meet the needs and aspirations of various types of families.
In doing so, the new community will not differ from the old village, from which
inspiration can always be safely taken. There is a more urgent need for the
fostering of community welfare in the town of the twentieth century, due to the
complexities as well as the advantages which come with progress. A soul-less
housing development, a mass of crowded tenement houses, may provide essential
shelter, but lack the elements necessary for happy living. One of the merits of
town planning is to protect mankind against this modern menace. The incidence
of such wise policy on economics, and on social equilibrium, is obvious.
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PLATE IX

.\. .
WITHIN THE CENTRE OF THE CITY, INTERURBAN ROADS LINK UP WITH COMMERCIAL ARTERIES, WHICH THUS ARE
UTILIZED IN COMMON FOR THROUGH, LOCAL AND SERVICE TRAFFIC, OFTEN ACCOMMODATING FIXED PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION LINES. SUCH CONDITIONS RESULT IN CONGESTION AND CONFUSION AS SET FORTH IN THE TEXT.

51
CONFEDERATION PLACE AND RIDEAU STREET

8
TRAFFIC SYSTEM
Road System, of Interurban and Suburban Traffic
LVI ai'l'l l-lighways
Ottawa a nd Hull are the meeting points of seyeral proyin cial roads :
Province of Ontario--

Road No , liS from P erth connected to Road No.7 from Toron to, Smiths
Falls,
Road No . 10 from Prescott,
Road No. 17 from Hawlcesb Ul'Y and :Montl'eal through Ottawa to
Pembroke a nd North Bay,
Road No. 31 fr om rvlorl'isb ul'g (.iVletcalfe Road).
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PLATE 10
OF ATLAS

52
APPROACHES TO INTERPROVINCIAL BRIDGE ON THE OTT A W A SIDE.

Railway lines traversing

the heart

of the City parallel the historic Rideau Canal and cross the Ottawa River at Nepean Point over the steeltruss ed

Interprovincial

Bridge,

which also

accommodates vehicular traffic.

These approaches provide a

striking example of a utilitarian project executed without consideration for the natural beauty of the site.

Prov ince of QuebecRoad No. from Ylontrcal through Hull to Fort Cou lon ge a nd P embroke,
Road :\0. ] 1. from :Vlaniwaki and Mont-Laurier.

Secondary Highways
O lltario-

R us::-e ll Road from Otta" 'a to Ru~ se ll ,
IVlacr\ rth Ul' Road to Cy rvi 11e.
Bo\\·es \·j lIe Road to : Vlanotick,
:;Vlc riva le Road to City 'Vi e,,' a nd P rescott Highway.
Quebe('--

-:\I{o un tai n R oad fr om Hull to B reckenridge,
Ylil1e Road to Chelsea,
Perkin s Road to Saint -Pi erre-de-'Ya kefield a nd Poltimol'C,
-:\/Ia sha lll R oa d from ' Yakefi eld to Saint-Loui s-d e-l\l{aj1am .
IT
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53
TEMPORARY DISPOSAL OF SNOW ON A
WIDE THOROUGHFARE (ELGIN STREET).
SNOW REMOVAL ON NARROW AND OBSTRUCTED THOROUGHFARES NECESSITATES SPECIAL.
IZED EQUIPMENT AS WELL AS INVOLVED AND COSTLY TRANSPORTATION (BANK STREET).

54

Several roads originally es~ablished as base lines to concession limits and
transverse highways serve the outskirts of the urban area.
On the other hand, many urban roads, already congested by local traffic
which limits their function to that of local streets, are further overloaded by
interurban and through traffic, 'which imposes upon them the additional function 0/
highways. Action should he taken to remedy this state of affairs.
Existing entrances of main roads into the Capital pass through suburban
developments, and are of insufficient \vidth. It is almost impossible ta improve
them by reason of the abutting buildings. Hence, they offer neither facility nor
~afety for rapid circulation, and are decidedly lacking in that sense of dignity and
welcome which should be associated with entrances to a Capital City. They
presently make use of the following routes:
:M ontreal Road (No. 17) through Eastview,
Russell Road from Cumming's Bridge to Hurdman's Bridge,
Metcalfe Highway (No. 31) through Bank Street and ribbon developm~nt
south of Billing's Bridge,
Richmond Road (No. 15) and Carling Avenue in Ottawa,
Aylmer Road (No.8) and Chelsea Road (No. 11) in Hull.

Street System
Rectangular layouts, generally disregard the topography, the traffic capacity,
and the function of each thoroughfare. Whatever be that function, through
traffic, commercial or residential, the width of the vehicular channel, its profile,
its crossings and parking facilities, have been overlooked. Their characteristics
are largely those commensurate with that of subdivisions in blocks for building
purposes, rather than for traffic circulation.
In the central part of Ottawa, the average width is 66 feet for north-south
streets and 60 feet for east-west streets. Narrower streets are exceptional. A
pre-established functional plan would have provided for wider streets for general
traffic and for more economical street layouts for access to residential areas.
It is obvious that the 'width and the cross-section of a public road must be
considered in relation to traffic circulation.
A standardized width applied to all streets (66 feet, far instance) is wholly
inadequate if the street is to meet the demands of a large thoroughfare, and is
excessive if the street is to fulfil merely the local function of residential or
commercial service.
A great number of planted streets in the city of Ottawa may be cited as
excellent examples of residential streets. They create an atmosphere of quietness
and privacy; they are fresh and shady in summer, and are most attractive in the
spring and especially during the colourful autumn season. Even during the long
and snowy winter, they hold unforgettable charm. In this respect Ottawa possesses
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inadequate if the street is to meet the demands of a large thoroughfare, and is
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PLATE X

TRAFFIC FLOW DIAGRAM

THIS ILLUSTRATION CAN BE REALIZED THE DEGREE OF CONCENTRATION IN THE TRAFFIC
ATION, THE CONGESTED CONDITION OF CERTAIN ARTERIES, AND THE EVIDENT DEFICIENCIES
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM, NOTABLY IN THAT WHICH CONCERNS THE EAST-WEST ARTERIES.

55
COMMERCIAL TRAFFIC ON WElLINGTON STREET

the particular cha rm of a city b uilt a mong t ree. Such important factors of
beau ty, despite t heir min or defect s, must not be spoiled for the sake of easier
m ech ani cal equipm ent, but all the contrar y must be carefull y m a in tain ed a nd
de\' eloped throughou t t he wh ole Capital Region.

Traffic D ensity
At certa in poi nts of the road syste m " 'ithin and leadi ll g to t he Ca pi tal the
congesti on at tIle peak houl's beco mes m ore a lld m ore seri ous. by reaso n of the
fact t hat th e rational circulation of constant ly increasiJlg a uto mobil e t raffic ha'
not yet bee n orga nized.

In Hl-!7. 40 .000 motor clt-i\"c~ 1l ych icl es were registered in t he Capital area,
and during th e to uric:tic a nd sp orts seasons, summ er a nd winter. a large number
of cars from Yal'ioLl s parts of Ca nada a nd fr om the U nited ~tat es. incr ease t he
traffic and parking probl ems. Solutions to th e traffic problem are set for th in

Part II; they are of three different natures: traffic regulation str t ' d '
d
'
' , ' ee WI enlllg an
new arterIes, and have been applIed at appropnate I)oints fOl' all th
t'
'
e opera Ions
propose d ,
Furthermore, the enforcement of rational zoning by la\us aIlci tIl
..
,
.
-.
e prOVISIOn
of new alternatIve traffic routes wIll gradually modify traffic movements to an
extent ~uch that a large al~lount of present movements will be eliminated or
channehzed to more approprIate thoroughfares, "Wellington Street in the c t, 1
' I I' , d
'
en Ia
area, ought to be entire y umte as the access of Government Parliament and
other public ,buildings, and its f~nctions so exclusively reserved.' Rideau. Sparks
and DalhousIe Street~, com~11erclal ,streets, are not suitable as arteries for through
cross-town traffic, whIch lleighbourIn,g parallel streets can be made to provide for.
Even Bank Street, another commercIal street, can similarly be relieved by Q'iving
Lyon and O'Connor Streets better southern outlets,
b

It has been proven by experience in many other cities that rational systematization of traffic facilities is a more efficient and more economical remedy than
the improvement of presently congested streets through costly expropriations.
The so-called "bottleneck", or eastern part of Confederation Place, is probably
the city's worst point of traffic congestion. In 1938-39, comprehensive plans were
prepared for the treatment of this important part of the city. However, only the
T -shaped intersection of Elgin and 'V ellington Streets was completed, the completion of the eastern section of the square being deferred, due to the intervention of
the Second World vVar, while Elgin Street was temporarily graded, in view of the
Royal Visit in May 193~. It was understood that the plans then submitted for
final grading of the street and the completjon of the eastern part of the Plaza
would have been carried out in 1939 or 1940, giving a wider approach to Rideau
and Sussex Streets by the elimination of the Daly Building and by providing
double-deck parking facilities on part of its site, thus ensuring more practical
parking in the immediate vicinity of the Chateau Laurier,
Present plans for this part of the city include the proposals made in 1939
as an interim improvement, which 'will be further developed and extended, when
the ultimate implementation of the present proposals will be possible,
The problem of snow removal likewise complicates the situation within the
centre of the City, as well as in residential and suburban districts.
The parking problem in Ottawa has bec~mle a matter of major concern,
Despite the utilization of many vacant lots and unbuilt grounds for temporary
parking, approaches to business sections, administration buildiI:~s and h?tels are
crowded by parked cars occupying space which should be utIlIzed entIrely for
through traffic.
The plan of traffic accidents shows their relationship to insufficient and
crowded main arteries.
vVe submit in Part II , Chapter 3, several remedial suggestions to amelio:'ate
these conditions generally, and particularly at several points of extreme congestIOn.
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PLATE XI
THE COLOURED AREAS INDICATED IN THIS PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CENTRE OF OTTAWA SHOW VACANT LANDS UTILIZED
PRECARIOUSLY FOR AUTOMOBILE PARKING. THEIR NUMBER IS INDICATIVE OF THE MAGNITUDE Of THE DEMAND AND
OF THE NECESSITY TO DISTRIBUTE ULTIMATE PARKING ACCOMMODATIONS IN CONFORMITY WITH A RATIONAL PLAN.

PLATE XII

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN 1947
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NEPEAN BAY, OTTAWA. RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL ENCROACHMENT WITHIN THE CENTRAL AREA OF THE CAPITAL.

9
TRANSPORTATION
Railroads
If space ill tllis purpo sely ('olld cn::.;rcl I'eport had pertlli ttccl. we cou ld han'
quot ed nt length th e H olt Report of uno, es p e(' iall~ ' its ~ur\"('~ ' o f Tr:tllspo rf nt ioll
Faciliti es.
Thirty-four ~'ea rs agu . " 'ith co nditi uns fa r less CO lllp li cnted thall i1()\\'. th e hey
of d ie plan /01' the N atiollal Ca pital was the railway prohlelll. Thc Ho lt Hepar!'
stl'es::.;ccl as its Ill ajor reco nll11 enclntio!l "th at the pivot.. on which hin ges t he succ ess
or fai lure in carrying ou t. fUl~' cO lllprr hcl1 si\'c pl a n. li es in the proper so lu tion
of t h e p rob lem of steam )'ailml~' tran sportation" .
IT
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The entire analysis of the then existing conditions and of future needs was set
out in its first Chapter on Railways and Terminals. W"e are now confronted with
the same problem, but aggravated by thirty-four years of growth of the cities, in
size and density, and in traffic and transportation requirements.
Initially, the railroad rights-of-way were determined by the following factors:
Low cost

0/ construction

Hence their adaptation to topography under the easiest possible
conditions;
The location

0/ existing

industries

Certain lines were constructed with the object of servicing established
industries. For instance, the installation of the trackage now serving
industries, warehouses and freight yards in the vicinity of the Chaudiere, was
initially predicated on demands for service by the lumber industry. already
established in this area;
The competition between railroad companies

Originally, more than half a dozen companies operated separate rightsof-way either for through traffic or terminal traffic within the region. These
companies ultimately were integrated in the two main companies, i.e. , the
Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways, while the N ew York
Central Railway still operates a terminal line. In many instances, lands
have been unnecessarily divided by lines of the different companies, a
condition which joint action would have precluded by the use of common
rights-of-way.
The railroad lines were originally established on the outskirts of a limited
urban area, without regard to future urban extensions and without provision for
grade crossings.
It is therefore obvious that the railroad facilities were organized strictly in
keeping with the demands of railroad operations and their immediate economy,
to the detriment of the normal growth and life of the community. Such locations
of railroad rights-of-way failed to take into account their ultimate effects on land
values and, consequently, 011 the financial equilibrium of the municipalities. This
seeming lack of consideration for vital aspects of collective life is readily explained
by the fact that the railroad was, then, the predominant factor in the prosperity of
new settlements. Unfortunately, the disadvantages attached to such lack of
foresight could not but be felt sooner or later, and finally have resulted in today's
regrettable conditions.
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UNION STATION- ADJACENT FREIGHT YARDS AND RAILWAY INSTALLATIONS
INTERPROVINCIAL BRIDGE VIEWED FROM HULL

58

PLATE 72
OF ATLAS

Eleven different lines traverse Ottawa and Hull, and segregate the whole ill
isolated parts. More than one hundred and fifty grade crossings obstruct circulation and constitute dangers within the urban area. More than one hundred
streets lack outlets by reason of the railway-created obstacles. Residential developments are scattered in a framework of tracks, warehouses, factories and railway
depots, with their concomitant noises, smoke and danger. Industries, naturally
following railway facilities, add to the blight already caused by railway barriers.
and both railway operations and industrial development are hampered by crowded
surroundings, with no opportunity for expansion.
Railway operations are complicated in consequence and result in loss of time,
labor and money. Facilities are insufficient for the present volume of passengers
and freight. Freight yards in the centre of the Capital, several single track lines,
lack of space for new industrial <:idings, slow shunting, distances of several miles
from the station to the yards and round houses, in brief, it can be stated, that city
expansion and building density is as much a detriment to railway operations and
efficiency, as are the railways to the normal and economic life of the city and the
safety of the inhabitants.
A complete remodelling of railway facilities was highly justified in 1915. Its
emergency is now a matter of vital importance for both raihvay and urban
improvement.
The solutions proposed in 1915 in the Holt Report, as described in Chapter 14,
Part I, " Report of the Federal Plan Commission", did not take sufficiently into
account the possible expansion of the Capital and its importance on the national
as well as on the international level.
An acceptable solution for today is always a costly experience when subsequent needs have not been foreseen. Conditions which had already evolved in
1015, have, since, considerably changed. By reason of the part played in the
Second vVodd War, recent and continuing mining discoveries, and enormous
industrial expansion, Canada has become a nation of the first order. The planning
of its Capital, to make it 'worthy of its national potentialities, nO\;<,7 entails problems
vastly greater and entirely different from those existing prior to 1940.
The Government and the Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of
Commons clearly indicated the reasons which inspired their decision to plan
the National Capital region. Hence, it behooved us to act accordingly by
formulating, in respect to railway revisions, proposals intended to meet future
needs. These are described in chapter two of Part II.
[ 84 ]

59
RAILWAY AND INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS WITHIN THE CENTRAL AREA OF THE CAPITAL, BETWEEN WELLINGTON AND SOMERSET STREETS
Views taken from Somerset Street Viaduct

60

61
RAIL W AY VIADUCT IN THE CENTRE OF HULL

Street Cars and Buses
There are, today, no less than twelve individual t ra n portation companies
ervin g the National Capital R egion. 1 In addition, there is one railway company
'ervin g comm uters from th e weste rn Gatin eau River front.
Seventy per cent of the pre ent faciliti es did not exist ten years ago, and the
developm ent of t hese lin es in large m easure can be directly attribu ted to wa rtim e
requirement . These co mpa ni es enjoy a thriving existence duc to t he co nstru ction
of groups of home and indu strial establishm ents. Th e prodigious growth of
public transportation is ind icated by the fact that thirty years ago t he cities of
Ottawa and Hull were served by but one electric railway.
Areas served :

For the purpose of studying th e a rea served, it is ad , i 'able to divide the
rcgion into two sectors : the north ern sector extending north from the Ottawa River!
(in the P rovince of Quebec) and t he so uthern 'ector extending outh from t he
Ottawa River (in tIle Province of Ontario), and to divide each sector into zones.
In th e north el'l1 ector the area contain ed within the muni cipal limits of the Cit)
1 T h is s urvey was cOIl1I>letcd in 1948 .
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~EXIV
ALL "OTTAWA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION" STREET CAR AND BUS ROUTES SERVING IN
COMMON THE AREAS EAST AND WEST OF THE RIDEAU CANAL PASS THROUGH CONFEDERATION PLACE. WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THAT ROUTE MARKED 209, ALL LINES ARE RADIAL IN
CHARACTER AND HAVE A COMMON FOCAL POINT. ALLEVIATION OF THIS SITUATION AND
THE CREATION OF NEW ROUTES WILL NOT BE POSSIBLE UNTIL THE ADOPTION OF A MORE
FLEXIBLE FORM OF TRANSPORTATION, AND THE PROVISION OF NEW TRAFFIC ARTERIES.

SEQVI CE:
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THOUSANOS OF PERSOHS

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING
J GREBER O T TAWA

CONSULTANT
1948

PLATE XV
ROUTES COMPRISING THE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ACCENTUATE THE CONGESTION
ALREADY CREATED BY GENERAL TRAFFIC (SEE PLATE Xl. CONGESTION IS PARTICULARLY
ACUTE ON COMMERCIAL STREETS IN THE PROXIMITY OF CONFEDERATION PLACE.

SEQ.VICr:

of Hull is one zone, while the remaining portion is divided into western, northern
and eastern zones. The Ontario sector, south of the Ottawa River is similarly
divided, the City of Otta\va forming one zone, and the remaining area is divided
into western, southern a~ld eastern zones.
Northern Sector

The City of Hull within its municipal boundaries is now served by a new
bus service known as the Hull City Transport. In addition to the provision of urban
transportation, this company also operates several suburban lines.
The City of Hull formerly had a street car service the inadequacy of which was
such that the Municipality declined to renew its franchise. In 1946 a bus franchise
was granted to the Hull City Transport Company to serve in lieu of the electric
company. Hull City Transport operates an all bus service, which, by its nature,
is flexible and can de made to meet the needs of the city as it expands.
It is well to remember, however, that the narrow streets and limited space at
intersections have caused the Hull City Transport Company to use a vehicle of short
wheel base and hence of small capacity.
The western zone of the northern sector has three bus lines which meet present
requirements adequately.

The Hull City Transport has a suburban service to the village of Deschenes.
The Gatineau Bus Company services the to\vn of Aylmer, while points west of
Aylmer are served jointly by the Pontiac and 'Gatineau Bus Companies.
The service rendered by these companies is commensurate with present needs
in the \vestern zone.
The northern zone is served by the Gatineau Bus Company, the Hull City
Transport and the Canadian Pacific Railway. This zone differs from most others
jn, that it has a high percentage of seasonal traffic to cope with. The Gatineau
Bus Service caters to regular traffic, while the Hull City Transport provides a service

well designed to meet the requirements of the multitudes that swarm to the
Gatineau National Park throughout the entire year. The Canadian Pacific serves
the west bank of the Gatineau River with a commuter's service summer and
winter.
The eastern zone of the northern sector, \vhich is predominantly industrial, is
served by the Gatineau Bus Company, and an interurban service furnished by
the Provincial Transport, a company whieh is affiliated with the Colonial Coach
Lines serving the Province of Ontario. Generally speaking, the Gatineau Bus
Company carries most of the industrial workers commuting from Ottawa and Hull
to the industrial areas of Gatineau, Buckingham and Masson.
IT
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This outline of the transportation system , north of the 'Ottawa River, in the
National Capital Region, can be summarized in a few words: with the exception
of the Commuters Service on the Canadian Pacific Railway, the overall system
is entirely flexible, and can be extended to meet the needs of the areas concerned
commensurate with the expansion of the various communities and developments.
Southern Sector

The City of Ottawa within its municipal boundaries is served by the Ottawa
Transportation Commission. This commission came into existence in October, 1948,
when the Corporation of the City of Ottawa purchased the Ottawa Electric Railway.
While the commission operates six different street car routes and four bus
routes, the service cannot be termed adequate to meet the needs of a rapidly
growing population.
The congestion that prevails in the central area creates a serious problem,
not of operation but of routes, certain aspects of which are dealt with in chapters 3,

4 and 6 of Part II.
One of the cornmission's tram lines extends outside the municipal limits of
the city to Britannia Park, a distance of seven miles from Confederation Place.
The western zone of the southern sector is served by one urban street car line
of the Ottawa Transportation Commission; three suburban bus companies, i.e., the
Capital, Richmond and Nepean Bus Companies, and one interurban bus line operated
by the Colonial Coach Company. Up until two or three years ago, the service in
this zone was entirely inadequate. However, the additional service of the Nepean
Bus Company has alleviated a situation which was becoming increasingly difficult
with the rapid growth in Nepean Township, south of the Richmond Road.

Interurban bus lines carry passengers easterly from Renfrew, Arnprior,
Carleton Place, Smiths Falls and intervening points into the Ottawa terminal.
This zone, at present, is well serviced by public transportation.
The southern zone has one interurban and two suburban bus companies serving
it. The Greer Bus Company serves the communities adjacent to the Merivale Road.
Communities abutting the Prince of 'Wales Highway to Prescott use the interurban
service of the Colonial Coach Lines. The Uplands Bus Company furnishes suburban
service as far as the airport on the Bowesville Road and the Research Council
Building on the Morrisburg Highway. The Uplands Bus Company also serves the
newly developed subdivisions in the Billings Bridge area. The Colonial Coach
Lines serve to carry passengers from Metcalfe by way of the Morrisburg Road
into the City of Ottawa. Public transportation facilities in this zone are sufficient
to meet present demands.
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62
CONFEDERATION PLACE VIEWED FROM THE UNION STATION

In the eastern ZOll e the Capital Bus Lines provide two suburban bus routes to
the city from Russell and fr om the Village of N ayan . The Cyr ville Bus Com pany
provid es a scr vice for the market gardeners of Cyrville and intervening points.
Th e Town of East\'i e,,', the Village of O\"erbrook, th e New Manor Park S ubcli\'ision , t hc Airforcc Station at R oc kcliffe and the R esearch Co un cil arc provided
for by th e constantl y increasing scnice of the East\'i e\\" Bus Company.
P eople who live adjacent to the :Montreal Road east of the Research Co uncil
are cat ered to by commutcrs se rvicc starting at Rockland and serving C umbcrlanel
and other communities bord ering on the :M ontrea l Road. T his 20ne has sufficient
service to mcet its present req uirements, and it is considereel that the compan ies
scrving it will be able to m eet a ny demands placed on th em by in creased population
in the area.
IT
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The principal activity within the area is the business of Government, which is
concentrated in or adjacent to the central business district of Ottawa, a condition
which overloads the public thoroughfares, and gives rise to a very congested
transportation system which funnels through Sparks, Queen and Bank Streets,
and over Confederation Square to Rideau Street. To this activity is added traffic
movements incident to retail trade and the servicing of centralized industries.
Fifty to sixty thousand street-car and bus passengers pass through this bottleneck
each day. Queen and Sparks Streets are extremely narrow in relation to the loads
they carry. Parked cars force motorists out into the path of the street-cars,
thereby slowing traffic to a crawl, not only in the rush hours, but throughout the
entire day.
N one of the bus lines mentioned above operates a properly designed terminal
within the urban area.
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10
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND SERVICES
Administration
Government Departments

'Vith the constant rise of Canada as a nation, the number of Government
departments has gradually increased and commensurate therewith the number
of employees. Thus, nev. . needs for d\vellings and circulation have developed,
conditions which underlie the principles of decentralization of public services
recommended in Part II of this Report.
The Second 'World "Val' gave rise to the establishment of new services many
of ,,,hich have become permanent in nature, while existing departments have been
extended.
Almost all vacant grounds in the Capital have been occupied by temporary
Government buildings, and many services are scattered in rented premises,
generally in obsolete buildings unsuited for office work, and in cases impossible
to protect against fire .
.0/1 unicipal Administration

Since the destruction of the former City Hall by fire, the municipal administration has been housed in part of a commercial building, and police headquarters
occupy delapidated quarters. The county court house and jail are also outmoded
and inadequate for the needs of a growing population.
As remedial measures for this lack of proper accommodation for the present,
and in preparation for the future, \vhich must provide for the needs of all administration in the next fifty years, we submit in Parts II and III, a series of proposals
for new essential constructions, as well as those of less pressing necessity.

Education
Superior and Secondary

Ontario-Since the foundation of its first college, a century ago, the University
of Ottawa has developed gradually on its original site, close to the centre of the city.
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63

THE JUSTICE AND CONFEDERATION BUILDINGS a re indicative of the
incorporation of outmoded forms and of structure awkwardly a ligned to
streets . They involve excessive concentration of employees.

64

65

THE WEST BLOCK, PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS. Due to an excessive adapta tion of the picturesque and of forms having medieval inspiration, the
function of the structure has been rendered subservient, resulting in
difficult working conditions, inadequate lighting and environments adverse
to operational efficiency.

THE JACKSON BUILDING IS ONE OF SEVERAL COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES occupied by Government Departments. This build ing, located on a commercial street, was expropriated in
1940 by the Government to meet wartime needs.

A LABORATORY
OF THE
NATIONAL
RESEARCH
COUNCIL

I

66

NATIONAL
RESEARCH
COUNCIL
BUILDING

67
(66) The new laboratories of the
National Research Council located
within a park, are functional and
satisfactory in aspect, while the main
building (67) is a prototype of buildings of classical inspiration, and is
ill -adapted to its function .
(68) Most of the available sites in the
Capital have been occupied by temporary buildings erected in the war
emergency. Although, as structures,
they have been ingeniously conceived,
they are obstacles to the construction
of permanent buildings, they mar the
beauty of the parks they occupy and
are definitely fire hazards.
TEMPORARY BUILDINGS
OCCUPIED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF
NATIONAL DEFENCE

68

I

Since the fire of 1931, the Administrotive Services of the City of Ottowa have occupied
part of a commercial structure, the TRANSPORTATION BUILDING (at right of photo graph) situated close to the Union Station on Rideau Street, a main commercial artery.

Carleton College, a fast gro win g institution, will require grounds and buildings
for its full develop ment.

N orlll al, techlli cal , coll egiate ami high schools a re in cases insufficient for th eir
!l eeds ami badly di stri buted ,,"ithill th e ur ban a rea. X ew establi shments mu st be
provided for on ground s which shou ld be reserved for thi s purpose in relation to
probable urban extension s within t he Ontario part of the Capital.
Quebec-In Hull t he high schools, co ll eges, technical and secondary schools
present ch aracteri st ics simila r to those in Ontario, but, due to the different system s
of eduction ill t he two provin ces, t he public school s in one are known as private
schools in the other.
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Elementary education

The survey of school establishments hereunder gives the characteristics of
elementary, private and public schools, now existing in different areas of the
National Capital Region.
In particular, this table shows the rather irregular distribution of the various
establishments, and the insufficient playground space reserved per pupil in a large
number of relatively old schools.

School Survey-Ottawa, Hull and Vicinity (See Plate XVI)
ONTAlUO REGION
Public

Number of schools .. . .
Number of pupils .....
Area of playgrounds in
square yards .. . ....
N umber of square yards
per pupil ... .. .. .. .

Ottawa Rockcliffc
18
1

Eastview

Nepean

Glollcester

8,69t

210

1
23G

94,317

38,720

4,840

142 ,780

82,280

10·8

184

20·5

73·6

89·3

Total

8
1,940

8
921

36
11 ,99g
362,937

Average number of square yards per pupil ... . .... .. .. .. ..... . ... " 30·2
Average number of acres per school. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2·08
Average number of pupils per school ........ . . . .. . . . .. . .... . .. .... 333

Separate (Catholic)
Ottawa
Number of schools .... . . . .. .. , ... .
Number of pupils . ..... . ... .. . ... .
Are.a of playgrounds in square yards . .
Number of square yards per pupil. .

35
9,246
G2,279
6·7

Eastview
4

Nepean
2

Gloucester

1,650
29,229

336
3,922

17·7

11·7

818
45,980
56·2

4

Total

45
12,050
141,410

Average number of square yards per pupil .. .. . .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11·7
Average number of acres per school. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·63
Average number of pupils pel' school. ..... .. . ...... . ...... .... . , .. 268

High and/or Secondary
Number of schools .... . . . . . ........ . .. , , ....... . . , .. . .
Number of pupils ...... ... . .. .... .... . . . ... . . . ....... .
Area of playgrounds in square yards .. ... . . .. . ..... . ... .
Number of square yards pel' pupil . . . . . .... . ........ , .. .

Ottawa
5

Ncpean
1

6

5,440
30,125

610
9,680
15·9

6,050
39,805

5·5

Total

Average number of square yards pel' pupil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6·6
Average number of acres pel' school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ,4
Average number of pupils pel' school .. . .. .............. ... ... ..... 1009
Plus

Number of pupils

12 Convents or Seminaries ..... . . .. .. . . .. . ... ........ .. .. ... . , . .. 1,143
2 Colleges ..... . .. ...... .... . ... .. . . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . .. . . ....... 1,365
1 University . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . .. .... . ... .. ... .. . ........ . .... . 3,399
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QUEDEC

REGION

Public (Catholic)
Number of schools ..... . . . ... . . ...
Number of pupils ...... . ... ...... .
Area of playgrounds in square yards.
Number of square yards per pupil. .

Deschenes

Hull

14
5,226
43,798
8·4

1
112
1,111
10

PointeGatineau

Town of
Gatincau

Total

2
540
26,997
50

2
685
18,889
27·6

19
6 ,563
90,795

Average number of square yards per pupil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Average number of acres per school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average number of pupils per school. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Town of
Hull South Gatineau
3
2

S eparate (Non-Sectarian)

N umber of schools .... . .. ... .. ... ... .
Number of pupils ..... . ......... .. ...... . .. .
Area of playgj'ounds in square yards .... .. .... .
Number of square yards pel' pupil . . ....... .. .

13·8
1·0
3-1:5

Hull
1

62
3,630
58·5

276
2,000
7·2

98
7,260
75·1

Average number of square yards per pupil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Average number of acres per school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Average number of pupils per school. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Total
6
43n

12,890

29·5
·44
73

Plus

Number of pupil ;
1 Convent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38
2 Colleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450
2 High Schools- Hull. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
563
SUMMARY

Ontario Region
Pupils
Schools

Quebec Region
Schools
Pupils

Total Total
Schools Pupils

Number of Elementary Schools ...
Number of Secondary Schools . ...
Number of Convents or Seminaries
Number of Universities and
Colleges . ... ... ........ . . ....

81
6
12

24,048
6,050
1,143

25
2
1

6,999
563
38

106
8
13

31,047
6,613
1,181

3

4,764

2

450

5

5,214

Total ..... . .... .... .. ..

102

36,005

30

8,050

132

44,055

Percen tage of total population .. . -

17 -6%

17·9%

17·Ci%

Religious Institutions
No written description could better depict the places of worship of the
various denominations within the urban area than Plate XVII. At the present
time certain sections are well provided for, while in other sections districts have
developed without any provision of land, which would ensure, within each
residential unit, the indispensable facility of a spiritual meeting place.
Large religious institutions, mostly Roman Catholic, exist in both the Ontario
and Quebec areas, and others are contemplated within urban extensions already
developed.
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PLATE XVI

DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOLS
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THE LOCATION OF SCHOOL SITES INDICATED ARE CLOSELY RELATED TO THE PRINCIPAL POPULATION GROUPS.
BILINGUALISM AND THE VARIOUS RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS ' MOTIVATE THEIR RELATIVELY HIGH NUMBER.

In Ontario, the public schools are non-sectarian, a condition which is reversed in the Province of Quebec, where the
public schools are Roman Catholic and all others, with the exception of certain private schools, ore denominational.
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THIS PLAN SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF PLACES OF WORSHIP INDICATES THE DIVERSITY OF RELIGIOUS
DENOMINATIONS. IT IS INTERESTING TO COMPARE THIS PLATE WITH THE PRECEDING PLATE, "SCHOOlS", WHICH
TOGETHER PROVIDE A GENERAL PICTURE OF THE RELIGIOUS AND ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE URBAN REGION.
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Hospita ls
H osp itn l fuc ilitiC's se t"\'ill p; th e urha ni zed
HI'C'a of Ott 1l\\":1. H ull Gil d " icin ity a re in::i ll Hic icilt.
Bcd [lCCO II1lIlOd:lt ioI1S of th C'
Il1 Ll jor in stit utio ll s in th C' [1 r{'C1 , a s :::;e t forth
ill t h e {lttnched tn bula tio ll. IlUlll bC']' only
:2 .:237, 'T h is il('C'0 Il1 I11 ocl at ion i::,; 1"(' In t i VC' ly
Ic)\\' for a pop u lati on of :27(j.OOO soub . a ile!
espee ia lly fo r a CO llllll ll llit y \"h ieh is th e
only exte ll sin' U1' ba ll (' cnt re \" itllil1 a \' l\:-t
sellli-t'ura l t('l' rito l')' .
Otta wa
Ci \'it Uo;,; pi (:tl (C cIl Cl' a I) , , , , . , , . . , ,
C:cll c!'nl f[ ();.: pi t:tl (C enc!'a l) " , . . ,
C: l' aC' c I-Iu"pital (:'d,atl' 1'Ili l y) ", , "
St, Yi n('C'11l Ho,; pi ta l (l ll(, lIrahlc:i),
PcrlC' Y I-[o lll e' (T ll C' UI': lh lC' ~) . . , . " ,
noya'l OUa \\': l Salla to!'iulll
(Tu bcrC' lI l:l!'1 , .,"." .. .. . ,"
tltra tllC'ona H o,;pit al (Infect iou"),

8;')2 hed::;
3;j()

;-)6
220
10 1
213
14;j

"

.1

Ca rl'i ed fonranl"., . . . . , J ,93 7
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THE ANGLICAN CATHEDRAL- CHRIST CHURCH, SPARKS STREET

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL- NOTRE DAME, SUSSEX STREET

Hull
Carr icd fu J'ln ll'd " ",,'" 1,937 beds
I-I6p ibLl el u tlal' l'c-CcrUl' (C cncl'ul) ", 145
Sa.na torill m Sa in t.-Lnu l'cn t
(T uh cl'ClI l:lI') " " ', ' , ' , . . " " . ', 155
TOTAL , , , , , , , , , . ' , , . , , , , , , 2,237

.A ge nera l h ealth sur vey . em b racin g th e
q u estion of h o. pi tal a ccoJl1m oda b on s, h as
bee n u nd c r ta ke n by eacJl pro\'incia l dcp artm cn t .of h ealth. at th e in sti gatio n of t h e
fed eral D ep a rt m en t of H ealt h a nd 'Yeifal'e.
Thi s SUl' ve) . " 'hi ch will covel' th e Ottawa
a nd H ull a rea s. \yill permi t t he establish lll e n t of a p rogra mm e fo r h o pi tal accom m od ations on soull d lin es . Th e direct role
of th e to wn pla nn er in t his fi eld con sists in
th e recom me n dation of satisfacto ry sites
for con t empJated h o 'pi t al s tructu res, bu t
IT
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71

72
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM houses the Art Gallery and a
Division of the

Department of Mines and

Resources.

indirectly h e will contribute to the general improvem ent of h caltll a nd m;lfarc
by making provision in fu ture layouts for better hou sin o· condi tion s and by
rese rvillg open space· necessary for recreation a well as for general hygienc.

Cultural Institutions
Th e main lnunicipallibl"lll"Y, donated by the Carnegie Foundatioll , has a total
of fiv e branch li braries\ three of which serve r espectively the Rideau 'treet,
Ottawa South and the west end areas, while two are operated in pLlblic schools, i. e.,
J

I II l()40.

73
THE ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FARM IS LOCATED WITHIN A FRAME OF VERDURE. Notwithstanding the adoption of archaic
forms and rigidity of composition, this building provides an example of the principle which might advantageously be followed for future developments.
DUE TO LACK OF SPACE, MANY GOVERNMENT SERVICES ARE HOUSED IN OBSOLETE BUILDINGS. The headquarters of the National Film Board
occupy an abandoned mill, in which the employees serve under deplorable hygienic and working conditions, and hazard of fire . Furthermore,
these structures mar one of the most beautiful sites in the Capital, the Rideau Falls and the immediately contiguous French Embassy, one of the finer
buildings in the City. The brick chimney-like structure shown in the photograph, adjacent to the main entrance, is a sewer ventilation shaft.

74

Bronson Avenue and New Edinburgh. 'While they have acquired a most valuable
collection of 204,900 books (1947), their accommodations are obviously inadequate
for a Capital city.
Theatres are also lacking in Ottawa. Opera, music and dramatic performances
are given in privately owned theatres, especially cinemas, and even in an indoor
sports arena, the Auditorium, which is better suited for wrestling and boxing
matches, hockey games, rodeos and pageants, and if need be for popular concerts.
Its normal seating capacity is 5,000, capable on emergency of extension to 8,000.
The municipally owned Lansdowne Park embraces structures intended especially
for exhibitions, sports and conventions, and offers temporary relief to this deficiency of theatrical facilities, but it constitutes precarious and inadequate
accommodations. This state of affairs has been the subject of many recriminations,
not only on the part of theatre-goers, but also on the part of enlightened citizens.

In Hull, there is a private institution provided with a large hall that may be
used for banquets, balls and occasionally for presentations of dramatic art.
Parochial halls and movie theatres are the only places available for cultural
functions.
The National Museum houses important collections of natural history, mineralogy, prehistoric life, primitive art and the Fine Arts (National Gallery) . For
lack of exhibit and storage space, collections are inadequately displayed and in
instances even remain uncrated. The building is poorly designed for exhibits and
art displays, and the large outmoded structure, of Tudor style of architecture,
rests on unstable ground, which has resulted in its present poor structural
condition.

Gradually, several community centres have been opened within schools in
various parts of the urban area, but no comprehensive system has been evolved,
in spite of the commendable efforts and surveys of various citizens' organizations.
The National Film Board, a governmental agency within the Department
of Reconstruction, constitutes the basis of a nationwide cultural and educational
institution, for which there is urgent need to construct permanent fireproof
quarters, equipped with operational facilities adequate to the provision of the
services expected from such an organization.
The Capital region has neither zoologicalllor botanical garden, apart from the
flower gardens and the arboretum of the Experimental Farm. The latter is above
all a scientific institution concerned with research and acclimatization, rather than
a public botanical.garden.
The capital region also lacks a national stadium for large athletic meets and
competitive sports. The municipal stadium at Lansdowne Park and the Ottawa
University Oval are available for moderate-sized sports gatherings.
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PLATE XVIII

SEWER SYSTEM
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THE SEW ER SYSTEMS AS EXISTIN G ARE INDICATIVE O F LACK OF FORESIGHT IN THEIR BASIC CON·
CEPTIONS. ON BOTH THE ONTARIO AND QUEBEC SHORES OF THE OTTAWA RIVER, EFFLUENTS
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PLATE XIX

WATERWORKS SYSTEM
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Public Utility Installations
The study of general sanitation and water supply is being pursed under the
direction of expert engineers working in close contact with our Service, which
provides them with the necessary data so that their proposals will conform with
existing conditions and future projects embraced within the master plan for the
Capital.
Examination of the plans of existing sewers indicate (Plate XVIII) the lack
of comprehensive planning in relation to the various jurisdictional areas comprising the urban region. The various parts of the urban area serviced by sewers are
equipped with combined systems, through which the conjoined surface and waste
waters empty directly into adjacent waterways without having been previously
t.reated. The Ottawa River is thus polluted for several miles downstream.
Brewery Creek, in Hull, which could be a point of great attraction, is similarly
polluted by waste waters and refuse.
The Ottawa River is the source of water supply of the two waterworks
systems of Ottawa and Hull . In the opinion of experts, the Ottawa water filtration
plant can be extended to meet the requirements of a population of more than one
half million inhabitants, and is generally considered to be a model plant. The
Hull plant suffers from technical defects, chief of which is the handicap of having
its source of supply located at a point where the water is stagnant. (See
Plate XIX).
With the necessity for extension of the existing electrical distribution system
to conform with the demands of growing urban expansion. consideration should
be given to the desirability of avoiding unsightly installations on public highways
and the necessity in particular areas of installing mains in underground conduits,
procedures which should be initiated in existing installations, particularly on major
streets, public places and residential developments.

[ 101 ]

11
OPEN SPACES
Sports - Physical Education

PLATE 16
OF ATLAS

The actual superficial area of the urban zone of the Capital, as indicated in
the following Table, is only 809· 5 acres for an urban population of 238,000
inhabitants, an average of 3·4 acres per thousand persons.
However, it should be noted that there exists the nucleus of a system of parks,
remarkably developed by the Federal District Commission, and comprising the
driveways bordering the Rideau Canal and Dow's Lake, Lady Grey Drive, Island
Park Drive and the Experimental Farm, also the expropriation of lands and works
now initiated along the Rideau and Ottawa Rivers on both the Ontario and
Quebec sides, and Cartier Park in Hull. Furthermore, in the proximity of th e
urban area, Gatineau Park, the area of which is progressively increasing, provides
important elements of rest and recreation.

Urban Parks
Ottawa public gardens
Rockcliffe Park .. . .... .. ... ..... . . .. ....... . .... ... ....... .
Central Park (Clemo\\' Avenue) ............. .. ........... . . .
Brewer Park (End of Bronson Ave.) ......... .. .... .. ...... . .
Commissioner Park (Dow's L ake) ............... .. . .. .. . ... .
Green Island Park (Mouth of Rideau Riyer) . ... ............. .
Nepean Point and Major's Hill Parle ....... . .............. . .
McDonald Park (Charlotte St.) ....... .. .. . . ........... .... .
Anglesea Square (York St.) . . ..... . ... . ...... . .. . . ........ . .
Strathcona Park (Range Road) .. . . . . . . . ... .. .... . ... . ... . .. .
St. Luke's Park (Frank St.) ... .. ...... .. . .. .. ........ ... . .. .
Minto Park (Elgin St.) . . .. . ...... : ... . .... ..... . .. . . ...... .
Dundonald Park (Somerset St.) ... ..... .... . ...... . ........ .
Plouffe Park (Preston St.) .... .. . ............ .. . ... . . ...... .
McNab Park (Gla.c1stone Ave.) . ... . ......... ... . .......... . .
Reid Farm Park (Sherwood Drive) .............. . . .. ....... .
Ballantyne Park (Main St., Ottawa East) .... ... . . ..... . .... .

70

acres

16

39
4

6
21
7

3
8
1·5
1·5
2
4

3
6
1

193
IT
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acres
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PLATE XX
THE OPEN SPACES SHOWN COMPRISE THOSE IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE OWNERSHIPS AND INCLUDE
LARGE INSTITUTIONS SURROUNDED BY PARKS, ALSO CEMETERIES. THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXISTING
OPEN SPACES IS NOT IN CONFORMITY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE POPULATION, THE
DENSITIES OF WHICH ARE INDICATED BY DOTS, EACH OF WHICH REPRESENTS 20 PERSONS.

THE OTT A W A VALLEY, while having intermittent periods of extreme cold in winter
and heot in summer, in general has a
temperate climate and is endowed with a
particularly vigorous and abundant flora.
The

towers

and

spires

of

the

public

buildings of the Capital give the City a
picturesque and romantic silhouette, and
the

charm

of

its

naturally enhanced

component
by

lands

is

the abundance

and grace of its great elms and bluetinted conifers, and by the richness of its
lawns and parks. An aerial view conveys
the impression of a city concealed within
a mass of verdure.

75
VIEW OF PARLIAMENT BUILDING IN WINTER

Forw a rd. . . . . . . . . . .

193

Hull public gardens
hmta ine Park (Papincau SL) ... .. .. ... . .. . . . ... .. .. . . . .
Sain tc<\Iari e i:' a rk (Sa in t-Rcdemp tcUl' St.) . .
. ..... .. .
La rocque Pa rk (l3 rodcUl' St.) . .. . ..... ... ..... .. ... . . .. . .. .. .
St. John P a rk (::\[ ontcal ill •'t. ) .... . ... . ... . ........ ... ... ... .
::\[ otl ssettc Park ("al Tctrcau ) . ..... . . ..... . .. . ....... , .... . .

4
a crcs
1· 5
2
2

17
26· 5
590·0

Parks under th e control of the F.D.C.

616·5
809·5

Total . . ... . .... .

[ 103 ]

ac res

76
PATTERSON'S CREEK, DRIVEWAY, OTTAWA

It is true that the Arboretum of the Experim ental Farm (01 ' 0 acres) in a
measure provides for recreation , but does not constitute in itself a public park ;
it is a place f or study, the scientific character of which must be protected.
Federal District Commission parkways, forming the driveway system, extend
for a length of 22 m iles.
Forest rese rvations (Gatin eau Park, south of Kingsmere) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

5,606' 0 acres

Physical education:
U rban pl aygrounds ..... . . . ... . ..... .. ... . . . ..............
School plnygrouncl s. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

394 ·0 acres
145·0 acres
539 ·0 ac res

For an urban area of this importance, and for the present population of close
to one quarter mi ]]ion inhabitants, it will be necessary to make provision for more
open spaces and grounds for physical education, to be distributed to the extent
possible in keeping with the population den sities of the various districts.
[ 104 ]

77
PARKS BORDERING THE RIDEAU CANAL, OTTAWA

78

79
FAIRY lAKE- HUll

However, it should be noted that the built-up districts are in great part v ery
abundantly planted: th e street s are a lm ost all border ed with t rees, a nd family
dwellings situated within gardens to an extent such that a n aerial \'iew of t he
region gives th e appearance of a park rath er than a densely urbanized a rea.
Sports

Th e f.;tadiull1 at Lansdowne Park has a norm al seating capacity of 10.000, and,
wh en occasion a lly a ugm ented by bleach er- 'eat accommodation, of 14,000.
The U niversity Oval Stadium can accommodate 1,500 spectators.
In Ottawa, Hull and vicini ty , local sports grounds, a nd pri\ ate playgrounds
and sports clubs, princip ally t ennis, provid e satisfactory but limited accommodation for ce rtain parts of th e urban area, but no overall system of physical edu cation
has yet be en developed. Ten golf clubs, of various qu ali ty, of which fi ve a re
situated between 'Hull and Aylmer, two in th e Ottawa ar ea, one in Hull (Glenlea ),
Ol1 e in the Gatineau Valley ancl one in the Town of Gatineau, co ntribute to t h e

IT
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80
THE EXPERIMENTAL FARM FORMS A CENTRAL PARK WITHIN A RESIDENTIAL AREA OF THE CITY OF OTTAWA, AND ITS AVENUES CONSTITUTE
A PART OF THE DRIVEWAYS OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMISSION.

IT
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LANSDOWNE PARKEXHIBITION GROUNDS AND FIELD
SPORTS ACCOMMODATIONS

81

system of op en spaces of the region. So me addition al golf facilit ies ought to be
reserved ill t he north -easte rn and so uth -eastern areas, where furt her urban
de\'c1oplll e nt is expected.
~autica l spol'ts should also be Ill ore brgcly developed. Th e B ri tannia Boa.t
Clu b is the only one of sufficie nt importance in th e ,,'este rn pa rt of th e rcgion ,
" 'hcre th e Ottawa. HiveI' forms a splendid lake for yachting and boating. ~ill1ilar
faci lities should be develop ed in its easte rn part , from X epea n Po in t clmYll stream.
as those afforded by th e Ottawa R owing and 1\ ew Edinburgh C lubs arc
i Il sufTiciell t.

Th e number of beaches and swimming pools a re decid edly in adequa te,
a lthou gh the advantages to be cl eri,-ed from such , are well exemplifi ed at B ri tannia
Park l)y the utiliza tion of a maguifieent site on the Ottawa Ri\'er.

IT 108 ]

WINTER SPORTS- GATINEAU
- . PARK

CAMP FORT UNE- GATIN EAU PARK

84
NAUTICAL SPORTS- LAKE DESCHENES

\\Tithin .. hort distances from Ottawa and Hull , Gatin eau P ark offers inexh a ustible opportunities for sp ort enj oyment, in summ er and winter. It is
partially a nd yery \"ell developed by the I~ ederal District Co mmi ssion a nd is
gradu ally being extend ed on a progressive a nnual basis.
Th e valley of the Gatineau River, the innum erable lakes surrounded by rocky
a nd wooded escarpm ents, the pi cturesque :Vlasha m Valley, the pa toral river banks
of the :Mi ssissippi, Ottawa a nd Rid eau Rivers, the Rideau Lakes a nd t he numerous
tributa ri es of th ese wate rways prm'icle a system of green spaces for rest , hiking,
cyclin g, moto ring, boatin g, fi shin g, llllll ting, campin g, pi cnickin g, h orseback riding,
skiing and, the most salu tary of all recreations, living close to nature.

[ 110 ]

85
COUNTRY CLUB-NEAR onAWA

12
RECREATION AND TOURISM
Recreation
R ecreation, pa rticularl y outdoor recreatioll , is everywh ere co nsidered to be
a ll essent ial elem ent in hum a n activities. Ca nada, in comm on with other ach'anced
co un tries, recogni zcs thi s prin cipl e a nd, through its D epartment of National
H ealth and 'Yelfare, m aintains a servi ce, the purpose of which is to aid a nd guide
muni cipalities, ill their efforts to set up facili t ies for complete programlllCS of
recreation.
In th e preced ing chap ter, r eference was m ade to grounds intended for
ph ysical culture activities . "'hich ill m any cases are confu sed wi th general recreat ional spaces, but whi ch are par ticularly located in the in terior of t he urba n zone

~ 111 ]

86
MUNICIPAL PLAYGROUND- ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA

in den sely populated di s t ricts in lhe pl'o:nllHl )' of schools, \"h ile recreatio n can
a lso be e x e r c i ~e d to its full \"alll e at the exterior of th e urban zo ne a nd selTe as a
link bet,,"ee n t he city and cen trcs of touristic attraction s.
An intensive survey of thi s a spect of social activities is at date und er \\"ay
within the Otta wa region. unde r tIl e sponsorship of the R ecreational D ivision of
the Canaelian \Yelfare Cuu II ci I. ill con j unction \" i th t h e Capital Dist ri ct R ec rea tion a l P la nn i ng S ury ey a nd \"i th the a,"sista nce of ~' oc i al organization s a nd municipa l sen"ices" j\ s in t he case of s urv e~rs relatin g to traffic and sa ni tation fac ilities.
the X at ion a l Cap it al P la nnin g Servi ce h as worked in clo se coll aboration with
inYesti gato rs. pl aci ng at thei r di sposal gen era] inform ation already asse mbled along
with pa rti cul a rs of proposed recreational acco mlll odations. \"hil e pa rti cipa ting
in th e exch a nge of points of v iew"
In the P ro\"in ces of Ontario a nel Quebec, th e organization of r ecreation is
defin ite ly a Illuni cipa l r esponsibility, stimulated by the as::;istance, collaboration
and supp ort of t he P ro\'ince::; and of t h e F ed eral Government. In t he Cit)' of
IT
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PUBLIC BEACH Ai HOG'S BACK
PICNIC GROUNDS- PHILLIP LAKE
Developed by the Federal District Commission

88

89
GATINEAU PARK- PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE KINGSMERE AREA

Ottawa, t he Ottawa Hecreation COI11l 11 issioll, recently organized, is ach ievin g very

sat isfactory re 'ul ts in the co-qrdi nation of exi st in g recreati on al act ivitie a Bel,
with in the lim it of available space, the provision of new facilit ies.
U nder th e a uspices of t he Civic P laygrou nds Committee , (a cO lll mittee of th e
C ity Coun cil ) t here is main tained a n efficient staff comp ri sed of a CO lllmission er,
d irectors a nd superyisors, who operate an established system of civic playgroun ds,
pl ayfi elds a nd beaches, t he facilit ies and equi pmen t of wh ich h ave bee n greatly
augill ent ed ill recent years, 0 11 the basi of a continuin g programlll e of expa nsion.
I II the city of H ull , t he (Euv re des T errains de ] eux is a parochi al orga ni zat ion
conce rn ed wit h th e pl allllin g of leisure time activ it ies within the city, and ma intai ned by the FeCleratLon des (Euvres de Charite, as isted by a provin cial gra nt. Th e
Commission M unicipale de R ecreation, directly responsible to the City Council,
is its execut ive. Among other things, it is charged with th e purch asing and
equippin g of recreation grounds 'wit hin the city limi ts.

, i', rit bin t he boun ds of m uni cipali t ies so organized, the F ederal D ist rict Commission pl ays an un obtrusive b ut important part 'wh ere recreation is concel'll ed
by t he provision of r ecreational space, such as Comnl issioner Park in Ottawa and
J acques Cartier P ark in Hull. The supervision of the la tter has been ent rusted
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90
ONE OF THE NUMEROUS SHADY TRAILS WHICH ADD CHARM TO THE GATINEAU PARK

IT
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91
MEACH LAKE
PHILLIP LAKE

92

93
MISSISSIPPI RIVER

to th e Commission iVl unicipale de R ecreation. In rural areas, participation by the
};'ederal D istrict Commission is co nsiderable, embracing picnic grounds, beaches,
ski t rails, etc., and, a ll the whole, it \\ ould appear th at it will greatly expand its
activities in this connectio n in the future. Th e systematic organization of
Gatineau Park. and in cidentall y of other ground in the region, con,,-tit ute for
the Capital major factors in the planning for recreation . This aspect of the part
played by th e Federal District Commi ssion is of prima ry importance a nd in the
future will undoubtedly be still greater.
Schoo l playgrou nds fo rm an esse ntial element in t he development of reCl'eation, b ut in many cases t he space so allotted is insufficient, while the use of such
is limited to p upils solely during school term s.
A fur ther asset to the recrea tion programme is that provided by private
enterpri se, commercial or controlled, which is not negligible.
At date, there is no co mprchensiye scheme of organization for the planning
and realization of a recreational programme within the Capital Region as a whole.
The objective should not be that of usurping control of existing activities but
rather of bringing local authorit ies in this field within a co-ordinated jurisdiction,
IT
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94
GREEN LAKE, NEAR GRACEFIELD, QUE.

\rhi ch COJlll cct ioll a cc ntral advisory board would un do ub tedl y be be neficia l to
~e n· i ce . fr olll t he na ture of i t::>
ac tiviti cs, ca ll bc a co nt ri b utin g farto r to s uch a co-o rdill ating agell cy.

111

all con cern ed . T1J C :\ation a l Capita l P la llnin g

Touris112

It is Ul l ll cccssar~ ' to (' Illph a~i z (' th e acl\-a ll tages accruin g fJ"OIIl tourislI1- Cl::; a
fa eto J" ill tb e pros p(' ri ty of t h e ::\[l t ioJlal Capi t a l. T h a llks to i ts m ag nifi cc n t sett in g,
t he s uccess of to uri sm is a lready cO ll sid crab le bu t i t is illlpo r ta nt to orga nize a lld
pl a n fo r its deve lop mcllt. to safegua rd th e ,"cry reason for i ts cx istc n ce', th at is
to prcsen 'c a ll d cn h a n cc th e lwlurally h e([uliful sell ill g of the Capilal, 'rhi ch a ny
llnl"il1l f' l y n ml ll])c()llfT()ll pcl r~:\ l )n Jl s inll . of. j-()1 lJ:i Sill . ll1i .[lj JJ·, l :r~n d ih.) nJlr/. l; (U: ll l.'l.Jlru l JJ ....,
di s fi g ure.
Th er c arc Ill a ny a ttraeti ,'c pln crs " 'ithin t h e Ca pi tal R cgion . U nfortull atcly,
t h eir acces ibility is OftC ll v cry d iffic ult a nd i n cascs th ey a re cyen ou t of reach .
O nl y a fe w to uri::;tic hig hway circui ts p ro " ide practicable a pproach es an d i n
in stan ccs th ey a re lackin g i n co n tinui ty t hro u gho u t t h ei r cou rses.
P a rt II , ch apte rs 8 a nd 0, d eals \\'it h our p rop osals i n t h is conn ecti o n.
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95
AERIAL VIEW OF THE CAPITAL
The configuration of the land is remarkable but its harmony is compromis e d by insufficiently controlled urban development

13
AESTHETICS
Natural Assets and C01nl'nendable Achieve111,ents
Th e N a tiollal Capital R egi on, sit uated o n bo t h sides of the Ot ta\ya. n i \,('? l' , is
a harllloniou s bl end of forest::;, fnrllllanci s a nd \niter, of \yhi ch the Capital C ity
is t h e center.
Th e flat lands on the Onta rio side and th e nonchalan t cou rses of i ts ri\' c r ~
m a ke \\'i th its pa 't oral scen ery, striking contrast \\ ith t he Qu eb ec side, its
undulated hill s riddled with lakes, traversed by turbulent tl'eam and c()"crcd by
thick growth s of t rees.
[ 119 ]

VALLEY OF THE
GATIN EAU RIVER
In the fo re g ro und is
Chel se a Ra pids Da m

96

So uth of th e Ottawa River, most of th e la nd is occ upied by farms and marsh lallds, inter 'persed by countless wooded areas, over ",hich the pine and th e elm
tower maj estically. The north frino'e of t he Ottawa Ri ver h as the same characteristics, while the Gatinea u Hills, have a reverse proportion of for ests a nd farmlands.
All of this land of low lying hills, multipl e lakes , stream and small valleys, in
whi ch fa rm s rest betwee n its wooded . lopes, has a h ospi table character of a meni ty
a.nd ch arm , most of which i .. still un spoiled.

PH il LI P LAKE
GATINEAU PARK

97

DAM AT
HOG'S BACK

98
The inh abita nts of th e r egion h ave long been conscio uo:' of thi s bea uty, and
h ave t ried to ta ke full a dva ntage of it fo r t heir o\\"n enj oym ell t, although som et imes the p a rcellin g ou t of th e lan d h as been detrimental to i ts scenic asp ccts a ncl
to its accessibiEty to t h e public.
It i::; desira blc t ha t th e l"('p:iOll be ::;ul"vcyed to asce rta in to \\'h a t extcnt th esc
indiyidu al dc \"clopll1 (,llt s a n' detrimcllt al t o th e publi c intercst, a lld ill wh at \\"n j'::;
futur e developm cn ts should be sulJj cr tee! to con t rol.
Th e Gatill eau RiYcr, whi ch h as m any m ag nificell t vistas, is di ffic ul t of acce::;s
in man y pl aces bccausc of bne! topogra ph y a ncl private O\\'Il cr::;hip::;. \ Vhcn t hi s
accessibility is p ossi ble, rescrva tion s should be provicled for public recreat ion alld
enj oym ent .

FALLS OF THE
RIDEAU RIVER
AT HOG'S BACK

99

The Rideau River has several beauty spots opened to the public, such as
Hogs Back and Black Rapids, but those places are very limited, and do not provide
facilities for proper enjoyment by local citizens.
The Gatineau mountains and lakes, in part owned by the Federal District
Commission, which has already executed valuable works of preservation and
enhancement, likewise lack adequate accessibility. Kingsmere Lake is entirely
surrounded by privately owned grounds. The only road along Meach Lake is
bordered by private cottages which very often mar the scenery and preclude
travellers from finding a place of rest along its shores. Harrington Lake, which
is approximately 15 miles from the Peace Tower, is entirely undeveloped and
reserved for the exclusive enjoyment of two or three owners. The road following
its shores is impassable for vehicles, and to reach Philippe Lake, from the central
area, cars must make a detour of some 40 miles. As such conditions are decidedly
inconvenient to the public, and, as this lake will undoubtedly be ultimately
integrated in the park system, its natural scenic beauty should be made available
under proper policies of preservation and enhancement.
Lapeche Lake and its region offer similar possibilities for the proper developmen t of its natural assets, but McGregor and Sain t-Pierre-cle-VV akefield Lakes,
though possessing equivalent scenic beauty, have, in places, lost much of their
attractiveness through uncontrolled private developments.
Within the urban area, and along the Ottawa River, there is not enough
accessibility for the public to its shores. The land is either privately owned and
occupied for residential or industrial purposes, or it is still entirely undeveloped
and difficult of access. In Ottawa and Hull, only a few riverside parks are
opened to the public. Fortunately, the Federal District Commission has acquired
additional land west of Cartier Park in Hull, and parallelling the Ottawa shoreline
between Lazy Bay and vVoodroffe, for park and parkway development.
The areas on each side of the Ottawa River, at the points where the Gatineau
from the north, and the Rideau from the south reach its waters, are wonderfully
endowed by nature. The strange horizontal stratas of grey rocks overhanging its
south shore, its bushy banks, the foaming falls of the Rideau River, and the
Gatineau rapids on the opposite shore, seem to conspire to make this nature spot
an unforgettable composition, the rugged charm of which grips the onlooker and
carries him back, in spite of the close proximity of the city, into a past seemingly
filled with t.he calls of the early guides and the gleam of the campfires.
The attraction of the Capital lies in this grim and strongly conjuring
character, which has not yet been divested of the charm of its large wooded vistas,
its picturesque canals and falls t the grandeur of its monuments and parks.
The towers and gables of its public buildings give to it a picturesque and
romantic skyline .. The natural charm of its surroundings are skilfully enhanced
by the number and the gracefulness of its aged elms and blue-tinted evergreens,
as well as by the exuberance of lawns and parks. A bird's-eye view of the city
leaves the impression that it is wrapped in green.
[ 122
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100
THE SMOKE OF INDUSTRIES OPPOSITE PARLIAMENT HILL

Deficiencies
But progress, through the exploitation of it natural forces, and the
ill-considered use of the land, has somewhat begun to stifle and mar the scenery.
Across th e river from the stately buildings of the nation are piles of unsightly
and disorderly industrial materials, factories, railway sidings, warehouses, and
chimney stacks spreading soot, smell and smoke. The beauty of the Chaudiere
Falls is hardly perceptible from portions of an antiquated bridge and roadway
laboriously finding their way through this un sightly mass of structures. The hill
and Parliament Buildings can only be seen occasionally through such environments.
vVithin the city and the surrounding municipalities, there are many planted
streets, which enhance the residential district.s, but there are also too many streets
which have been denuded of this natural element. Such streets, by comparison,
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101
THE CHAUDIERE FALLS BORDERED BY INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIONS

AERIAL VIEW OF CHAUDIERE ISLANDS ENCUMBERED BY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS
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103
INTERSECTION OF ElGIN AND COOPER STREETS, OTT A W A
Ottowa abounds in tree-bordered streets.
In the heart of the City, magnificent elms and maples,
while providing shade and freshness, in large measure serve to screen incongruous structures.

offer depressing aspects. Buildings bordering upon them, whatever be their
particular architectural merits,. seem to be disorderly, and clash with neighbouring
structures. Houses often are too close to each other, and their individual de igns,
which may have merit when isolated, are shocki ng and unaesthetica1.
INTERSECTION OF METCALFE AND SOMERSET STREETS, OTT A W A

104

The aspects of commercial
streets reveal the absence of
zoning and the lack of regulations controlling the volumes
of buildings, display advertising and the installation of
utilitarian fixtures.

SOMERSET STREET WEST AT
THE INTERSECTION OF BELL
STREET, OTT A W A

105

Colours h ave bee n used wi thout a ll y relation to the shades of the neigh bo uring
struct ures, and thc perspccti \'c of a street is ofte n inh armonious in forms a nd
bulks, to " 'hi ch t rces mi ght 11a\ 'c brough t som e degree of unity.
There h as been no con t rol of the design and location of public utili ties except
on E lgin Street frOlll La m ieI' Ave nu e no rtherly and all , Vellington Street from
Confederation P lace t o Bank Street.

DALHOUSIE STREET AT THE INTERSECTION OF RIDEAU STREET, OTTAWA

/
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/
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KENT STREET AT THE INTERSECTION OF QUEEN STREET, OTT A W A
The main streets in the centre of Otta wa are encumbered with all the elements detr imenta l to traff ic circulation and aesthetics : t ramwa y
lines, with the added inconvenience of bilate ra l parking, overhead wiring and its supporting poles, transformers, outside fire escapes,
uncontrolled outdoor adve rtising , etc.

QUEEN STREET BETWEEN O'CONNOR AND BANK

In cO lll m ercial a nd se lll i-collllllercial streets
parti cularly. utilit ies ha\'c ellcroached to such
an extent th at, i n instances, t he streets have
becom e cro wded to the limit by telephone,
power, li ght and tram posts, and the sky can
be seen ouly th rough a netwo rk of " 'ires and
t ran sfo rmcrs. ~ othillg is II lore depressin g
tha n t he appea rance of such strcets, amI
ll ot hing is so u Jnr orthy of the Natio nal
Capi tal, particu larly wh e n thi s d iso rder is
\\'ithi n a sto ne 's th row of the Parliament
B ui I dings .

No a rchitect ura l control h avin g bee l\ e llforced on cO lllll1 ercial streets, their appearance
is deplorable. If passe rs-by raise their eyes
above th e fa ll acio ll s brillian ce of t he sho\\'IT
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PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN AT THE INTERSECTION OF QUEEN AND METCALFE STREETS, OTT A W A

\\'i lldOW:-i, they \\"ill sce an uJlbeliC'YHh le heap of \ 'O l llllll'~, fo rll1 ::; and co lo urs, whi ch
havc a ri sen \\"ith out a ny regard to adjoining st ru ctu re::;,
Lack of control has p ermitted th e u se of outdoor sta irways and fire escapes,
and incongrllou commercial signs. S uch conditions are common to most cities,
it is true, but the Capital is the fir st city 'which should take appropriate action to
stop t hose unclesirable featu res,
1'11(' Il ation is ~'{)Ullg a ncl \' igor()ll~. its nat ural rc::;o urce::; had to he ex ploited,
its markets maintained a nd expanded , and it is only nat ural that some of the
refining elements, which seem to have littl e to do with s uch materialistic aspiratiOIl S, ha ve beC'1J o\'c rlooked.
But no\\' Canada ha ::; reac h ed it::; maturity nnd i:-i
beco illin g co n<;ciou s a m i proucl of its a~sC'b. Therefore, it is ready to revi 'e ancl
improve its \\"a,Ys of Jivin g allcl C'xpa lldin g. a nd ill doing so i<; taking fLLlI cognizan ce
of i ts intell ectual and artis ti c culture,
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14
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS TOWN PLANNING STUDIES
The Todd Report on Pa'r kway System, to the Ottawa Improvement
Commission (1903)
In the year 1903, the late Frederick G. Todd of :Montreal, a noted Canadian
landscape architect, \vas engaged by the Ottawa Improvement Commission to
outline a comprehensive scheme of park and pal'lnvay developrnent for the City of
Ottawa and its environs. Though the scope of his report did not go beyond beautification, :Mr. Todd expressed strongly for the first time the necessity of collecting
all data necessary to make a comprehensive plan. His outlook on the subject was
broad and tended to evolve a general scheme rather than attempt to go into details.
Remembering that the Report was written in 1903, the following quotation
is indicative of this attitude:
Ottawa is at present a manufacturing city of considerable importance, and is
destined to become great in this respect, owing to its immense water power. The
industries, however, should be so regulated that they will interfere as little as possible
with the beauty of the city, for a Capital City belongs to a certain extent to the
whole country, and should not be placed in such a position that anyone man, or
company of men, can have it in their power to seriously mar its beauty, and thus
throw discredit on the nation. As a Capital City, the park and open spaces should
be numerous, and ample boulevards and parkways should skirt the different waterways as well as connect the principal parks and the different public buildings . . .
To preserve the great natural beauty of the city as a heritage for the Dominion of
the future, and at the same time to allow of the development to the greatest possible
extent of the magnificent industrial opportunities of Ottawa, presents a problem of
such magnitude that to attempt to discuss it in this report would be practically
impossible. It seems to me, however, that this question must be faced sooner or
later, and these two important considerations which often conflict so seriously, made
to work together for the future beauty and prosperity of the city, otherwise the
industrial development of the city will be sacrified to its aesthetic developmen t, or
what is probably of greater present danger, that much of the natural beauty of the
city will be sacrificed to its industrial growth.

He emphatically stressed the importance of having a general plan of the
park and parkway system in the city and its environs, which would be the basis
for extensive works over a number of years. This recommendation was not comIT
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with and up until the date of this report the Ottawa Improvement Commission
had nothing upon which to base its activities except the general guidance provided by Mr. Todd, and in many instances his recommendations were not followed
or received such an interpretation that the Federal District Commission had
afterwards to devote much time and energy in rectifying the mistakes of its
predecessor. Flower beds had to be removed from the driveways, concrete ponds
demolished in Strathcona Park, and other similar works had to be undertaken
throughout the city. Time has aided in obliterating such scars by the weathering
of concrete and the growth of trees and shrubs. Had Mr. Todd's recommendations
been followed, all such duplications of costs would have been avoided.

It is a matter of regret that financial limitation, as well as the lack of a comprehensive plan, have precluded the implementation of many desirable and important specific recommendations contained within the report, the execution of which
has now become more difficult. Particularly to be regretted is the failure to
implelllent its recommendations relative to the control of industrial development,
an undertaking which, if then initiated, 'would have minimized or avoided much
of the undesirable development now existing.
The Todd recommendations which have been adopted, or can still be made
the subjects of consideration, may be listed under the following headings:
Large Natural Parks or Reserves.
Suburban Parks.
Boulevards and Parkways.
City Parks.

I-Large Natural Parks or Reserves
Two forest reserves were recommended by the author; one of 2,000 acres
along the Gatineau River betv,reen Ironside and Old Chelsea; the other on both
sides of Meach Lake.
The first proposal is no longer feasible due to extensive cottage and
agricultural developments. However, it is recommended that this area be included
in the controlled rural belt and be subject to special regulations, thus preserving
the remnants of the forests to which Mr. Todd refers.
The acquisition of the ,;vest. shore of Meach Lake by the Federal District
Commission in 1945-48, as part of the development of Gatineau Park, will
retain this area as a forest reserve. The Federal District Commission has
since extended the areas to be reserved for the Gatineau Park. The present report
recommends still further extensions, especially on lands near the urban area,
with the view of bringing the parkway to the doorstep of the Capital.
IT
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2-.Suburban Parks
Mr. Todd suggested certain additions to Rockcliffe Park which were carried
out by the Ottawa Improvement Commission, as well as the inclusion of the
shores of Hemlock or Mackay Lake in this scheme. The inclusion of the east shore
of the lake within the park system is strongly recommended; on the west side,
the public has been denied access to the lake by the extensive building of private
homes.
Mr. Todd suggested that a park be located along the south banks of the
Ottawa River between the Remic and Little Chaudiere Rapids. In 1947 land
along this shore was acquired by the Federal District Commission. This land still
lends itself to the creation of a park and parkway system, but in view of its large
surface and proximity to the urban center, it is suggested that certain areas be
reserved for public buildings or other specific uses.
Hurdman's Bridge was recommended by Mr. Todd as a suitable area for a
large urban park (40-45 acres). The area suggested is along the river between
the bridges and the gas works. A park and playgrounds, related directly to major
improvements in this vicinity, are now recommended in the same area. Their
execution is still possible due to the unsuitability of this ground for other purposes.
To round out the park system, the author strongly suggested a park along the
Ottawa River between the Gatineau River and Brewery Creek. This land has
been acquired by the Federal District Commission in recent years but has not
been developed. Extension of the park system is recommended eastward, on low
grounds not suitable for other purposes, across the river from Rockcliffe.

3-Boulevards and Parkways
He suggested that a boulevard be constructed from Rideau Hall to Parliament
Hill along the banks of the Ottawa River. Lady Grey Drive was built in accordance with this recommendation by the Ottawa Improvement Commission. The
reasons giving rise to this recommendation do not now hold the same importance.
Vi,Te are of the opinion that' Sussex Street, widened and properly treated with
reservation of land on the river side, could make an equally good approach to
Rideau Hall. To terminate this scheme he suggested an imposing traffic circle at
the junction of lVlackenzie Avenue and Confederation Place. Our plans, prepared
in 1938, the execution of which was interrupted by the outbreak of war in 1939,
had made allmvance for such a traffic circle. The ultimate plan now envisioned
embraces provisions adequate to ensure continuous traffic circulation in this area.
toward Sussex Street.
A parkway was visualized by Mr. Todd to connect the west end of the
Experimental Farm with the Ottawa River in the vicinity of Island Park Drive.
However, Mr. Todd recommended that this parkway follow the high ground so
[ 131 ]

that pleasant vistas could be opened up. The location of Island Park Drive is
such that very little scenic beauty is a\'ailable to the user as it is located on the low
ground. A scenic driveway, inspired by the same principles, can still be created
on high grounds south of Carling and west of Merivale Road.
He further suggested that this parkway be connected eastward along the
Ottawa River and ultimately, through the Broad Street railway area, to vVellington Street. This recommendation, which was never lost sight of by the Federal
District Commission, is incorporated in the present report.
Mr. Todd recommended that the banks of the Rideau River be developed
as a parkway with a wide right-of-way to preserve its natural beauty. He recommended that this drive should start at Cumming's Bridge and ultimately join the
Rideau Canal drive in the vicinity of Bronson Avenue. Much of this development is still feasible on the south side of the Rideau River and land was acquired
by the Federal District Commission in 1947 for this purpose. This riverside
park and parkway system can still be extended further. The Federal District
Commission is taking steps now with this objective in mind.
As part of the development of the forest reserves along the Gatineau River,
Mr. Todd recommended that a parkway be constructed through the heart of Hull.
"so that this first part of the drive from the Parliament Buildings or from the
centre of the city to these reserves may be more agreeable than at present." The
importance of beautiful drives connecting the Gatineau Hills \vith the centre of
the built-up area is strongly emphasized, and recommendations are made in this
connection covering the exact locations of parkways and boulevards and their
treatment, (Part II, chapter 3).

4-City Parks
Mr. Todd considered that Patterson's Creek could be made one of the most
beautiful parks in the vicinity of Ottawa and made recommendations regarding
its boundaries and the type of development required. These recommendations
have not been carried out 'with the simplicity indicated in the Todd Report, but
this park should be extended when opportunity permits.
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As fundamental to the solution of the railway problem, the Commission
recommended control by a single authority of all railway trackage and terminals.
The general scheme of railway revision recommended was the creation of a union
passenger terminal on the site of the existing passenger station (since carried out),
the development and extension respectively of two general freight areas-·one east
of the Rideau Canal and south of Laurier Avenue, and one at Broad Street, and
the provision of a tunnel paralleling vVellington Street and connecting the union
passenger terminal and the eastern freight area with the Broad Street freight area,
thus providing through traffic facilities for all passenger and local freight trains
between the easterly and westerly lines approaching the City.
From the points of view of transportation and industry, any amelioration thus
obtained undoubtedly 'would have been temporary and insufficient, and, above all,
would have rendered impossible the rehabilitation of the central area of the
Capital, and compromised traffic circulation between the east and west railway
and industrial centres by trucking movements on streets running between and on
Wellington Street and Laurier Avenue.
Under this proposal there was envisioned the abandonment -of portions of
the then existing Canadian Northern Railway and the Canadian National Railways
to form a common approach east of Hurdman's Bridge with the Canadian Pacific
and Ottawa and New York Central lines. Similar abandonments were recommended in the cases of the cross-tovl'l1 line of the Canadian National westerly to
Graham's Bay, the Prescott Branch and Sussex Street Branch of the Canadian
Pacific, the Chaudiere Branch of the Canadian National, and North Shore lines
of the Canadian Pacific Railway in the Province of Quebec.
At the date of the Holt Report, these proposals might have constituted
perceptible progress, but they would have perpetuated and aggravated the
regrettable barrier of railways and yards along the Rideau Canal, despite the
provision of several bridges to ensure east-west circulation. Moreover, all
possibility of replanning that part of the City, which is very central and 'well
favoured by nature, would have been nullified, and the extension of the railway
installations would have been realized at the expense of a district which offered the
best conditions for residential development. The envisionment of an industrial
centre in this area was, to say the least, undesirable. Further, the City of Hull
was definitely placed in the position of being unable to rehabilitate the depreciated
lands bordering upon the Canadian Pacific right-of-way crossing the city
diagonally.
Commensurate with railway revisions, certain areas were recommended for
the segregation of heavy industries, i.e. in Ottawa, one to the east at the junctions
of the railway approaches and one on the west at the Chaudiere Falls and
extending westerly along the south shore of the Ottawa River; and in Hull, one
at the Chaudiere Falls and one in the vicinity of Leamy Lake.
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HOLT REPORT. SCHEMATIC PLAN OF PROPOSED HIGHWAY SYSTEM

To alleviate growing traffic congestion and to improve street connections
between the business areas east and west of the Rideau Canal, it was recommended
that a diagonal street on a viaduct over the railway and canal be constructed from
the intersection of Laurier Avenue and Elgin Street to the intersection of Rideau
and Dalhousie Streets. Further to this end and in the desirability to free vVellington Street from heavy truck traffic, the Holt Report suggested that Laurier
Avenue be developed as the main east and west traffic artery, a project which
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involved the widening of this avenue throughout its entire length and the provision
of a tunnel through the cliff at its westerly extremity connecting Laurier Avenue
West with Albert Street, In a'ddition. it was recommended that Somerset Street
be developed as a cross-town artery and that it be widened from Bronson Avenue
westerly to Wellington, also that Elgin Street. Bank Street and Bronson Avenue
be "videned for through-artery purposes.
Additional recommendations covering the extension and widening of a number
of existing streets within the cities of Ottawa and Hull 'were made to the end that
traffic circulation might be facilitated.
In Ottawa, it was suggested that there be extended George Street to St. Patrick
Street, Lisgar Road from Dufferin to Springfield Roads, Chapel Street to Nicholas
Street and Echo Drive south to and across the Rideau River, while it was envisioned
to widen Dalhousie, Sussex, Main, Riverdale and Broad Streets for their entire
lengths and Nicholas Street between Rideau Street and Laurier Avenue, Nicholas
Street south of Gladstone Avenue, Gladstone Avenue from Nicholas Street to the
Rideau River, 'Wellington Street west of Bronson Avenue, Scott Street west of
Wellington Street, Carruthers Avenue from the Ottawa River to Carling Avenue .
and Carling Avenue from Bronson Avenue to Richmond Road.
In Hull, the widenings of Main, Hotel-de-Ville, Saint-Laurent Streets and
Laurier Avenue were recommended.
Reference was made to the utilization of abandoned railway rights-of-way
as highways, and to the necessity for the provision of connections with highways
leading to Toronto, Montreal and other major cities, and det.ailed submissions
relative to the essential factors involved in so doing were made avaqable, as also
were recommended highway widths.
Specifically the utilization of abandoned railway rights-of-way is referred to
in two instances, i.e. a cross-tov,rn parkway replacing the Canadian National crosstown line, extending from the Rideau River to beyond the western limits of the
City, and a parkway connecting the Experimental Farm with 'Wellington Street
and the Ottawa River front and situated parallel to and west of Preston Street.
Additional parkways recommended and forming part of the major traffic system
were those along Green Creek from the Ottawa River to \Valkley Road, a
diagonal parkway running south-easterly from Deschenes Rapids to the Merivale
Road and sweeping easterly to the Rideau River, and parkways beginning at
Green Island at Sussex Street and extending along each side of the Rideau River
into the open country at Hogsback. Further parkways parallelling the Ottawa
River, Brewery Creek and the Gatincau River were the subjects of
recommendation.
Extensive parks and playgrounds were recommended, including the acquirement of lands in the Laurentian Hills for a National Park, and the development
of Dow's Lake and its adjacent lands as a recreational centre was st.rongly urged.
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HOLT REPORT. PLAN OF CENTRE OF THE CAPITAL

Any critical review of the Federal Plan Commission's Report of 1915 must
necessarily be tempered by a recognition of those transitions which have occurred
since the date of its preparation and which have definite bearing upon fundamentals affecting present day conditions. It is remarkable, however, that the
authors made a very accurate estimate of the probable extension of the urban
area and of its population for a period of thirty-five years, i.e., 250,000 inhabitants
in 1950. The trend of population growth in the intervening years has proved th0.
degree of accuracy attending the predictions of the experts in 1915.
The report's prim ary l'cognition that steam railway revisions formed " the
pivot on which hinged success or failure in carrying out any comprehensive plan"
was basically sound, although the degree to which such were envisioned was limited
by conditions then existing but since intensified. The extraordinary effects of the
general use of the automobile as a major factor in transportation, and their direct
bearing on urban and interurban traffic. could not then be predicted. Could such
have been foreseen, it is obvious that the principle of trackage eliminations and
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the adoption of rights-of-ways so released for arterial highway purposes would
have been pursued further and certain major recommendations, contained within
the report, if adopted, would have proved detrimental, and necessarily would have
demanded ultimate further revisions. This situation in all probability gave
reason to the recommendations for the numerous street extensions and widenings
outlined and for failure to recognize the detrimental factors attached to the per·
petuation and extension of railway and industrial facilities in central city areas.
The retention of the Union' Station and the relocation and extension of the local
freight yards immediately south of Laurier Avenue and extending east of the
Canal to vValler Street, is an instance in point. Had this recommendation been
carried out the resulting condition, without question, would have been much
more detrimental rather than beneficial.
Within limitations the report as at the date of its submission could have been
acceptable, but in light of developments during the transitional period to date it
obviously would have been, in many fundamental aspects, decidedly inadequate
to meet present-day conditions.
Nevertheless, we consider the Holt Report to have been a progressive step
toward the development of the National Capital, and in many respects, found it
to be most helpful in the pursuit of our studies. In' many instances, we have
included within our report recommendations made in the Holt Report which were
obviously desirable in their contributions to the betterment of traffic conditions,
transportation and living, together with the enhancement of dignity and spaciousness within the Capital.
The incredible contribution of Canada toward the victorious conclusion of
the second world war has been reflected in the rise of the Canadian Confederation
to the rank of one of the greatest nations of the world. The function of its Capital
has, therefore, become more complex and incomparably greater than what it was
in 1915 or even in 1938-39, when we were initially called by the Federal Government to advise on the future development of government owned grounds in the
Capital.
This new situation requires different and broader solutions than what would
have appeared to be adequate in 1915 or even in 1938-39.
The long range work of planning must necessarily be the result of repeated
efforts and every step towards the final objective has its value. The Holt Report
is, in many respects, the foundation of our present work as, we trust, our present
recommendations will be to those who will follow us, in their adaptation to
unforeseen and new conditions which will inevitably arise in the future.
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The Cauchon Report
(1922)
A further plan and report was prepared by the late Noulan Cauchon, planning consultant to the City of Ottawa until his death in 1935, and one of the best
known of Canadian town planners. "While this report \vas unofficial, in the sense
that he was not retained by the Government to execute it, it comprises the
co-ordination of extensive studies of the Capital area pursued by the author ovp.r
a period of some fifteen years.
The Cauchon Report was formulated and released in April, 1922. It suggested the creation of a Federal District on a basis which would overcome previous
objections to such a project, by providing for the control of physical features and
public utilities within Ottawa, Hull and their environs, and leaving all other
provincial and municipal prerogatives undisturbed.
rr
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Previous proposals had always taken for granted that the creation of a
Federal District involved legislative union between the two cities of Ottawa in
Ontario, and Hull in Quebec, under the control of the Dominion Government,
and implied necessity for the disfranchisement of the citizens on both sides of the
Provincial boundary, and the complete loss of municipal autonomy.
The Cauchon proposal submitted that there be created a Federal District
Commission empowered by enactment of the Dominion Parliament to control and
develop the physical features and public services of a large area embracing the
cities of Otta\va, Hull and environs. Under this legislation it was proposed that
the municipalities be given the power to transfer voluntarily to the Federal
District Commission the exercise of such of their powers, granted under their
respective provincial acts, as they might see fit. Under such proposals it was not
the intention to involve the immediate appropriation of large sums of money by
the Dominion Government, but rather that there be created a body of experts to
plan and guide development; to see that what was done was done right and as an
integral part of a larger plan, v,Thich would be considered -and developed when
circumstances required and permitted.
The proposed reorganization of railway trackage and terminals was designed
to eliminate unnecessary duplications of trackage, maintenance and operational
expense, and included the elimination of all level crossings on running trackageindustrial spurs apart. The railway revision plan retained the present central
station but provided through-traffic facilities by a tunnel parallelling Wellington
Street and connecting with the existing Chaudiere trackage which, by the provision of a new crossing of the Ottawa River, provided the sole interprovincial
railroad communication. This, coupled with a total revision of trackage within
the City of Hull released such rights-of-way and the Interprovincial and Prince
of Wales Bridges solely for highway purposes. Similarly, th e provision of
a joint short line westerly, coupled with the relocation of make-up yards east of
Elwood Junction, permitted the amalgamation of all main lines approaching
Ottawa to operate through east-west traffic under union terminal auspices, and
of the abandonment of existing east-west C.P.R. (South Shore) and C.N.R. (Cross
Town) trackage for highway purposes.
Railroad rights-of-way radial to the City, which became released from railway
use, were to be converted into fast radial highways, the embankments of which
were to be broadened out to accommodate electric trackage in the centre, with
motor roads alongside; existing grade separations were to be retained and added
to, whilst the rights-of-way were to be maintained free of access, except approximately every half mile to provide for rapid communications within the city. These
rapid facilities were predicated on the extension of time-distances, thereby increasing the availability of land areas suitable for residential development. In principle
such fast radial highways were to be extended into the surrounding country
IT
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parallelling existing railroads, thus taking advantage of existing and future grade
separations, relieved from interruptions, delays and congestions of local traffic,
and permitting of sound organic function.
To provide additional much needed electric power for industrial purposes, it
was proposed to erect a new dam at the Little Chaudiere. By raising the water at
the Little Chaudiere, the water level of Lake Deschenes would have been brought
into the heart of the cities of Hull and Ottawa, and the lake thus extended would
have become a suburb of the Capital, navigable from shore to shore up to Chats
Falls. The proposed dam was destined to accommodate railroad and radial
trackage as well as highway right-of-way.
The spur of the Laurentian Hills which reaches down to the shore of the
Ottawa River, at the point of the proposed power dam, it was recommended, should
be made a National Park beginning from the highway crossing the dam and thence
widening out as it extends northerly, including all the hilly ground reaching
further and further into the north as time and circumstance permitted.
Besides the Mountain Park it was recommended that the Capital District be
endm\Ted with an extensive system of inner parks and parkways to assure health
and amenity to the increasing population. The larger of such internal areas were
to be determined on the principle that land which was too low or expensive for
natural sewerage should be reclaimed for public use and land which was too high
to reach by normal average city water service pressure should be withheld from
settlement and diverted to public park use on the ground of economy in providing
such services.
A unique proposal contained 'ivithin the Cauchon report was the OttawaCardinal Canal as an all Canadian alternative to the St. Lawrence International
Deep Waterway, bringing the level of Lake Ontario to Ottawa. The alignment
of this canal to the St. Lawrence River would have coincided with the alignment
of the then proposed irrigation main ditch to utilize the waters of the Rideau
watershed. This latter scheme involved making an artificial reservoir of the Mer
Bleue for irrigation storage purposes.
The railroad reorganization and highway system yvere stressed as vital to the
efficient determination of zoning dispositions for land use and to the obviation of
congestion, the stabilization of values and the assurance of amenities of civic life.
Tentative and alternative schemes were studied for dealing with the Rideau
Canal within and without the city and for the distribution of irrigation from the
Rideau River throughout much of the district to increase fertility and insure crops,
to render gardens and small holdings tenable and profitable adjacent to the city
and Its markets.
The Rideau River was determined in general as the median line of the future
between residential areas on the west and industrial activities on the east of it.
Prevailing winds are from the west and north-west, insuring the drifting away
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from residential and business sections and towards the open country of all objectionable smoke, dust and odors. A substantial section of this open country is a
peat bog and sparse of population.
Large industrial areas in this vicinity and contiguous to proposed railroad
yards were defined, as also ,vere large areas entirely east of the City on the Ottawa
River, both on the Ontario and Quebec sides.
The Cauchon report embodies much in the way of recommendations which
are fundamental to the basic consideration of the planning of the Capital Area
and which to some extent, have fallen within the purview of the present report.
vVhile only a period of some seven years intervened between the dates of the
Holt Commission and the Cauchon reports, it is a matter of interest to query just
to what degree and in what particulars the transition of factors affecting urban
conditions within that period had bearing upon the obviously differing approaches
to the solutions recommended.

First Studies by Jacques Greber
(1937-39)
The Federal Government retained my services in 1937, 1938 and 1939 as
consultant in relation to the development of Government-owned lands in the centre
of the City.
The plans, which primarily embraced the whole of Parliament Hill and
N epean Point, dea1t with the landscape design of the grounds and approaches to
the Government Buildings, as well as the architectural treatment of such buildings.
They a1so comprised suggestions or recommendations covering the utilization of
certain sites.
As it was important to examine the relationships of such undertakings to
adjoining areas, a preliminary plan of Ottawa was submitted, accompanied by a
report setting forth the advantages of a master plan from the point of view of
the co-ordination of proposals as well as of economics, in order to orient the
execution of future developments.
Lacking a complete analysis of existing conditions and future requirements,
this preliminary plan was merely a superficial outline. Nevertheless, it comprised
many new suggestions and co-ordinated or endorsed, according to cases, certain
proposals envisaged and in some cases studied in previous plans. Thus the
development of a main transurban artery was recommended on the Canadian
National right-of-way traversing the City from east to west. The plan likewise
envisaged the linking up of Scott Street and Wellington Street providing a new
westerly outlet toward Vvestboro and Britannia. The partial or total use of other
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rights-of-way as arteries of penetration was also recommended, among which were
the Canadian Pacific rights-of-way linking Billing's Bridge and the Prince of
'Vales Bridge, and those of the present belt line from Hurdman Bridge to Sussex
Street. These highway proposals, as also other operations of lesser importance,
have been retained within the present report.
The studies then made of landscaping and architectural treatment of the
central area are also basic to the detail plans now submitted. (See photographs
of the model prepared in 1938-Illustrations 117 and 118).
Certain detail operations were partially executed. These were, principally,
the development of the site on which the Government had previously decided to
locate the National " Tar Memorial, 1914-18, known as Confederation Place, and
the widening of Elgin Street. The Confederation Place project was executed only
to the extent which concerned the vVar Memorial Terrace and its planted surroundings. The erection of the memorial and the development of its immediate site,
having to be completed for the Royal Visit in May 1939, were undertaken only in
so far as the ·westerly extremity of Confederation Place was concerned. vVork on
the approach from the east, essential to improve traffic conditions at that congested point, \vas postponed and its resumption was offset by the outbreak of the
war of 1939-45.
For similar reasons proposals then envisaged for the improvement of Elgin
Street were likewise postponed, its widening being limited to that part situated
between Laurier Avenue and the Memorial, while its regrading to improve its
profile was temporarily omitted to ensure the termination of the work then
undertaken prior to the Royal Visit.
The completion of these operations is therefore included
proposals (See Part II, Chapter 3).
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MAJOR '5 HILL PARK WAS THE FIRST SITE PROPOSED FOR THE WAR MEMORIAL IN OUR STUDIES OF 1938

FIRST SKETCH OF THE AREA SURROUNDING THE MEMORIAL WITHIN MAJOR'S HILL PARK PROPOSED IN 1938
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CONFEDERATION PLACE AND MAJOR'S HILL PARK AS PROPOSED IN 1938
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117
A SCALE MODEL MADE IN 1938 OF THE CENTRAL AREA OF OTTAWA WAS LIMITED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL LANDS.
evident that such local studies have benefited from being co-ordinated with the general plan of the Capital Region.

It is

Moreover, it is to be noted

that, while the planning programme has been extended, the principle of the developments concerning traffic and aesthetics remains the same, i.e.,
the bridge over the Rideau Canal at Albert and Slater Streets, terminated by two axial motifs, and the development of the westerly extremity
of Wellington Street on the axis of Lyon Street.
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pLATE XXII

ROCKCLIFFE PARK

119
CHAMPLAIN BRIDGES AND THE PARKS OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMISSION

15
THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMISSION
In 1803, Sir ' Vilfrid Lauri cr, Primc ~VIinistcr of Ca nada, cxprcsscd :1 desire
to ~oo Ottmya becom e "tho ,Ya:-hi ngto n of the ;\01'th" and ackllowledged the
Federal (;overnment's respon:;;ibilibes in t he beautification () f tIle Ca pital C ity of
Canada, ~ix years la te r the initia l step tC)\\'[lrcls thc ron li zatioll uf thi s hope ,,'as
taken in the setting up of th e Ottaml IlllprO\'Clllcnt Co mmi ssion. \yhich \yas to
co-operate '\'ith the Corporation of th e City of Ottawa in imp raying and beautifying the city . By the terms of t h e Act passed by Parliament, it \\'as a uth orizeci to
"purch ase, acquire a nd h old real estatc in thc City of Ottawa an d the vicin ity
thercof, for the pmpose of public parks or squares, streets, avell ue:;;, drivcs, or
thoroughfares, and for th eir maintenance".
In 1027, th e Ottawa ImprO\'elllcnt Com missiun was reorganized a nd rClHull ed
the F edcral District Com mi ssion by .\ct of Pa rlia mcnt, and at t hat ti me pcrmi ssion ,yas gra nted to exte nd its operatio ns to the hith erto excluded Hull a rca.
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120
RIDEAU CANAL BEFORE THE WORK OF EMBELLISHMENT

COMMENCEMENT OF THE WORK OF EMBElLISHMENT IN 19 10

121

122
THE ENHANCEMENT OF THE RIDEAU CANAL WITHIN A FRAME OF VERDURE BY THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMISSION
IS AN EXAMPLE TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OTHER W ATERW A YS TRAVERSING THE URBAN AREA.
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123
THE MOUTH OF THE GATINEAU RIVER VIEWED FROM ROCKCLIFFE PARK
THE GREENHOUSES AND NURSERIES OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COMMI SS ION IN ROC KC LIFFE PA RK
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Since its inception, the Federal District Commission has carried out park
works of vast scope, such as the extension of the driveway system, the improvement of Dow's Lake. the construction in co-operation with the City of Ottawa of
Confederation Place, the construction of the Champlain Bridges and their island
parks, as well as the construction of Jacques-Cartier, Brebeuf and Flora Parks in
Hull. It initiated the acquisition and development of the Gatineau Park.
The Commission also assumed responsibility for the maintenance of all Federal
Government grounds.
The importance of the Federal District Commission to the welfare of the
people of the urban area is indicated by the fact that the bulk of the parks owned
by the cities of Ottawa and Hull are maintained by the Commission, a consequent
relief to civic budgets. It also materially assists traffic conditions in the area
through its responsibility for snow removal from and maintenance of the driveways which are the only satisfactory limited access arterial road system in the
urbanized area.
In 1946, by amendments to the Federal District Commission Act, Parliament
gave to the Commission authority to co-ordinate construction and development
work on Government-owned lands 'Nithin the boundaries of the National Capital
Region. It was also designated as the governmental agency responsible to Parliament for the preparation of plans for the National Capital. Thus, after fortyseven years, authority was vested in the Commission to make comprehensive study
of and execute developments, with a view to improving the general welfare of the
people, rather than to superficially embellish the urban area.
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AERIAL Vi eW OF THE CAP ITAL

16
CONCLUSIONS OF THE DOCUMENTARY SURVEY
One word should sum up th e conclusion s of thi s survey : Optimism- highly
justified by natural conditions, un spoiled paces, unlimited forest rese rvation s a nd
n h a rmoniou s balance of urban, ru ral and industrial life - in oth er words, by a
natural setting which offers great possibiliti es for corrective and exten siy e planning,
and eq ually jn tified by the energy of the inh abitants, who by t heir geniu s and
co m age, in les ' than a century, have made the young Capital one of the most
efficient, prosperous and admired citi es in the world. Such conclu sion is not a
mere compliment ; it is the result of statistical research, surveys, in spections
and topographical and soc ial enquiri es, which gave us a complete diagnosis, and,
we clare say, a most favo urable one, as basic and sure guidance for the preparation
of the propo als contain ed in the following P art of this R eport.
A· a whole, the geographic, climat;c. physical, demograph ic, eco nomic, social
and aesthetic surv eys do not reveal any irremediable condition s.
IT
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PLATE XXIII

URBAN AREA OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, IN 1945

126
CENTRE OF OTTAWA AROUND 1865

Th e human geography of the region , that is the relation between the physical
and hum an elem ents pertaining to the community life of the whole, is remarkably
balanced, due to th e fa ct that open space is still generously distributed and that
th e few existing congested areas can be easily relieved. Th e indispensable corrective r emedies required do not necessitate drastic measures 1101' radical in terventions,
but rather progressive accomp lishm ent s. Even the conclusions arrived at for
GENERAL VIEW OF OTTAWA IN 1869

127

revision of existing railroad conditions, v..·ith the far-reaching and gradual modifications involved, will provide cumulative ameliorations from all points of view:
exploitation, traffic circulation, renovation and revaluation of land, and future
financial resources. Whatever may be the cost of these ameliorations, they will
ultimately prove to be sound and rapidly paying investments through increment
of values, provided that the conclusions of the survey are actively and broadly
followed in the execution of the plan.
We are not any less optimistic for the plan from the aesthetic point of view,
which generally incites the criticism of prudent but unenlightened economists or
taxpayers, when spoken to in terms of beauty. In the Ottawa region, the protection
and enhancement of aesthetics are easy to obtain at a very low cost, as natural
beauty remains unspoiled at many points and is not entirely beyond reclamation
where inconsiderate enterprise has marred the landscape. The remedial measures
resulting from our enquiries and encouraging inspections can be expressed in terms
of regulations rather than in works to be undertaken. They will maintain natural
beauty more effectively than by artificial ornament. In such matters action will
be largely negative, and will have the merit of attaining ,its objective at no cost.
\iVe know, from precise and authentic documents what Ottawa was forty
years ago, at the beginning of this century, and now we can see what has been
accomplished through responsible institutions such as the Federal District Commission, despite two long and costly wars, followed by a serious financial crisis,
and without juridical means adapted to the development of town planning.
Therefore, we have no right to doubt that greater things can be accomplished in
the forty or fifty years to come, particularly with the availability of a planning
conception of the whole, which, if forcefully pursued, will avoid errors and waste.
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PLATE XXIV

KEY DIAGRAM OF PLANS OF PLANNING STUDIES
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PLANS OF PROPOSALS

•

KEY DIAGRAM

~

The moster pion 1000 1 = 1", 2000' = 1", .4000' = 1 11
12000' = 1 11
The schedule of operations 1000' = ]It, 2000 1= 1II
Proposed highway system 2000' = I tl, 4000' = 111
Proposed roilway & industrial oreas 2000' = 11 1
Proposed neighbourhoods & communities 2000' = 1 11
Proposed ultimate open spaces 2000 I = 11 r
Proposed park & recreational oreas 2000' = 1"

o

General proposals for cenlral oreos, Ottowo- Hull 400 I = I r I

[f]

Approaches to Gelineau Park 400' = 111

~ Study of proposed Memorial Terrace Scheme 1, 40' = 1'1

Cf:]]

Memorial Terrace and approaches Scheme 2,400' = 1"

~ Study of proposed Memoria l Terrace Scheme 2, 40' = 111
~

East port of Ottawa 200' = 111

ill
ill

Ottowo cross-town highway 400' = 1"

[!:IJ

Ottawa cross-town highway east 200' = 1"

Ottowo main eostern entrance 200, = ) ,1

~ Ottawa cross-town highway west 200 ' = 1"
~ Ottowa west-end highways 200' = 1 "

[EJ

o
o
[Ii]
[!]

New bridge over cona l 100' = 1" Scheme
Scheme
Scheme
Scheme

1
2, lst stage
2, 2nd stage
2, 3rd stage

Study of Wellington Street 200 ' = 1"
City of Hull 200' = 1"
Hull central area 200' = 1"
Eastview, weslern sections 200' = 1"

~ Study of Eastview 200' = 1"

IT]

Pointe-Galineau 200' = )"

~

Scale model Ottawa central area 30 ' = 1"

~ Scale model Ollawa-HulllOO' = l" hor., 80 ' = 1" vert.

[!D
[Q]

Deschenes, suggested land use areas 200' = 1"
Aylmer 400' = 1"

Note- Various other studies incidental to the plans charted above are
not included.

PART II

JUSTIFICA TION OF PROPOSALS
PREFACE

The documentary survey has established the schedule of assets and liabilities
of conditions within the territory to be studied - a balance sheet which on the
whole is very favourable, but which bears certain defects and dangers. Therefore,
the survey forms the basis of the general diagnosis.
The scope of the project is to study the remedies necessary for recognized
deficiencies and to develop to the maximum all existing advantages.
The l\1aster Plan forms the synthesis of all the operations involved in the
realization of such programme, of which it is the condensed graphic expression.
The proposals and recommendations herein set forth in detail qualify and
explain the projects comprising the :lVIaster Plan.
This work thus constitutes a guide in the solution of all questions of technical,
social, administrative and aesthetic orders incident to the gradual implementation
of the ,,,hole.
The plan and its accompanying report are but directing documents. They
form the general skeleton of development for the region and do not treat any
operations in detail. The ultimate formulation and execution of each project will
be the subjects of further local studies. However, in exceptional and urgent cases,
we have been called upon to provide immediate solutions, the detail plans of which
,\'ere either incorporated in the :Master Plan or elaborated in keeping therewith
in co-operation ,vith the authorities responsible for their realization.

IT
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MASTER PLAN OF THE CAPITAL
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1
GENERAL COMMENTARY ON THE PROJECT
In compliance with the scope of the task entrusted to us, and in light of basic
data derived from investigations and surveys made, we have conducted our studies
with the sole object of reaching conclusions in keeping with present and estimated
requirements based on existing tendencies.
Our task consisted of two inseparable but differing programmes, comprised of
complementary elements.
(a) In the first instance, it was required to develop the physical fra11"lework
of expansion for the National Capital, organizing its life for a period of at least two
generations, without compromising the more remote future.

A Capital is the reflection, the symbol, of the 'whole nation. The Capital of
Canada, as in all federated states, such as in the case of vVashington, or Berne,
has special importance: it is the city which, to every Canadian and to all foreigners,
must be representative of all of the ten confederated provinces, without, however,
prejudicing the attributes and prerogatives of their respective capitals.
Chosen for this noble role by a fa.r-seeing and wisely inspired Queen, the
little Ontario town of Ottawa, the outgrowth of the pioneer village of By-town,
rapidly became a large city, and, with distances gradually losing their significance,
blended itself with the neighbouring villages and localities around the beautiful
Ottawa River, formerly a frontier but now a link between the two provinces of
Ontario and Quebec, which are symbolic of Canadian greatness.
Extending beyond this initial symbolic development, Ottawa has since become
truly representative of the whole of Canada.
The large neighbouring metropolitan cities of :M ontreal and Toronto, those
of the prairies and of the oceanic shores, retain their prestige, and leave t.o the
Capital its constitutional, national and international mission. There is neither
competition nor rivalry, because their respective functions are clearly defined.
The planning of the Capital is therefore a national undertaking, 0/ which each
Canadian can be proud and through which national desires and aspirations can be
expressed through material accomplishments. The first accomplishment, initiated
IT
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by the Federal Government, will go down in history: it is the decision that the
planning of the National Capital be dedicated to the memory of Canadians who gave
their lives to the nation in the second world war.

This heroic symbol will be materialized in the heart of the territory of the
Capital, not by an allegoric sculptural composition, sometimes subject to cont.rover,sies, but by an objective reality: the living panorama of the Capital. Othel~
tangible tokens of national unanimity and of effective participation of the Federal
Capital in the greatness and progress of each of the ten provinces will be similarly
integrated in the material expression of its plan.
Another factor reinforcing this imperative co-ordination of the projectone of the last decisions of the Right Honourable Mackenzie King prior to his
relinquishment of office as Prime Minister following a long and distinguished
career -- ,,,'as to give to the Federal District Commission increased authority
perni itting the incarnation of national aspirations within the realization of this
great undertaking.
Then the task of the National Capital Planning Service, in charge of
technical studies, was clear:
To give to the fundamental functions of the Capital elements essential
to its expanding activities, parliamentary, governmental, diplomatic, social, and
intellectual life, within a frame of dignity and hospitality as host to its innumerable
guests, official dignitaries, delegations to national and international conventions,
and summer or winter tourists.
The problem would have been relatively simple if involving unoccupied
ground, as, for instance, the synthetic compositions of Capital cities, artificial
and ostentatious in character, but such as could not provide the economic
equilibrium possessed by areas already urbanized.
(b) The second imperative demand, lay in the recognition of the territory
of the Capital area as an already urbanized region , the place of living and of
work of its citizens. 'Ve have reviewed the extraordinary growth of its demographic occupations, involving a present population of more than a quarter of a
million inhabitants.

Two principal cities, Otta\va ill Ontario and Hull in Quebec -mixed population , differing legislative and educational systems, - two provincial entities
within which \ve must recognize their respective administrations, customs, language and aspirations; far from being a difficulty in our work, these conditions
merely intensified our interest.
The superimposition of differing but complementary factors - of complex
data but common needs -- required, without doubt, long and meticulous research
in the preliminary survey. 'Ve have brought to it all our care, knowing by
experience that there is no insoluble urban problem if the essential data are known.
~
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In the pursuit of solutions, which would resolve the two different aspects of
the problem, that of the Capital, and that of the existing urban agglomeration, in
which, while thinking of the future , it was desirable to disturb to a minimum its
daily life, while at the same time satisfying immediate demands, we have deliberately avoided theoretical solutions, predicated perhaps on desirable ideals, but
indifferent to the main factor of realization - economics. \Ve have retained within
our recommendations only such feasible operations as have withstood full
investigation as to their being implemented soon or in a reasonable length of time.
This prudent principle does not preclude the fulfilment of far-reaching plans, it
requires only the right appreciation of revaluation possibilities and of the timeelement, two es~ential factors often forgotten in town planning matters.
A master plan presents the future aspects of a city, but does not imply the
hasty and disorderly execution of all its contained operations: some can and must
be realized without delay; some can be integrated within subsequent programmes, although they may be of an urgent character; but they are all subordinated to financial means. Others can be indicated as desirable, and, for their
eventual realization, lands can be reserved, even although they may be subject
to inevitable amendments resulting from future conditions, unforeseeable at the
time of the preparation of the Master Plan.
Above all, we must remember, if ,ve wish to produce a useful and practical
work, that a master plan is a flexible creation rigourously conditioned to the needs
of the inhabitants of the studied territory. The plan cannot be .imposed upon the
people, but if, by the seriousness of its study, it answers their real needs, it
naturally will appear to them as the medium through which their aspirations can
alone be satisfied. The town planner does not labour for his own satisfaction as
a technician, but for the welfare of the people, in whose interests he is responsible
for furthering the attainment of wholesome living, work and environmental
condi tions.
\Vhat then, briefly expressed, are the characteristics of our plan'?
The planning of the region of 900 square miles, viThich is the area of attraction
incident to the Capital, involves, primarily, the establishment of a highway
system through the improvement of existing roads and the creation of additional
roads, to facilitate traffic movements throughout the region. Specific classification of roads is predicated upon their particular functions, and the nature and
speed of the vehicular traffic to which they are or will be subjected: utilitarian
transportation, interurban communications or pleasure driving.
In the centre, the urban region is delimited by a perimeter, intended to
prohibit tentacular and linear extensions of constructions abutting upon highways.
To that effect an area, zoned as a greenbelt, frames this perimeter and is subjected
[ 159
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OF ATLAS

to regulations to protect the area comprised within the greenbelt against undesirable development. Outside of the extreme limit of this greenbelt, the
territory will retain its rural character, with the exception of limited and controlled
minor and appropriat~ developments.
Within the greenbelt and rural areas, sites having outstanding scenic value,
and particularly those bordering lakes and rivers, are subjected to special
regulation to ensure the preservation of their natural charms and rustic characters.
In short, outside of the urban area, the regional plan is a work of protection
of rural life on the one hand, and of preservation of the natural landscape on the
other, in order to retain in perpetuity all elements having recreative or touristic
values.
PLATE 9
OF ATLAS

With reference to the urban areas situated in the centre of the Capital Region,
various propos!1IS have been studied and are dealt with in Part II of this report.
A ~ummarized description is given hereunder.
The fundamental factor arising from the documentary survey was the problem
of exising railway conditions. which, following lengthy and incisive study, produced
various alternative solutions, the advantages and defects of which were duly
considered, and final decision made in co-operation with competent authorities
of the railway companies on a basis which will result in railroad revisions involving
the removal of all trackage from the interior to the periphery of the urban area.
This solution of the railway problem provides opportunity for the reorganization of traffic circulation generally; railway rights-of-way which will be released will
be utilized in the provision of a new system of main arteries and parkways. From
this will result inestimable advantages in the amelioration and systemization of
all traffic movements within the interior of and around the urban zone.
Within the reorganized frame of circulatory arteries, the new built-up areas
will be rationally distributed, and given the characters of complete self-contained
groups rather than districts lacking the elements of community life, and suffering
the major detriment of necessitating interminable and superfluous daily traffic
l11overnents.
In this organization of urban development, conceived with a nuclear tendency,
and within which there have been taken into account existing conditions that
cannot be disturbed but can be gradually improved, we define the limitation of
urban expansions and tentacular developments by the establishment of a greenbelt.
The urban area will be controlled in its various parts by limitations of population densities, obtained through flexibility in the regulation of structural
occupancy of the land, easier to control than an arbitrary population density.
Likewise is considered the problem of sub-standard housing and its renovation; also measures to be adopted to ensure protection for existing and future
residential areas.
[ 160 ]

129
FIRST PLANNING STUDY OF THE CENTRE OF THE CAPITAL

Th e life and th e developm eJl t of t he N a tioll<:Ll Capital aml of its Il eighbouriug
to wus allCi municipaliti es n eces' itate t he erection of pu blic buildill gs in acco rda nce with a studied programm e of hannonioLLs dist ribution and decentralization .
Public u t ility equ ipm ell t and servi ces are provided for ill relatioll to proposed
de\'elopments.
,\Yi t h th e vie\\' of suppressin g th e disorder and congestioll resultin g fr om th c
lack of a ra tional a nd fun ctional system of publ ic t horoughfare.. with in t he Capi tal
R egioll , the reorganization of traffic circulation necessitates the read justm ent of
transport gen erally in keeping with ph ysical developments a nd the relationships
a lld n eeds of ex isting a nd developing communi ties, and taking advantage of ncw
main t raffic arteries.
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130
MODEL OF THE CAPITAL AT THE SCALE OF ONE HUNDRED FEET TO THE INCH
Ex ecuted by the National Film Board
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131
DETAIL OF THE MODEL

1\n essentia l cOlllplelll el1 t to h ousin g a nd to the complex acti\'ities of Ill ode l'll
life i::; t he systematic orgall ization of O / Je lt spaces, in order t hat t hey may best ful fi l
t heir rege nera ti \"C' f un ct ioll. :--; ueh ope n spaces shoul d be predicated upon t heir
fun ctio na l relatio nshi p to tl](' cla:-:se::; of popul atio n a nd their acti \'i t ies. T hey
are a:-: Jll'ce~sa r~' to h ea lt h al ld \\' e!fa re a~ to re::;t a nd ed ucatio n, a nd C'o n:-:t it utc a
ea pita l e1e nlt' nt in social :-:eC' ur it ~"
Hec re-atio n. in assoc iat ioll \\' ilb nat ure a nd tO li ris lll. cO lll plctes t he ge llL'ra l
syste l11 of met hod ica l orga lli zatio n of leisu re \\'i t hin the general fra me of a natura l
::;ite . e rba n ope n spaces, \\'ooded rese rv cs a nd scenic dri\'es are to be il1 tegrated
in a gC' l1 oral pl a n of ratio1lal ex/il oila/ ion of all lh e elem ents of nalure, whi ch it is
illlporta nt to de\'clop a nd protect.
If the protertio n a nd de \'clop ment of the gifts of lwtUl'e in their totality
have in the fir st place a utilitarian objective, fa \'ou rable to t he main tenance of
h ea lth and to the physical onh a ncement a nd welfare of the inh abitants, as also
IT
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to the pleasure of tourists and visitors, they can be equally justified on the grounds
of aesthetics, because the preservation of the natural beauty of a site IS an
inestimable asset toward increased joy of living and general prosperity.

It is also important to enunciate certain elementary rules applicable to the
protection and to the creation of aesthetics free from all arbitrary constraint, but
indispensable in the conflict against ugliness and disfigurement, and as much in the
interests of the preservation of urban and rural landscapes as in the creations of
architecture which form the framework of space.
Finally, the Federal Government desired to stress the national and international importance which the Capital of Canada will attain if its development
is to be predicated on the scale of the increasing greatness of this country. For
this reason the Government decided to dedicate the plan of the National Capital to
the memory of Canadians who gave their lives in the second world war. This noble
thought will be materialized at the very doors of the city. A general description
of this impressive possibility concludes the resume of our work, \vhich in its
entirety has been pursued under the incelltive of this comlllemoration.
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2
RAILWAY PROBLEM FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT
OF THE PLAN
Relocation of Railway Facilities and Heavy Industries
This problem, now more so than in 1915 (Holt Report), is the key of the
whole plan; it was therefore the basis of our first studies. The National Capital
Planning COl11rnittee has given its full approval and co-operation to this manner
of approaching the Capital Plan problem.
The sub-committee on railways, created at the beginning of our work, made
extensive studies in close collaboration with our Service. Nine successive and
different possibilities were investigated in common, and final approval given to
the most ambitious, but, as usually, the most efficient solution. Its endorsement by
the National Capital Planning Committee, the invaluable, painstaking and competent co-operation of the railway companies and the appreciation of the interested
municipal authorities, clearly demonstrate the value of this daring but urgent
operation. The remodelling of railroad facilities has therefore become the
framework of the Master Plan, (See Plate XXV).
It consists of a series of gradual and co-ordinated operations, aimed at the
elimination of all railroad interference in the present life and in the future
development of the centml part 0/ the urban urea of the Capital Region. To attain
this objective without disturbing or upsetting the present railroad and industrial
activities, without endangering the attainment of their methodical relocation by
being subject to undesirable land speculations, the Government, according to the
recommendations of the National Capital Planning Committee, and along the
lines of the overall plan, has already decided upon the acquisition of the most
needed grounds, while other parts of these grounds may be made available for
industrial and raihvay purposes by municipal zoning.

Therefore, the equipment for new railway and industrial facilities has been
made possible, prior to any removal of existing railway lines or industrial
establishmen ts.
IT
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The main objectives are:
(1) The creation of a belt line, connecting the north shore C.P.R. line from
Montreal to Hull with all the lines approaching the city of Ottawa on the
south from Montreal (C.P.R. and C.N.R.), from the United States (N.Y.
Central), from Prescott (C.P.R.), from Kingston (C.N.R.), from Toronto
(C.N.R. and C.P.R.), and from North Bay (C.N.R.).
A bridge (railway and highway) will connect the north shore line at Templeton in Quebec, with the Ontario shore, west of Green Creek, over Duck Island.
The new belt line will join and connect all existing lines at the Prescott line, south
of Walkley Road. Inside of the new belt, all existing lines within the urban area
will be gradually eliminated, i.e.:
Cross-town line (C.N.R.), Sussex line (C.P.R.), Prescott line (C.P.R.)
between Nepean Bay and the new belt, Carleton Place line between Nepean Bay
and its intersection with the C.N.R. North Bay line, C.P.R. and C.N.R. lines
leading from HUl'dman's Bridge to the present Union Station, and its connection
over the Interprovincial Bridge to and through the City of Hull.
(2) Reconstruction of the passenger station parallel to the new belt line,
and the equipment for make-up yards, freight yards and industrial
sidings, which will take place on grounds especially acquired or zoned
for these purposes, three miles long and almost one mile wide.
The new central freight terminal would be located about one-half mile east
from Hurdman's Bridge. Grounds are also acquired or zoned to accommodate the
terminal, its yards, industries, warehouses, and workshops, extending for a length
of about two miles and a half. The new passenger station would be about four
miles from Confederation Place, but connected to the various parts of the city by
wide and direct boulevards, so laid out that a constant flow of traffic can be
maintained, with adequate surface connections and grade-separated crossings.
The main approach from the station to Confederation Place would be formed
by a double-drive expressway two miles long from the new Union Station to th e
Central Freight Terminal, and continued by a branch of similar cross-section to
Hurdman's Bridge, thence by a wide :Mall distributing the traffic in three directions
into the city:
(a) a driveway following the Rideau Canal, on the east side, and parallelling
the existing F.D.C. Driveway, leading to Confederation Place and to Sussex
Street at a lower level, thus avoiding all crossing points;
(b) King Edward Avenue widened to the north; and
(c) the cross-town parkway to the west, replacing existing railway lines

traversing the city.
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(3) Direct vehicular connection with Hull would be maintained from Sussex
Street by a new bridge replacing the Interprovincial Bridge, and leading to the new
Civic Centre and the new Station in Hull by a wide boulevard. The new Station ill
Hull" ould comprise also a freight terminal, connected with the industrial area provided for on grounds specially acquired and zoned for that purpose. The railway
lines on the Quebec side remain practically unchanged, except for the C.P.R.
cOl1nection to the Interprovincial Brid~e, and minor improvements to the
Mani,vaki and Waltham line::;.
Such an extensive improvement of railway lines approaching the Capital has
three major advantages:
1. Simplification of railway operations, particularly the handling of transcontinental trains, and the concentration of all operations at one point instead of
long uneconomical movements of trains and engines as at present. Substantial
saving of time, fuel and labour.

2. On the rights-of-way of abandoned lines, a co-ordinated system, of mam
arteries would be established:
(a) A cross-town parkway from the entrance of the new Montreal Road at

Hurdman's Bridge to Graham Bay (East-West central parkway).
(b) North-South cross-town boulevard from new south entrance of city to
Wellington and Scott Streets.
(c) v\Testern boulevard (Scott Street extension) to Britannia.
(d) Circular boulevard from Sussex Street (through Eastview ) to south

entrance of Ottawa.
(e) lVIall and grade-separated drivevmys from Hurclman's Bridge to Confederation Place.
(I) New central boulevard in Hull from new bridge to the new Hull Station.
(g) A new entrance from the east (new branch of Montreal Road).

3. Enhancement of land values in all urban areas affected by this extensive
operation. Most of the grounds now crossed by the railway lines to be eliminated,
have resulting depressed land values, due to numerous grade crossings, poor access,
dead end streets and obsolete constructions. The elimina.t.ion of those nuisances
by the creation of modern thoroughfares, some of them of the parkway type, will
result in a considerable increase of land value, large acreages of territory being
made available for all classes of modern residential or commercial units, according
to the location.

Heavy industries are also given favourable opportunities for progressive
expansion along appropriate and well-equipped railroad facilities.
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Another factor, perhaps the most important one in the whole plan of railway
revisions, is the possibility of its gradual execution, leaving existing railway operations unchanged, while the new belt line is being constructed, the industrial sites
equipped, the elimination of obsolete lines being made wherever and whenever
opportune.
The whole work can be organized in successive stages on a progressive schedule, in harmony with the requirements of the railway companies and industrial
establishments, the details of which are given in Part III of this Report.
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3
CIRCULATION
As a result of the revision of the railway lines within the urban area, the road
system within and approaching the Capital can benefit from the following
improvements:
Plate No. XXVI shows the new proposed highway system, which includes
interurban arteries, main arteries, secondary arteries and parkways.

Interurban Arteries
In the Province of Quebec:
1. Route No.8 from NIontreal would be diverted to the north west, after
passing Lac Beauchamp in Templeton, to cross the C.P.R. line, and follow it in
the direction of Pointe-Gatineau, to a point where it divides into two branches:
(a) To the south, in direction of the existing bridge over the Gatineau River,
and to Hull by a new bridge, directly north of Laurier Avenue, from where it continues toward the Chaudiere Bridge. The Aylmer Road would be by-passed
between Chaudiere Bridge and Val-Tetreau , and thence continue on its present
right-of-way, double-Ianed to a point east of the Ottawa Country Club, the north
lane one-way to the west, and the existing road becoming one-way to the east.
From that point, the present road would continue to Aylmer, and a new northwest
diversion, extending to and continued along the existing O'Connell Road widened,
would by-pass Aylmer and join Route 8 (Eardley Road) to Pembroke. Such
utilization at the O'Connell Road would restore to the existing Aylmer Road its
original function as a residential service road.

The diversion at Templeton would permit the development of industries,
similar to the International Paper Company, from the river front to the railway
line without interruption by grade crossings necessary for the industrial sidings.
(b) From Pointe-Gatineau, a second branch of Route 8 would extend in a
westerly direction across the Gatineau River (new bridge), to join and follow the
Chelsea Road in a southwesterly direction,. and thus reach the Mine Road north
of its intersection with the Mountain Road, again uniting with Route 11 at
St. Joseph Boulevard and crossing the Aylmer Road to reach a future bridge
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over Nepean Bay, in the prolongation of the existing Lemieux Island Bridge. to
connect with the system of Ontario Highways. From the point of intersection
of this branch with the Chelsea Road, another link will be established in a northwesterly direction with the .Mine Road, the layout of which will be rectified and
which would be widened for the required distance. A main traffic artery would
thus be assured to Maniwaki and Mont-Laurier, replacing the southerly portion
of present Highway No. 11, which ,\'ould then be classified as a touristic road.
The parts of the existing highway, which will cease to be used as interurban
arteries, will become local roads serving Templeton, Gatineau, Pointe-Gatineau,
Hull and Aylmer.
In the Province of Ontario:

2. Route 17 from Montreal through Hawkesbury, after crossing Green Creek,
would be diverted toward Hurdman's Bridge, by crossing Cyrville, and would
enter the city of Ottawa by a Mall, extending between the Rideau River and the
Canal, and from thence connect, over the Canal near Pretoria Bridge, with the new
cross-town parkway replacing the cross-town line, as far as its intersection with
the No. 17 North Bay Highway. The intersection of this new interurban artery
with the Richmond Road (Route 15) will be treated as a grade separated crossing.
Thus, the present routing through Ottawa of Highway 17, via Eastview, Rideau
Street and Wellington Street, would be limited to its function as a main artery,
for intense local traffic, and would not continue to be overloaded by interurban
traffic.
Route 15 should be improved from Bells Corners southerly by using part of
the present Richmond Road to a certain point and then by a new diversion to
Stanley Corners, thus avoiding the present dangerous under-pass west of Bells
Corners and the existing level crossing at Stittsville.
3. Route 31 (Metcalfe Road) is the shortest highway to the United States
boundary (Morrisburg ferry to 'Vaddington). It enters Ottawa through a ribbon
development south of Billing's Bridge and by Bank Street, which is a retail
commercial street. Therefore, a new south entrance to the city is recommended
at the intersection of the C.P.R. line with Heron Road. At this point a large
distributing star-shaped plaza would form the end of a wide boulevard leading
toward the city at elevation 380 near Bowesville Road, from which the whole
silhouette of Parliament Hill can be viewed. This boulevard 'would replace the
winding section of the Metcalfe Road, and connect with the existing road near
South Gloucester, by the partial use of existing roads to be widened.
4. Route 16 (Prescott Highway). This is a most picturesque road, but is
inadequate for future traffic, owing to its many sharp turns and its 'unsatisfactory
approach to the city at Preston Street. We propose to provide for its improvement
rr
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by shortening the distance between Carsonby and Manotick through an almost
direct cut-off, diverting the traffic across the Rideau River via the l\1anotick
bridge to near Manotick Station, and then follow existing but improved roads
to join the new Metcalfe Road and the proposed south entrance boulevard to
Ottawa.
5. The Russell Road, at present a main local road, should be in part relocated
and transformed into an interurban artery, by using it from Ottawa (the new
eastern entrance to the Mall at Hurdman's Bridge) to Ramsayville, from where
a new highway should be extended to Cornwall on the U.S.-Canadian boundary.
The increasing flow of tourist traffic from the United States justifies this
additional highway particularly on account of the facility of the Cornwall bridge.

Main Arteries
In the Province of Quebec:
The future Maniwaki highway will find a new outlet in Hull by its prolongation in a south-easterly direction from its point of junction with the northerly
branch of Highway No.8, and east of Brewery Creek, to the extension of Laurier
Avenue, as also will the Mine Road by similar utilization of this same branch of
Highway No.8 to the west of the City. St. Joseph Boulevard, traversing the
urban area of Hull, south of the Chelsea Road, would remain a main artery limited
to cross-town traffic. Similar comment is applicable to Saint-Laurent Boulevard
and the urban part of Mountain Road. Montain Road might be ultimately connected to the Deschenes Road by a transverse artery, especially in the case of
construction of a new bridge at Deschenes Rapids.
In the Province of Ontario:
Several existing roads are adaptable to the function of main arteries, urban
or suburban:
Scott Street extension to Wellington West (existing Route 17).
Vvellington Street, monumental artery to be strictly reserved as the approach
to Parliament and Government Buildings, will be prohibited to commercial
traffic between its intersection with Bay Street and Confederation Place. Heavy
and commercial traffic will be diverted to Albert and Slater Streets, utilized solely
as one-way thoroughfares, and pass by the new bridge over the Rideau Canal
and railway lines of the present Union Station, to Waller and Rideau Streets, and
thence, by extension to York Street, and via York Street to St. Patrick's Bridge.
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Such reVISIOllS will provide connection between the Sparks-Bank and RideauDalhousie commercial centres, and serve as a by-pass relieving congestion on
Wellington Street, Sparks Street, Queen Street and Confederation Place.
The Base Line Road, becoming the eastern branch of the Metcalfe Road
(present Route 31) ill Gloucester, would cross the new railroad yards and the
industrial district, and lead to the eastern part of the Capital area. The new
expressway from the new Station to the eastern entrance of the city will also be
a main artery, as well as the circular boulevard replacing the right-of-way of the
C.P .R. Sussex line.
Until the final layout of the :Montreal Road (Route 17), through the eastern
entrance and the Mall, becomes possible, and pending elimination of the railway
yards and lines to the Union Station, the improved entrance to the city through
Eastview via MacArthur Road and Cumming's Bridge will become available as a
main artery, while Montreal Road in Eastview, extending to Rideau Street,
would gradually be specialized as a main local street.
The Walkley Road and Heron Road in Gloucester and the Base Line Road
in Nepean would give direct connections from the new Station to the southwesterly section of the Capital.
Merivale Road, as an important diagonal artery, meets local demands within
its points of intersection with various other main arterie$.
The contemplated express highway, encircling the Capital in the south around
the inner limit of the green belt, will become less urgent when the cross-town
boulevard is built, but we think that, ultimately, a commercial by-pass expressway
from east (Route 17) to west (Routes 17 and 15), serving the industrial and
railroad grounds, will become necessary, to relieve the traffic on the cross-town
boulevard which will not be an industrial artery. Further, the express commercial
highway will connect six interurban arteries outside of the urban area, and service
two railway stations (passenger and freight), future exhibition grounds, airport
and general military headquarters. At its extremities it would ultimately provide
circulation by two bridges with Route 8 in Quebec; in the west at Deschenes, and
in the east the areas of Templeton, Pointe-Gatineau and Hull. As it is located
in the green belt, it will be easy to reserve its right-of-way for eventual execution '
when the time is opportune.

Secondary Arteries
Owing to their number, a detailed description seems to be unnecessary in this
analysis of the main proposals. Their gradual study and implementation falls
within the realm of local improvements.
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Parkways
.M any existing roads are shown as parkways, due to the most fortunate fact
that they are of great scenic value, natural or by improvement. They are often
used for rapid traffic circulation, except where their layouts or profiles are conditioned by difficult topography. For the reader who knows the Ottawa region,
they need no description. They are included in our plans, together with possible
new parkways, or driveways, to be gradually built in the local green belts and
recommended as the basic frame of the system of community and neighbourhood
units which will gradually, as and when. necessary, form the extension of the
present built-up areas. In their layouts we have taken full advantage of high
elevations from which extended views of surrounding territories can be obtained.
Hereunder we refer only to proposals of lnajor importance:
1. From the present lVIontreal Highway (17) a connection having the character
of a parkway should be established from the point known as The Quarries, following the west boundary of the Rockcliffe Airport, and reaching the Rockcliffe Park
driveway near the F.D.C. Parle This would provide for tourists from Quebec
and Montreal an attractive and even grandiose entrance to the Capital through
Rockcliffe and Nepean Point to l\1ackenzie Avenue and the Chateau Laurier.
This could be realized at an early date, while the eastern entrance via the Mall
and the new Canal driveway will be conditioned to the future achievement of
railroad improvements.

2. Another important parkway, under study by the Federal District Commission, will lead from the Aylmer Road to Kingsmere. '~Te are of the opinion
that it ought to follmv Boucherville Street, along the crest of the gradual elevation
bordering the natural park to be preserved and improved around Fairy Lake. as
that part of the road gives interesting views of the Capital. It will be very easy
to transform this picturesque wooded land into a park. At its intersection with
the Mountain and Brickyard Roads, a wide distribution circle would be provided
in the manner of the great forest "stars" of the past. from which point the parkway would enter the wooded Gatincau hills, and wind through the rocky bluffs,
past Kingsmere Village into the hills which dOlllinate Meach, Harrington and
Philil~ Lakes. (See Plate 11 of Atlas.)
3. The parkway contemplated from Nepean Bay to Britannia is the third
most important addition to the scenic roads system.
4. All riverside roads, such as those paralleling the banks of the Gatineau
and the Rideau Rivers, by their location and the scenic views they provide, have
been indicated on our plan of proposals, under the classification of parkways, as
also have certain country roads. This classification has a legal value; it means
that all heavy commercial traffic should be prohibited from using those roads, to
preserve their character as pleasure driveways. Most of them exist, and due to
their limited function, need very little improvement.
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132
EXISTING RAILWAY APPROACHES AT THE EAST OF OTTAWA. The area north from the Rideau River to and parallelling the Rideau Canal is occupied by railway installations, warehouses and industries which depreciate the values
of adjoining lands. The Railway lines border the easterly bank of the Rideau Canal, while its westerly bank is
bordered by a magnificient parkway, a contrast which shows the possibilities of completely planning both banks.
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133
FUTURE HIGHW AY APPROACH AT THE EAST OF OTT A W A. Revisions of the railway system will permit
the creation of a main highway approach worthy of a Capital. Parkways and modern arterial
highways will provide from Montreal and Cornwall direct and attractive access. A large Mall,
bordered by modern structures will distribute traffic to the north, the centre and the west of Ottawa .
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Streets
It is evident that the width and transverse profile of a

p~blic

highway must

be studied in relation to traffic.
While not desiring to make rigid theoretical classifications of thoroughfares,
it is to be recognized that there are established factors determined by the use of
lands abutting upon public highways, and, where the roadway system of a town
has not been rationally conceived and adapted to the demands of traffic circulation,
the resulting conditions must be that public highways often have contradictory
function s, embarrassing to traffic circulation. and causing delay to local movements
of vehicles, ,vith consequent loss of time and money. It is incontestable that a
public highway, serving in common through interurban traffic and the traffic
demands of abutting comm ercial and industrial activities, cannot ensure the
effective fulfilment of both or either of these functions.
A highway traversed by heavy through traffic cannot be used as a main
service road to abutting residential developments, but, on the contrary, should
provide accessibility to such developments by passing tangentially to and not
through them. Thus, local service roads which are too long or too direct have a
tendency to become through highways. Their layouts must be limited in length
with changing directions at reasonable intervals, and of moderate width, in order
to discourage their use by through traffic endeavouring to avoid main arteries.
Main highways should function as collectors of traffic and should have road
allowances in excess of the 66 foot standard formerly adopted. They may require
widths of 80, 100, 120 or even more feet. and, if by force of circumstances, the
highway traverses a centre already developed, its roadway allowance should be
sufficient to accommodate, in addition to the roadway serving through traffic,
separated lateral roads on both sides to provide for slow moving traffic serving
abutting properties. The parking of vehicles on roads reserved for through traffic
should be prohibited.
The widths of minor roads serving residential developments can be reduced
to an essential minimum to provide accessibility to abutting properties, permissible
parking being judiciously controlled.
In the case of roads serving retail commercial frontage, there is an advantage
in precluding parking on the traversed roadway and providing alternative accommodations within contiguous parking spaces or by widening the roadway to form
parking bays, thus avoiding interference with normal traffic circulation.

It is t.hus recognized that the study of the layout of roads and their widths,
including the detail of their transverse profiles (pavements, sidewalks, boulevards,
etc.) is an integral part of the elaboration of a comprehensive town plan. Even
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if the proposed widths are contradictory to established practice, they represent
progress in relation to standards outmoded and which do not meet the needs of
modern automobile traffic and parking.
Therefore, our proposals for improvement of the street system are of three
natures: widening, street opening and rerouting.
(a) Widening:

Widening should be adopted only 'where absolutely needed and where property
values are low. Thus, chances of increase of assessment values can be reasonably
anticipated, and the operation m~de self paying, especially if the procedure of
excess-condemnation is made permissible under municipal by-laws. The proper
reallotment and resale by the community of lands in excess of net requirements is
a desirable public investment.
Examples of proposed street widenings:
Ottawa Area:
King Edward Avenue, south of Rideau Street to the new eastern entrance
to the city. This avenue will become a main distributing artery to the
north-easterly part of the city.
Waller Street, on its western side, from the new bridge over Rideau Canal
to Rideau Street.
Part of York Street, east of King Edward Avenue.
Carling Avenue, from Bronson Avenue to its junction with Richmond Road.
As important thoroughfares in the future urban development, we would
recommend the widening of the following roads:
Walkley and Heron Roads in Gloucester, and the Base Line Road in N epean,
as direct arteries to and from the new Station.
Bowesville Road to Uplands Airport.
MacArthur Road, from C.P.R. tracks to Base Line Road and the latter from
MacArthur to the proposed industrial areas.
Hull Area:
Saint-Laurent Boulevard, main central artery from new Station to new
bridge leading to Ottawa.
Laurier Avenue, when it becomes a boulevard bordering the park on the
Ottawa River, facing Parliament Hill, without objectionable industrial interference , should be widened to present a dissymmetrical cross-section including a
large drive for general traffic and a parallel service drive to abutting buildings.
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( b) Street openings:

It will be observed from the following text and from the plan showing the
superimposition of proposals upon existing conditions, that the layouts of proposed
street openings involve a minimum demolition of existing decadent and
unimportant buildings.
As in the case of proposals involving street widenings, we have conditioned
the necessary street opening operations to data provided by the Land Value Plan,
in order to limit such operations to lands of low value and thus avoid projects
necessitating costly expenditures.
At the commencement of our studies in 1938, we had envisioned the creation
of a main artery extending sou therly from '''ellington Street and facing the
Houses of Parliament, by utilizing and \videning Metcalfe Street, the easterly
fagade of which would have remained intact while its westerly fagade would have
been set back symmetrically in relation to the central axis of the Peace Tower,
a monumental street, implying, from its width, a street opening rather than a
widening. Such a proposal at first hand seems desirable and logical and has been
repeatedly drawn to our attention. It does not lack attraction and we have
examined it in all its aspects, but have not retained it for the following reasons:
1. The widening of Elgin Street was in course of construction to provide a
north-south traffic collector from the streets entering upon it, while its northerly
extremity, like\vise under construction, terminated at a large area now partly
completed.
2. The profile of Metcalfe Street would have required to be retained and it
is such that the resulting perspective would not have been satisfactory, or would
have required costly revisions.
3. At its northerly termination with 'Wellington Street it would have been
necessary to provide an enlarged intersection of dimensions similar to that of
Confederation Place, in order to ensure adequate space for all traffic movements.
4. Expropriations essential in the construction of such an enlarged intersection and street widening, as indicated on the Land and Building Value Plans,
would have been prohibitive, due to the structures involved, i.e., the Rideau Club,
United States Embassy, Birks Building, Royal Bank Building, churches, Carnegie
Library, Medical Arts Building and others.
5. From the point of view of traffic circulation, Metcalfe Street even when
widened would not have been as effica~ious as Elgin Street, due to the positions
of its extremities.
6. But the principal reason for its rejection was on the grounds of aesthetics.
The architectural characteristics of the Parliament Buildings are basically Gothic,
adapted to the Victorian mode. Even if the East and West Blocks were subjected
to architectural modifications in the future, the whole would retain its picturesque
IT
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character and any development of its silhouette would gain by not being observed
symmetrically but angle-wise, which would ameliorate the volume of the Peace
Tower, the elongation of which, when seen from the front, is emphasized. For
this reason, in addition to those already outlined, we abandoned the projected
widening of Metcalfe Street in favour of the oblique perspective of the Parliament
Buildings from the future main entrance to the City parallelling the east side
of the Rideau Canal and extending southerly to Hurdman's Bridge, which will
not lack in grandeur and monumental effect. From this area, even though through
present chaotic conditions, the view of the Parliament Buildings is already very
imposing.
We have deemed it advisable to explain our attitude on this question as,
lacking the detriments above outlined, the axial opening up of Metcalfe Street
undoubtedly would have been one of the first projects recommended. We however
are of the opinion that it will be very advantageously replaced by the mam
entrance boulevard bet"\veen Hurdman's Bridge and Confederation Place.
Examples of proposed street openings:
1. In Eastview, a diagonal connection from Cumming's Bridge to :MacArthur
Road (at C.P.R. line), and the extension of MacArthur Road from the Base Line
Road to the new Montreal Road.
In Ottawa:

2. Extension of \Valler Street northerly from Rideau Street to York Street,
and two short diagonals from York, east to St. Patrick Bridge.
3. Extension of Slater Street westerly from Bronson Avenue to Albert Street.
The two above operations are the logical extensions of the first project recommended to relieve downtown traffic, the Bridge over the Rideau Canal between
Elgin and Vvaller Streets.
After very extensive study of plans, comparative estimates and models, this
important and urgent improvement has been approved by the Sub-Committee on
Traffic and the National Capital Planning Committee, and comprehensive plans
are now completed in anticipation of its execution.
This bridge is approached from the east by a ramp of three per cent grade from
'TValler Street, and from the west by two ramps connecting the bridge at Elgin
Street to Albert (one-way west) and Slater (one-way east). The approaching
ramps will be graded and planted. The structure of the bridge proper is comprised of three spans crossing the present driveway, the canal and the proposed
new driveway parallel to and east of the ca.nal, and extending for the present time
over the railroad tracks and yards.
The justification of the location of the bridge is dealt with hereafter, under
Traffic.
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136
NEW BRIDGE OVER THE RIDEAU CANAL

SCHEMATIC SKETCH SHOWING IMPROVED LOCAL TRAFFIC CIRCULATION BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
NEW BRIDGE OVER THE RIDEAU CANAl. This project, in conjunction with the improvement of existing streets and, in instances, their
extensions, will ensure the amelioration of traffic congestion on Wellington St., Confederation Place and Rideau Street, will provide
facility for rapid inter-communication between the commercial centers of Upper and Lower Towns, and will furnish a main through
east-west artery from Wellington Str eet, west of Bronson Avenue, to St. Patrick and Rideau Street Bridges across the Rideau River.
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4. Scott Street, easterly from Bayview Road across the C.P.R. yards, to
Wellington Street.
5. Lyon Street, southerly from Fifth Avenue to Bank Street.
6. Extension of Booth Street southerly across Carling Avenue to F.D.C.
driveway along Dow's Lake.
7. As a part of the north-south cross-town boulevard to be built on right-ofway of the Prince of 'iV ales line, a diversion of said boulevard west of the Canal
and Dow's Lake, north of Hartwell locks.
8. Extension of Bronson Avenue southerly across the Rideau River, to the
south entrance circle.
9. Extension of King Edward Avenue northerly to Sussex, in front of the
National Research Building.
10. Extension of Heron Road westerly from Bowesville Road across the
Rideau River and Canal, to Prescott Highway and Base Line Road.
11. Revision of Merivale Road at its intersection with Base Line Road.
12. Diagonal connection between Carling Avenue and Britannia Village.
13. Extension of Gladstone Avenue westerly from Parkdale to Holland to
connect with Byron Avenue.
14. Diagonal diversion of St. Patrick Street to Guigues at King Edward
Avenue.
Hull:
15. New Boulevard from Reboul Street to Montclair Boulevard and diagonal
connection to Mountain Road and Chelsea Road.

16. New parkway on right-of-way of Hull Electric Railway, to the town of
Aylmer.
Many other similar operations of varying importance and urgency are shown
on the plan, and will be studied in detail as and when the various proposed
operations are considered by the National Capital Planning Committee.
(c) Rerouting of Traffic

The traffic circulation and parking problems have been the subjects of
extensive studies.
They can be largely solved in the most economical manner by rerouting
principles applied to traffic movements:
.
1. The through east-west traffic now passing on Wellington and Rideau
Streets will unquestionably find it advantageous to use the new cross-town
parkway, which will be located on the present C.N.R. right-of-way crossing the
. city, and through which Highway No. 17 will be diverted.
IT
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2. Local and through traffic between the commercial section of Sparks and
Bank, and the commercial section of Rideau and Dalhousie, now forced through
Confederation Place, will likewise find a much easier channel by Albert and
Slater (one-way each) across the bridge over the Canal and railway yards to
Waller and to its extension through York toward St. Patrick Bridge.
3. The left hand turn of traffic from Confederation Place to Sussex Street
at Rideau is the main cause of blockage of traffic, and, even after the relief obtained
by the new bridge, many cars will continue to use Confederation Place.
It was proposed in our plans of 1938 to widen the space between the Chateau
and the south side of Rideau Street by eliminating the Daly Building and the old
buildings in front of it across Rideau Street. Such widening would make the left
turn for automobiles and street cars much easier and provide more space for
alternate stoppages by traffic lights, (See Illustrations 138 and 139, page 184).

Direct access to the main entrance of the Chateau is possible by a left turn
of sufficient radius. But such remedy is only a part of the final proposed layout
when the Union Station is removed. W"hen the space between the Transportation
Building and the Canal is available, a right turn loop will be possible, to take care
of all the traffic bound for Sussex, through an underpass drive reaching Sussex
Street south of the Customs Building.
Rideau Street traffic would then flow freely from east to west. Sussex would
be reserved for north-bound traffic; lVlackenzie for south-bound traffic.
Access to the Chateau from Rideau would be by its front entrance, and from
Mackenzie by both side and front entrances. From "Wellington, access would be
from the underpass, under the side entrance, adjacent to the elevators, and consequently under cover, and also by the front entrance, as previously mentioned,
by the left turn provided in the interim solution. Outgoing cars from the Chateau
to Elgin and Wellington would use the front entrance as at present. The underground entrance would be used by traffic coming from the new driveway proposed
at the level of the present railway tracks and leading to the Interprovincial Bridge,
while the opposite movement, from the Chateau to the driveway, is also possible
from the lower level.
4. The construction of the proposed bridge over the Rideau Canal and
the use of Albert and Slater, each one-way, for traffic movements between
Wellington west, Elgin, 'Valler, Rideau and the possible extension to St. Patrick
Bridge, give a convenient by-pass to Wellington and Sparks for local traffic
seeking access and outlet along the entire length of this long cross-town project,
from all connecting north and south streets. The combined width of pavement gained by the conversion of Slater and Albert to one-way streets totals
80 feet, providing six traffic lanes and two parking lanes. This result is obtained
without expropriations, while the widening of Laurier Avenue would be costly,
slow, inefficient, the maximum possible width of pavement thus securable being
46 feet, which is the width of that part of Laurier already widened from Elgin to
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EXISTING TRAFFIC ClRCUL,A~
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The conflict between generol
traffic and fixed street cor
routes, also the lack of spoc e
and intensity of traffic at the
entrance of Rideau Street,
are major causes of the
difficulties, delays and coilgestion at this bottleneck.
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FIRST STAGE IN THE PLANNING OF CONFEDERATION
PLACE AND ADJACENT
AREAS.
The elimination of
f i xed street-car trackage, the
adoption of a more flexible
form of public transportation
and the widening of the
easterly approach at Rideau
Street, permit of the reorganization and simplification of
general traffic and the readjustment of traffic flows,
pending the removal of the
Union Station (see illustration
143), which will provide for a
more complete solution.
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FOUR PROPOSALS FOR THE DEVElOPMENT
OF THE CENTRE OF OTTAWA

140.- Holt Report- 1915.
141.- Cauchon Report- 1928.
142.- 0ttawa Town Planning Commission- 1936.
143 .- Present Proposals.
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Bay. F urther , th e use of Laurier as a cross-town ar tery ",-ould destroy its
ch aracter on bot h its eastcrn a nd western pa rts, which a re excl usively residential,
par ticul arly th e eastern par t . H owever, such transformation m igh t h app en in t he
future, should thc centre of th e city be sub ject to unforeseen commercial extension .
In such case, a bridge over th e Rideau River is possible at Laurier E ast and would
give a connect ion to lVI acArth ur and lVIontr eal Roads, b ut we consider this
eventuali ty as ve ry remote and avoidable by t he use of appropriate zom ng
measures (see Chapter 4) .
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The grmvth of east-west traffic may also ultimately be such that Somerset
should become a local main artery! a convenient link between central and eastern
residential districts. Then new bridges over the Rideau Canal and Rideau River
will be necessary as an additional traffic diversion! but not as an efficient remedy
to present downtown congestion.
5. The creation of the south entrance boulevard and distribution circle is
also a typical example of rerouting with the object of relieving traffic conditions
on roads and streets suitable for other definite functions.
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Th e :M etcalfe R oad, lcadin g to Bank Strcet, and t he Prescott H ighway to
P r cston Street, each h avin g windin g, un easy layouts, suitable only for slow
touristic traffi c, and ill adequate as feede rs, will each be reli eved by t he new wide
and rapid- t raffic boul evard leading to this large distribu tin g circle, fr om v.rh ich six
direct arteries will distribute tr affic movements to all parts of th e city. Th e
ciianlete r of t his circle may be 800 or 1,000 feet if n ecessary, in order to give an
cfficien t gy ra tory ser vice. But from the practical and aesthetic points of v iew, it; is
necessary to k eep full control

0/

the grounds ((round t;his circle, by reserv ing thern for
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future public buildings, badly needed by the Government for future departmental
purposes, observing proper setbacks and providing large parking spaces. The site is

now free of constructions and lends itself perfectly for such purpose.
Throughout the whole plan, the treatment of the most important intersections of roads or streets has been adapted to their particular functions or
topographical conditions, by surface gyratory circles, T -shaped connections, grade
separations, forks, scrolls or clover leaves, in order to reduce the number of traffic
lights and facilitate freedom of traffic movements.
6. Parking- The basic principle is to avoid crowding of rUllning lanes by

parking, to increase the number of off-street parking areas, to build the greatest
possible number of covered parking spaces by taking advantage of the favourable
topography of the ground, and by encouraging the construction of ramp garages
at strategic locations. The latter are being gradually accepted by businessmen,
who are willing to pay for the time saved and safety ensured.
Most of the new public buildings, and even large private commercial buildings
should provide in their plans the necessary space for day and night parking. This
was done in the case of the new Supreme Court Building and will be followed in
the proposed Department of Veterans' Affairs Buildings.
The site now occupied by the Daly Building, and situated between the
different levels of Mackenzie Avenue and Sussex Street, is suitable for a two-deck,
and possibly a three-deck garage, with direct access to the Chateau Laurier. The
site reserved for a future public building on Elgin Street between Albert and Slater
offers similar possibilities for an underground garage, with direct entrances on the
lower level on Slater Street.
The esplanade proposed north of Wellington Street, in front of Lyon Street,
and bordering on the cliff of Parliament Hill would be established at a level
permitting direct access from \Vellington to an underground garage accommodating 800 cars, which would be at the disposal of officials of public services
foreseen for that neighbourhood.
Also, at the easterly extremity of the proposed bridge over the Rideau Canal,
depending upon the solution adopted for the construction of public buildings at
that point, a vast garage at the level of Nicholas Street, extending under the
buildings and terrace forming the bridgehead, will provide parking accommodations for large numbers of automobiles with access from four directions.
It would be advantageous to encourage the establishment of numerous
garages of this type, particularly where topographical conditions permit and
where the natures of contiguous constructions and uses create continuous traffic
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movements. For example, Albert and Slater, which will become traffic arteries,
have already shown a tendency toward the construction of garages with entrances
on both streets. This tendency must be encouraged.
Lastly, all important public or private institutions which, from the nature
of their activities, create demand for parking and loading accommodations, should
be required to provide and maintain such accommodations within their own ground
or building space. Regulations to enforce the fulfilment of such conditions should
be incorporated within building by-laws. In this connection, the Federal Government is providing example which should be the incentive upon which to base
similar requirements on the part of private enterprise.
The need for large parking provisions has been a major factor in our choice
of sites for all new public institutions, such as Government buildings, theatres,
Convention Hall, sports centres, exhibition grounds, etc.
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4
URBAN PLANNING
Delimitation of Future Urban GrowthNuclear Distribution of Communities and NeighbourhoodsZoning Regulations
The Master Plan shows the 1naximum delimitation of the future urban extension
v,rithin an area amply sufficient for a total population of 500,000 inhabitants, a
figure which is merely indicative, the anticipated densities being based on data
covering existing conditions, but eventually subject to modification in relation
to the likely increase of multiple d"wellings and apartments replacing single family
dwellings.

It is thus possible to envisage the eventual population reaching without
inconvenience, 600,000 within the limits of the agglomeration as defined in the plan.
'Yhat is important is that, outside the limits so defined, there be maintained
a rural belt, subjected to control to the end that the periphery of the urban area
be protected against all undesirable 01' linear subdivisions or developments.
This rural belt, the outer limits of which are also indicated, should be solely
dedicated to agriculture, or to the establishment of large properties. Public
urban ·services cannot be assured within this rural belt and if residential groups
must be constructed they should be reserved solely for agricultural workers.
If, in the future, the needs of the urban extension became such that the
provisions now adopted from studies made of the urban evolution have .to be
exceeded, tentacular extensions, similar to those which have formerly developed
around the initial urban core and which with adjustments we have had to incorporate within the general layout of the ultimate urban zone, would be thus
made impossible through the controls referred to.
Exterior to the rural greenbelt and at a sufficient distance therefrom to
ensure the permanency of a rural frame to the future Capital, other nuclei of
populations could be established in the rural zone in the form of complete selfcontained communities comprising from 20,000 to 25,000 inhabitants, similar to
the towns of Buckingham, P.Q., or Smiths Falls in Ontario. The rural regions
surrounding the Capital on both sides of the Ottawa River offer excellent road
and railway facilities for exploitation and favourable development of this type
of "new cities" as satellites to the Capital.
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Such a future eventuality is not incompatible with the incorporation of
existing groups to form the nucleus of such new communities, 'which, as existing.
cannot be allowed to deteriorate, but which cannot be ignored nor disturbed by
the application of theoretical ideas, which could not be implemented without.
enormous and unjustified expenditures.
Referring again to the problem of planning the urban zone within the rural
greenbelt, its solution was conceived on the basis of the nuclear principle of
distribution of neighbourhood and community units, which takes into consideration the social aspects of the problem and, by so doing, will rehabilitate the salutary
tendencies towards community and parochial life, (see Plate XXVII). 'Within
the central nucleus of the existing agglomeration consideration has been given to
local factors and particular cases from the physical, economic and social points
of view.
Throughout the urban zone there exist depreciated areas of houses, defective
and poorly maintained constructions, and areas of over population, necessitating
amelioration, but which, compared to other large cities, do not present a grave
problem. The highest gross density of population within the City of Ottawa does
not exceed 60 persons to the acre and occurs within a very limited area.
The Master Plan calls for a gradual readjustment of the density of construction within existing residential districts: by reduction in the denser sections and
slight increase in the outlying sections. To obtain this result we must commence
by building good housing in controlled residential units, so that displaced persons
can be suitably housed. Moreover, where new public buildings are located outside
the present built-up sections, necessary housing accommodations for their
personnels must be simultaneously provided.
Existing population densities within the principal communities compnSll1g
the urban region, based upon the census of 1947, are set forth in Table I, page 193.

Important differences in population densities within the respective municipalities are manifested on deduction from gross areas of the areas occupied by
streets, parks, playgrounds, vacant lands, public institutions, industries, railroad
properties and lands used by commerce.
In the City of Ottawa the relative densities are normal, 32·1 to 91· 5, but they
are exaggerated in localities not yet fully developed as Hull, 15·0 to 97 ·1, Eastview,
15·6 to 73·0 and the Town of Gatineau, 3·7 to 64· o.
For Ottawa alone, if we compare the density of "A" with existing local densities of the various wards of the City (Page 50, Part 1), we observe that the
minimum local density is 18·0 and the maximum 57·4 in relation to the average
density of 32·1 based upon the gross superficial area, less surface occupied by
water.
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PLATE XXVII

NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIT

~

NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE

COMMUNITY CENTRE

D

OPEN SPACES

DISTRIBUTION OF NEIGHBOURHOOD UNITS AND OF COMMUNITY CENTRES AT THE PERIPHERY OF THE EXISTING URBAN
ZONE AND WITHIN THE FRAME OF FUTURE FORESEEN EXTENSIONS. THE GRADUAL APPLICATION OF THIS PRINCIPLE WITHIN
THE CENTRAL ZONE WILL BE BASED UPON THOROUGH ANALYSES OF EXISTING SOCIAL AND HUMAN CONDITIONS.

TABLE I
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
COMPARATIVE EXISTING POPULATION DENSITIES WITHIN THE URBAN ZONE
Areas considered:
A= Total municipal area, less water and agricultural areas.
B= A less areas of streets, open spaces and playgrounds.
C= B less vacant lands (public and private), industrial areas, railroad properties, public institutional areas, and commercial areas totally so used.
Note: The remainder comprises the superficial area devoted to housing.

Ollctwa
(Population 164,266; Acrcage 5,860 of which 744·2
is water)

Acreage
Density per acre
A: 5,115·8 _ _ _ _ _ _
32·1
_ 46·9
B: 3,504·8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 91·5
C': 1,793·8

Hull
(Population 39,400; Acreage 3,372·6
748·9
is water) of which

A: 2,623·7 _
15·0
B:
2,036·6
19·3
C: 415·8 _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 97·1

Eastview
(Population 10,293 j Acreage 682·6 of which 23·9
i1? water)

A:
B:
C:

Nepean
(Population 12,743; Acreage 6,991·6 of which
1,762·8 is water and
2 , 453 . 6 is agricul tural)

A: 2,775·2 _ 4·6
B: 1,875·5 _ 6·8
C:
520·5

Aylmel'
(Population 3,800; Acreage A:
2,100 of which 736 is B:
water and 596·6 is agri- C:
cultural)
Town oj Gatinea'U
(Population 4,800; Acreage
2,799·7 of which 671 '·4 is
water and 829·8 is agri-

658·7 _ 1 5 · 6
518·6
19·8
140·8

767·4 _ 4·95
526·8 _7·2
126·4

24·5

30·0

A: 1,298·5 _ 3·7
B: 1,195·0 _4·0
C:
75·1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 64·0

cultural)
Rockcl~tfe

(Population 1,599; Acreage
449·5 of which 25·5 is
water)

73·0

A:
B:
C:

424·0 .3·7
329·7 _ 4·8
152·0 _10·5

These figures show average tendencies.
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In the master plan, cognizance was taken of data furnished through analysis
of existing conditions, but the density of construction, and, consequently, the
density of population, 'will undergo regulatory gradations.
The various classes of density, normally degressing from the centre to the
periphery, are not defined by municipal boundaries, nor by the future perimeters
of neighbourhood units and communities, which will form the various nuclei of
the agglomeration. Numerous types of varying densities can comprise a residential unit or a municipality. It is the physical conditions, and not the nuclear or
administrative limits, which regulate these gradations.

PLATE 15
OF ATLAS

The master plan organizes and regulates the whole of the agglomeration with
regard to the actual occupation or use of the ground, without prejudice to existing
entities and administrative divisions left intact. The limits of zones of occupation
and use are independent from administrative boundaries and from delimitation
of neighbourhood or community units. Their roles are solely that of controlling
and regulating the occupancy and use of the land anti, through proper housing
by-laws, its density of population.
TABLE II
TYPICAL NEIGHBOURHOODS OF 7,000 POPULATION
Density Zones . . . . . . . . . .
Persons per Family. . . . .
Dwellings per acre including streets . ...... , . . . .

I
3·8
16

II
4· 1

III
4·4

IV
4·6

11

7·5

3

Units
Acres Units
Acres
1
1
Neighbourhood centres ..
5·0
5·0
3
7 ·0
Churches .. ... ... , . .. . .
7·0
3
1
1
5·0
5·0
Schools-Public .. . .... .
1
1
5·0
Secular .. . .. .. .
5·0
30 '
Local shops ...... , .. .. .
30
4·0
4·0
Playgrounds4·0
4·0
Young children . ... . , .
15·0
15·0
Older children . , . .... .
14·0
Parks ...... . ... . , . . , . . .
14·0
Dwellings .. . . ... , . . , ... 1,842
1,707
115·0
155·0
Total Acres . . , .....
Gross density per acre ...

174·0
40

Units

30

Acres
5·0
7·0
5·0
5·0
4·0

1,591

4·0
15·0
14·0
212·0

1

3
1
1

Units
1
3
30

Acre
5·0
7·0
5·0
5·0
4·0

1,522

4·0
15·0
14·0
507·0

1
1

214·0

271·0

566·0

32

25

12

Note: The resulting gross densities per acre are averages based on the subdivision of lands,
the distribution of classes of houses, the dimensions of lots and the density of construction.

A first zone, (Zone I, Table II), named a "central" zone,. covers the denser
populated districts, and defines their average population density as 40 persons
per acre, deductions having been made of open spaces and streets. The estimate
of its population capacity or of its future total population, when its territory has
been fully utilized, gives a population that may be considered as a maximum to be
attained in the next bvo generations, based on a maintained average density of
40 persons to the acre.
IT
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The first zone will comprise the central commercial areas, the dwellings intermingled with them and those more or less densely populated contiguous street
blocks occupied in the main by apartment houses and multiple dwellings, through
established tendencies typical of the districts comprising such areas. The actual
densities of population within certain sections of such areas, allowing for deduction of street and open space areas, may thus attain 90 or 100 persons to the acre,
due to the transition from single family to apartment house dwellings, but such
transition should not increase perceptibly the over-all density, if building regulations are made to conform with our recommendations. In districts where apartment houses and individual houses are grouped, the application of common sense
principles, as adopted by many other countries, and from which we never should
have deviated, tends to vary the occupancy of structures on the ground in inverse
ratio to the number of inhabited storeys. It is abnormal, if not absurd, to erect
multiple dwelling structures, 4, 5 or 6 storeys and even more in height, bordering
on streets, often at their intersections, and lacking open space, while adjoining
individual houses are setback from the streets within ample garden space. In
the first case the density of construction to the ground often exceeds 70 per cent,
while in the second it approximates 30 per cent.
Consequently, it is recommended that for the determination of the density
of population there be maintained a constant minimum surface of land occupied
per capita; for example, 500 to 1,000 square feet depending upon the zone, whether
the type of dwelling be"multiple or single family.
A second zone, (Zone II, Table II), comprises existing districts of lower
densities than those of Zone I, and having detached dwellings of one, two or three
self-contained family accommodations in contiguous groups with occasional
apartment houses, and limited, after deduction of street and open space areas,
to 700 square feet per capita and an overall population density of 32 persons
per acre.

Commercial centres, existing or to be reserved ,vi thin this zone should gradually replace the lengthy alignments of retail commercial frontages paralleling
main traffic arteries.
A third zone, (Zone III, Table II), touches the periphery of the agglomeration
and at its limits blends with the rural zone formed by the greenbelt. It has the
same characteristics as Zone II but its average population density can be reduced
to 25 persons to the acre, by giving, after deduction of street and open space areas,
an occupied surface of 1,000 square feet per capita.
Lastly a fourth zone, (Zone IV, Table II), forms a reserve for eventual
occupancy destined to give the necessary flexibility to possible expansion for a
type of residence commensurate with the needs of a Capital, where numerous
high dignitaries and officials, diplomats and foreign delegates may acquire country
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residences. This zone can be assimilated within the protective rural. zone or
greenbelt, where, over and above established agricultural establishments and their
appurtenances, large and extensive private properties could be included.
If this zone is ultimately created it would have the benefit of all public
services, the only condition which would differ from the greenbelt zone. Its
average population density would be 12 persons to the acre, after deducting all
street and open spaces, or an occupied surface of 2,000 square feet per capita.
In the zone comprising the market-gardening area of Cyrville, average
population density figures will vary considerably, as in instances the farms so
utilized are of large dimensions.
The densities above outlined are perceptibly lower than the normal average
of modern cities which in Europe average a gross density of 75 persons per hectare,
that is, to be comparable with the densities recommended, a gross density of
30 persons per acre, or a net density of 36 persons per acre, after deducting street
and open space areas. This difference arises from two causes:
(a) The very marked tendency of Canadians to occupy individual houses
in preference to multiple dwellings, and
(b) the adoption of spaciousness in the general layout of the plan as
predicated by the nuclear principal of neighbourhood and community
units.
The future development is envisaged in the form of neighbourhood and community units, segregated within a system of local greenbelts, and ensuring, in
relation to their scales of importance, local commercial facilities and cultural and
residential life within their respective environments, forming communities of
from 25,000 to 40,000, subdivided into neighbourhood units of from 5,000 to
7,000 inhabitants (see plans of units, Plate XXVII, and of proposed distribution
of population density and land use, Plate 15 of Atlas).
The neighbourhood unit is conceived with the object of ensuring the development or re-development of self-contained residential environments within areas
limited in size in accordance with their population densities and in form by their
topography, but, in the less dense sectors, not exceeding a standard area of one
square mile.
Existing central areas, which undoubtedly will be modified and improved,
cannot be rigourously assimilated to neighbourhood or community units without
radical upheavals. The desired adjustments will be predicated upon the principles
which guide the composition of normal neighbourhood units, the existing physical
and social conditions being the determining factors. Such transformations cannot
be but slow and gradual; they will restore, to the full measure possible, to each
district, the economic and social advantages with which the outlying new neighbourhood units are endowed. Social life will be revived due to improved grouping
of places of work, of business, of assembly, of worship, of intellectual and physical
education, and of rest. Furthermore, daily displacements of people will be
advantageously reduced.
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This progress, having also the objective of bringing about a decrease in
population densities within certain central areas, will be easily realized to the
measure that the development of neighbourhood extensions is advanced.
Direct consequences of these advantages are relief of congestion of public
highways, as much through suppression of vehicular movements as by the reduction
of obstructions by parked vehicles; the simplification and re-establishment of
public transportation lines to their normal functions of essential inter-nuclear
movements, and rapid transit links to and from railway stations. centralized cornmercial down-town areas, and the servicing of decentralized public services such
as cultural, recreational and sports centres, airports, etc.; also the long-distance
servicing of rural localities, wooded areas and touristic centres.
We can affirm as eyident that the progressive remodelling of existing urban
areas and the layout of their logical extensions will contribute to the general
amelioration of traffic circulation and the suppression of congested and hazardous
traffic conditions, as much as would remedial measures of direct circulatory
natures, which are remedial to the effects and not to the causes of congestion.
A more adequate distribution of the occupational use of land infallibly brings
about a more efficient system of travel movements.
These readjustments, however, will not be effected solely through the physical
layouts of land, but appropriate zoning regulation will ensure their more rapid
attainment.
The Master Plan, the main objectiye of which is to provide the framework
for the development of the region, and not to determine the planning details of
each locality, must, however, to be usefully interpreted and followed, provide
exampl~s of types of planning methods of land subdivisions and of the grouping
of constructions. Such examples on the one hand would permit of the correction,
to the degree possible, of past errors produced by interminable geometric subdivisions, indicative of lack of realism and humanism, and denuded of practical
sense and attraction, and of which the creative indigence does not even have the
virtue of economy, for the reason that a more rational and agreeable layout reduces
by a large proportion the surface of streets to be constructed, equipped and maintained. On the other hand, future allotments will have all the necessary reserves
of well chosen lands to develop, as the needs arise, the whole of the common
services essential to the life of the community.
Nothing is more potentially hazardous to human welfare than those housing
developments where sometimes close to 1,000 families are assembled without the
provision of the indispensable complements of housing; school, church, local
shops, recreation, intellectual and physical culture and rest. These soulless cities
are destined to be the source of destruction to society, inasmuch as their inherent
defects already bear their physical marks. Let us not bring forward the arguments
of waste of land, or the lack of monetary return, in this country where space is
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abundant, where nature awaits the utilization of its consoling beauty and provides
opportunity for the expression of energy and of material enjoyment, and.
consequently, wellbeing and prosperity.
Such are the reasons for which the zones of urban extension foreseen in the
Master Plan are framed in green spaces to be reserved on lands unfavourable to
urbanization and to the construction of housing, but which on the contrary offer
all the advantages of conservation of open spaces left in their natural states.
It is to be noted that we have not been specific in the matter of construction
classifications within residential zones, nor in the matter of zoning regulations,
which rigidly define the minimum required limits of lot sizes, the maximum
densities of built-up areas, and the lines of setbacks, but have advocated measures
which will organize with flexibility the volumes of structures and are sufficient
to automatically create classifications of constructions, their importance and their
market values. In this way regrettable segregation in English, French, mixed,
middle class and workers' districts will entirely disappear. The situation and
layouts of residential blocks to be built and the regulation of their use will suffice
to give to each unit a character conforming with the nature and means of the
inhabitants. The distribution of land within nuclear units implies that in any
single unit types of houses, varying in dimensions, density and use, can be
provided, in order to form a complete social nucleus in which the various elements
comprising the society can be O$similated within neighbourliness.
With these fundamentals as the basis of our studies, and taking into consideration existing conditions and tendencies which may be adapted in the future, we
have compiled tables which in character are merely indicative, despite the
apparent precision which arithmetical calculation gives them. These compilations are the material deflections of the principles comprised within the Master
Plan, and are neither definite nor imperative in nature. Local developments,
which each municipality in the region will undertake within the frame of the
Master Plan, by taking advantage of the flexibility which we have voluntarily
given to them, will in practice bring about adjustments in keeping with our
estimates.
It is informative to refer to Table III, which sets forth data extracted from the
census of 1941 and the Ottawa Housing Atlas of 1944.
TABLE III
(From census 19;"1 and Ottawa Housing Atlas)

(a J Households in the City of Ottawa
Single family ..... ... ..... . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. ... . . .
Semi-detached or duplex .. . .. . . .. .. .. .... . .. .. . . ... .. . .
Apat-tments- all . . .. .. ... . ... . . ... ... . .. .... . .... . . .. .
-4 or more families .. .. . ... . . ... . . ... . ... . .
(b J Average number of persons per family .... . ...... . . .... . .... .
(c) Average number of families per apartment building . . .... . ... .
(dJ Average family size by dwellings in the City of Ottawa.
Single family dwellings .. . . ... . ..... . ...... . . ... .. .. .. .
Two family dwellings .... .. . . .. ..... . .... . .. . .... . .. . .
More than two family dwellings ........... . ....... .... .
IT
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n

40·2%
23·2%
36·6%
27·0%
4·5
7·25 families.
4·48 persons.
4·48 persons.
3·67 persons.

TABLE IV

ESTIMATED ULTIMATE POPULATION CAPACITY WITHIN THE VARIOUS
ZONE CLASSIFICATIONS BASED UPON THE TOTAL OCCUPANCY OF
THE LAND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAYOUT OF THE
MASTER PLAN
Utilizable
Swjace.
Acres

Zone
I

ONTARIO . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
(

II

QUEBEC... . .. ... ....... . ... . . .

2,505 · 40)

3,434· 32)

1QUEBEC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, G09· 52

III

ON'l'ARIO . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . • . . . . .
(

4,910 '16)

{

32

25

QUEBEC ...... .. .... . .. . ...... . 2,857,54

ONTARIO

IV

40

525·45

J

ON'l'ARIO. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

Density

12

Market-Gardening . . ... . . . . . . .

Eventual
suburban
zone

l(

ON'rARIo..

4, G43 '14)

f1 00 ,218
121,018
- - - -------- 12],236
f 109 ,897

151,505

f1 22 ,754
171 ,438

161,402

194·192

2,622
2,G22
Total urban
population . .... 479,452

Acres ...... . ... . .............. 16 ,OGO· 92

IV

Population

12

QUEBEC ... 3,520·79

Ultimate surface . .... . ... . . . ... 24,224·85

J 55,717
1 42,249

97,966

Eventual ultimate
population .... . 577 ,418

Probable density average:
(in round figures).
Agglomeration .. .. [ urban . . .... . .... . IG,OOO acres-480,000 inhabitants= 30 to the acre
\suburban zone .... 24,000 acres- 580,OOO inhabitants= 24 to the acre
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TABLE V
POPULATION CAPACITIES OF THE VARIOUS MUNICIPALITlES ON
APPLI CATION OF PROPOSED ZONING WITHIN ULTIMATE URBAN
AREA AS DEFINED IN THE MASTER PLAN
NOTE: Utilizable areas and population densities shown are based on municipal boundaries
effective on ,January 1st, 1950, subsequent to annexations of portions of Nepean and
Gloucester Townships by the City of Ottawa.

Municipality

Zone

Ottawa .. .. ..... . .

I
II
III
Ult.

Utilizable A"eas
Acres
2,357·35
3,184·6
4,391·1
1,665·5

Population
Density

Population

40
32
25
12

94,294
101,907
109,778
19,986

11 ,598·55
Nepean ...... .... . . ..... .

III
IV
Ult.

325,965
25
12
12

140·8
218·5
1,352·3

3,520
2,622
16,228

1,711·6
Gloucester . . .... . . ... . ...

II
III
Ult.

42·6
107 ·9
1,607·2

22,370
32
25
12

1,363
2,698
19,286

1,757 · 7
Eastview .... . ... ..... . . .

I
II
Ult.

148·1
207·1
18·1

23,347
40
32
12

5,924
6 , 627
217

373·3
Rockcliffe . .. .... .. . . ... ..

III

12,768
25

270·3

6,757

270·3

Hull .. . . .... . .. .. .. . . ....

I
II
III

6,757

-----

- ---

15,711·45

391,207
40
32
25

525·45
413·0
146·2

21,018
13,216
3,655

1,084·65
Hull South . .. . . . .. . . .. ...

II
III
Ult.

37,889
32
25
12

385·5
1,474·9
2,708·3

12,336
36,873
32,499
81,708

4 , 568·7
Aylmer . . .... . . .. ...... ..

II
III
Ult.

32
25
12

270·3
400·2
209·3

8,650
10,005
2,512
21,167

879·8
Deschenes ... .. .. .. ..... .

III
Vlt.

25
12

100·0
17·4
117·4

Totn,1 to cany forward

22,362'0
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2,500
209
2,709

---534,680

Forward
Pointe-Gatineau ... . .. ....

22,362'0
II
III
Ult.

534,680

215·3
249·1
585·8

32
25
12

1,050·2
Gatineau ................

II

III

325·4
487·2

6 ,889
6,227
7,030

- -- -

32
25

10,413
12,180

- ---

812·6
- -- - -

Acres

20,146

22,593
- - --

24,224·8

. Population

577 ,419

OVERALL A YERAGE DENSITIES
Acres

Popula.tion

Density

335 ,490 ..... . .

:3o·a

... . .. . . 55 ,717

12·0

143 ,962 . . .. . . .

28 ·8

... .. ... 42,250

12·0

ONTARIO:

Urban .. .... . ... . .. 11 ,068·35 . .... ... .
Ultimate or
Suburban ...... . .. . .. ..... . 4,643·1
QUEBEC:

Urban ........ . .... 4 ,992 ·55 . . ...... .
Ultimate or
Suburban .......... .. . .. . . . 3,520·8

16,060·9 8,163·9
8,163 ·9

479,452 97 ,9(i7
97,967

24,224·8

577,419

23·8

As previously stated, the above figures are but indicative, for the rell.~on that in practice
many degrees of population density may occur within the same neighbourhood unit as
reference to the zoning plan will indicate.
Table II is an analysis of typical neighbourhoods having populations of i,OOO inhabitants.
Such figures in practice will vary in keeping with actual physical conditions, and the resulting
manner in which neighbourhoods blend within the community unit.

Principles of Proposed Zoning
Zoning regulations are a capital element in town planning. They determine
the relative dispositions of structures to their sites, the permissible use of land.
the minimum dimensions and areas of parcels of land, the maximum density and
height of structures, and the minimum open spaces to be reserved with a view to
assuring adequate access of air and sunlight to the measure of their occupational
requirements, in order to preserve the health of the inhabitants and maintain
the efficiency and amenity of working environments. In total, the adoption of
comprehensive zoning regulations has as its objective the orderly organization
of the life and development of the city, in contrast to wasteful, inefficient,
haphazard grm;\'th. This result is obtained by the application of legally enacted
regulations, based on common sense and equity, and regulating the use and
development of public and private real estate.
Zoning regulations vary in different districts according to the determined
permissible uses of the land, whether residential, commercial or industrial.
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Zoning is an integral part of the Master Plan. It has direct relationship to
the transportation system, including streets, highways, street railways, automobile
traffic, and railroad services both freight and passenger. Further, it has close
relationship to public works, utilities, parks, schools and many forms of urban
public and private undertaking.
The haphazard manner in which communities have been allowed to grow
and develop, without order or direction, is repeatedly brought to attention, by
the ever increasing number of representations being made to civic officials by
citizens for restrictions against encroachments. These encroachments, either
threatening or established, take many forms, such as stores, factories, garages
invading residential districts; apartment houses locating amidst districts of select
homes, and being built up to the street and side lot lines, where adjoining
residences have observed setback lines and preserved ample front and side
yard areas.
Such disregard of the welfare of community interests is manifestly wrong
and socially unjust, and it is this wasteful and disorderly condition which zoning
will prevent and gradually correct. It fosters civic pride by creating confidence
in the justice and stability of the protection it affords. Industry will be more
efficient and living more wholesome, if kept generally separate. Separation need
not mean great distances for the workers to travel. Concentration of uses, and an
equitable and just apportioning of use districts, will reduce the amount and cost
of transportation and secure economies, not only directly, but indirectly, in the
costs of production and the marketing of goods. Altogether, zoning will assure
orderly growth and permanence in the development of a city, enhance the
amenities of and insure healthy and sanitary homes for its citizens, prevent
congestion, both in home and commercial districts and in traffic facilities, maintain
the negotiable values of land and buildings, and eliminate the problematical
installation of public utilities, such as sewers and water services, which, under
haphazard development, are constructed on a basis of probable demand, the
ultimate demands likely to be placed upon them being commensurate with
indefinite future development.
It therefore follows, that where extensive town planning of either a corrective
or comprehensive nature is, or is about to be adopted, it is indispensable to
establish or stabilize by zoning these conditions upon which the efficacy of town
planning depends.

Comprehensive zoning within the municipally organized areas of the National
Capital Region are primarily the prerogatives of the respective component municipal administrations, delegated through legislative authority of Provincial Governments. In the development of the area as a Capital Region, the provision
of adequate zoning regulations will continue to be exercised through these
autonomous administrations, but in so doing, due regard must be taken of their
[ 202 ]
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functional relationships within the region as a whole, in order that there may be
maintained and fostered zoning standards which, while taking full cognizance
of their respective needs, will in general be equitable to the whole.
Within built-up urban areas, these standards must necessarily be comprehensive and exacting, while in rural areas they will in large measure be drafted
to offset developments which by their natures or dispositions might impair,
detract from or destroy natural beauty or, from lack of prior consideration,
preclude ultimate desirable improvements.
Within the areas of ultimate urbanization, having due regard for their present
occupancies, the corrective layouts of existing districts and of their zones of
extension are conceived so as to distribute neighbourhood and community units
within natural or built-up limits, such as water streams, main arteries, railroad
lines, parks and parkways.
Strips of open spaces, interior greenbelts, can frame the various neighbourhood
units and form an integral part of the larger community unit.
Zoning by-laws will stipulate for each zone the uses of the land, the minimum
dimensions of lots and the relative dispositions and maximum densities of constructions. Through the application of these physical dispositions there will
be automatically regulated and stabilized the overall population density.
Such regulation is neither embarrassing nor prejudicial to the interests of
individuals but on the contrary it protects them against encroachments, incongruous development and their resulting disorder. It is essential to realize and
perpetuate the fundamental concept of the community. Flexibility in the
application of regulations is not only necessary but possible. The dimensions of
lots, and the types of housing are not necessarily uniform with each residential unit,
but can be varied within its layout, provided that any subdivision project be
clearly designed as an integral part of the whole and be in conformity with the
maximum population density permissible within the residential unit of which it
forms part.
Prior to registration the proposed subdivision should be submitted to the
responsible local authority to ensure the observance of the overall plan of
development and its conformity to applicable zoning regulations.
The inclusion of non-noxious business, handicrafts and even of light industries
within residential zones is permissible provided that their locations are judiciously
determined and definitely defined within zoning ordinances and the latter include
such protective requirements as will ensure the nullification of all possibility of
objection in relation to adjoining land use.
Industrial areas for the use of heavy or noxious industries have been provided
in locations which will reduce to a minimum any nuisance incident to their operation, and giving them ample facilities for expansion and ease of access to
waterfronts, railroads and highways.
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CENTRE OF THE CAPITAL AS PROPOSED

5
PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND SERVICES
Administrative Buildings
The plan of the Capital involves a vast program of new permanent public
buildings. v\ ellington Street is the focu s of Government activitie. It i not yet
completed. The western part of the street, between St. Andrew's Church and
Bronson Avenu e, is a blight, an excellent opportunity for tructural rehabilitation.
and the in crease of property values.
On the north side of Vi ellington , west of the Supreme Court, our plans provide
for two new departmental buildings, similar in volume and silhouette, but not in
detail, to the Justice Building. The grounds will be available for construction as
soon asthe present temporary government bu ildings can be vacated. On the south
side, St. Andrew's Church , at Kent Street, is the extreme westerly existing monument to be preserved. The city blocks, between St. Andrew's Church and Bay
Street, and between \Vellington and Albert Streets, six blocks in all, should be
reserved for a group of public buildings and annexes, which would form an
appropriate and stately westel'l1 end of " ellington.
Department of Veterans A ffair s

Our proposal to reselTe the two blocks facing north on \Yellington Street on
each ide of Lyon Street for the Department of Veterans Affairs buildings has
bee!l recommended by the National Capital Planning COlllmittee . and appro\'cd
by the Governm ent.
As an additional feature in the replanning of this section of the city, we
propose that the four blocks from Sparks to Albert, beb\ een Kent and Bay, be
acquired, and that in the middle, i.e., centered on Lyon Street, a large Auditorium
-Convention Hall be erected. (See Cultural Institutions). Thus, the function
of \Vellington Street as the focus of Government activities will be achieved .
IT
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EXISTING GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS DOMINATING THE O TTAWA RIVER

But, to rehouse permanently the many departments of Government scattered
throughout all parts of the city in temporary quarters, other sites are recommended, with the definite purpose of decentralizing th e services, thereby easing the
housing and travelling problems of their personnels, and providing recreational
facilities within their environmental areas.
In keeping with such objectives, a large and favourable space, Tunney's
pasture, has been taken into consideration by the National Capital Planning
Committee and recommended to the Government for a new group of Government
buildings. This land is located west of Parkdale Avenue and fronts on the Ottawa
River, along ,;vhich a parbvay will be created by the Federal D istrict Commission .
Within this area, developed as a park, and in the midst of planted spaces, there
can be accommodated the following buildings :
Federal Bureau of Statistics

This important undertaking, the functions of which require a structure
developed on a horizontal plane, can be located on a site which will provide for
future extensions and ample parking space.
[ 206 ]
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS COMPLEMENTARY TO THOSE NOW EXISTING

National Film, Board

It is essential and urgent that new accommodations be provided for the
services, workshops and studios of the National Film Board within an environment
of quietness and security, and under conditions which will permit of eventual
extensions. In addition to recording rooms, this project will require an auditorium
accessible to the public. The storage of inflammable film s, which present a
definite h azard if not isolated, can be located close to the river within a reserve
separated from the park.

Initially, designs prepared by the Board's architectural divi sion for this
project 'were predicated upon its progressive construction on lands made gradually
available by the elimination of the C.P.R. yards on Sussex Street. The buildings,
when finally completed, would h ave occupied the centre of a park bordering upon
this street, but the necessary space could not be made available on the basis of
the original predication. The Tunney's pasture site now pruposed, in comparison
[ 207 ]

COMPLETION OF THE MONUMENTAL ENSEMBLE OF WELLINGTON STREET

with the Sussex Street site, has outstanding advantages of quietness~ security
and immediate possible constru ction, without the delays and expense incidental
to its erection in successive stages .
Laboratories of the Department of Public WorJ.s

The str ucture destined for this purpose will be erected on this site in the
proximity of the widened Scott Stree t and will be architecturally treated in the
character of the two institutions aforementioned, along with which it will form
a complete group.
T'he whole will be provided with central and common serVIces such as
cafeteria, rest room"s, recreation centre, grounds, and heating.
Annexes for Existing Services

For the Department of .M ines and Resources it is intended to erect a new
building on Booth Street north of Carling A venue and for the Department of
Agriculture a building on Carling Avenue.
Laboratories for the Department of National Health and 'Velfare will be
erected on a site which is at date the subj ect of negociations and which is situated
in the vicinity of Parkdale and Carling Avenues in close proximity to the Civic
Hospital.
IT
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INTERSECTION OF WELLINGTON AND LYON STREETS IN 1938

SAME VIEW AS ABOVE FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF PROPOSALS.
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(Detail of the model).

Printing Bureau

The Printing Bureau, inadequately housed on Nepean Point, requires a new
building adapted to its growing needs. In keeping with our proposals, a site has
been acquired by the Government in Hull, on Sacred Heart Boulevard.
The plans have been prepared for this new imposing building, the construction of which will commence the gradual rehabilitation of a part of the city of
Hull, which is now blighted. The building will be accessible from all sides by
direct arteries-Sacred Heart Boulevard, Laurier Avenue, and a new boulevard
connecting Laurier, through Reboul and Montclair, to St. Joseph Boulevard.
Services to be Decentralized

The ultimate decentralization of certain services is imperative, and, while
the situation is immediate, will be undertaken as incidental to normal developments. It is evident that the major problem created by the necessity for adequate
accommodations for new administrations, at present temporarily housed under
unfavourable conditions, will require to be studied in a more extensive way.
Department of National Defence

The Department of National Defence has already consulted our Service on
their comprehensive requirements. In order to rehouse its numerous services, a
site of about one square mile is being considered, foreseeing the possibility of
requirements for some 15,000 employees, including housing facilities, in the
immediate vicinity, for their families.
We have selected and submitted for the consideration of the Department of
National Defence a site of the required size, situated on the Base Line Road, in
the Township of Nepean, within the limits of the future built-up area, as provided
for by our plans. Contiguous to the site, there will be a park (part of the
system of community green belts), and large spaces for modern housing, in the
form of a development comprising a community and shopping centre.
Future direct roads will provide additional access to these grounds; a railroad station and facilities can be created, contiguous to them on the belt line. The
site, which would also have direct highway connection with Uplands Airport, is
admirably suited to the nature of its use, which should not be within the crowded
and populated part of the city.
New Administrative Group

Following the essential principle
furthering its gradual development in
we are recommending the creation of
on open ground, immediately south of

of decentralization, and with the view of
the most favourable parts of the territory,
a large Government building development
the Rideau River, on the Bowesville Road,
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WESTERLY PORTION OF CONFEDERATION PARK
MODEL SHOWING, IN THE FOREGROUND, THE NATIONAL GALLERY AND, ON THE AXIS OF THE BRIDGE, TH E NATIONAL THEATRE

where, within a park, several (6 or possibly 8) new departmental building could
be easily accommodated. The layout of this group would frame the ne" south
entrance of the Capital, at the end of the large boulevard, gi\ ing access to the
city, by much better and more direct arteries than the present Nletcalfe and
Prescott Roads. Its central circular plaza, possibly 1,000 feet in diameter, would
act as a traffic distribution centre leading in six different directions to various
parts of the city.
This principal entrance to the Capital from the United States would have a
most dignified setting. The land elevation at the entrance boulevard permits of a
panoramic view of Parliament Hill and the Ottawa River valley.
We would strongly recommend this proposal for early consideration, if it is
the Government's desire to avoid costly expropriations. This ground is now rural,
free of constructions, and could probably be left untouched for a number of years,
if it could be retained at its present value, by option or otherwise.
National Research Council

For similar reasons, we propose the reservation of grounds for Government
purposes south of the Montreal Road, particularly for the extension of the
laboratories fo r the National Research Council.
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Education
University of Ottawa

This important institution can be enlarged to the south of its present property,
and ultimately extend from Wilbrod to Somerset, where it would connect \vith
the University Oval, and from King Edward to Nicholas and Waller. This long
range plan ,,vould perpetuate its traditional location, without loss of important
existing buildings, in a part of the city near the future Seminary, and the other
religious institutions located on :Main Street. The arterial developments proposed
would provide for its easy access from all parts of the city, by Laurier, Somerset,
King Edward and the proposed parkway (Nicholas and Waller).
Carleton College

As an appropriate site for this institution a suitable and large area could be
considered south of the Experimental Farm, by recuperation, for urban use, of a
part of the experimental fields, along Fisher Avenue.
Schools

The general school problem is analyzed in Part I, Chapter 10. Location for
schools of various grades is a matter of local planning, commensurate with the
future development of residential areas. Suitable sites will be easy to select,
preferably within reservations proposed for neighbourhood and community
centres, and community green belts.

Religious Institutions
Similar comment is applicable to the local distribution of new churches, where
the survey of existing conditions shows lack of proper accommodations, and where
new community or neighbourhood centres will be established for future residential
units.

Hospitals
No definite locations are proposed for additional hospitals. Their logical place
is also within the reserved system of green belts, having due regard to ease of
accessibility. The proposed site for the new Sacred Heart Hospital at the intersection of Mountain and Mine Roads in Hull is in keeping with the above
recommendations.

Cultural Institutions
The National Capital should have a National Institute of Arts, a National
Library, a Convention Hall , in addition to private cultural institutions, privately
owned theatres, cinemas and other recreational facilities of cultural character.
[ 212 ]

National Art Gallery

The Victoria Museum, an outmoded structure unsuited for a general museum,
should be cOlUpletely remodelled; but its reconstruction does not seem to be worth
while on account of the necessary alterations and repairs involved. It is considered that the National Art Gallery should be incorporated within a composite
building, in which all of the arts would be housed and find adequate expression,
and comprise a lecture hall, museum, exhibition, conference and large storage
rooms, accommodations for photographic and musical records, and all facilities
for the study of the fine arts.
The site should be centrally located and of size sufficient to permit the
development of gardens for the exhibition of sculptural and architectural displays.
A large part of Cartier Square could be reserved for this purpose, accessible from
Laurier Avenue, the Driveway and Elgin Street, and providing adequate parking
accommodations.
National Theatre

Likewise, it is impossible to consider that a national capital should be in the
position of having to depend upon privately owned theatres, cinemas or sports
establishments in which to present theatrical performances, such as opera, drama
or musical auditions.
A National Theatre should be provided having a capacity limited to a
maximum of 2,500 seats for direct auditions. Although the most modern equipment in staging, lighting and recording might be incorporated, mechanical sound
amplification would not be desirable in such an auditorium.
This theatre could be a separate monument or, by reason of its cultural
function, ·could be made part of the general design of the National Art Gallery.
In the first instance it could be located on Elgin Street, between Albert and
Slater Streets, forming the western terminal motif in the perspective of the
proposed bridge, its service entrances and parking accommodations being provided
on a square extending to and opening upon Metcalfe Street.
In the second instance the site proposed on Cartier Square for the National
Art Gallery lends itself to the general composition, including the national museum
and theatre, with their approaches and parking spaces.
Auditorium-Convention Hall

Moreover, we propose that there be provided a larger auditorium for mass
meetings, conventions, musical entertainments, pageants and possibly large
banquets. The main auditorium should have a seating capacity of 10,000, smaller
auditoria and committee rooms, all facilities for large meetings, work rooms, stage
equipment, radio and recording outfits, etc. Such a large auditorium would, of
course, require sound amplification.
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This auditorium must not be situated far from the centre of the city, and
will require a large space, not only for the building itself, but for its annexes, or
satellite accommodations: hotels, garages, parking facilities, special post office,
and commercial accommodations for firms rendering service commensurate with
its use.
To be self-supporting, this auditorium should have manifold functions, and
therefore should be conveniently located, preferably in the vicinity of the Government grounds, but not directly on Wellington Street, the "Constitution Avenue"
of Ottawa. The monumental character of Wellington Street has gradually
developed from Confederation Place to the Supreme Court, but, from Kent Street
or St. Andrews Church to Bronson Avenue, several city blocks present a poor
appearance; Lyon Street, from Wellington to Albert, crosses a blighted area. It
is most desirable that this section be rapidly improved.
Facing Wellington Street, two new public buildings, to be occupied by the
Department of Veterans' Affairs, will start the trend of improvement. To complete the monumental treatment of this part of the city, we have indicated on our
plans a plaza, extending from Sparks to Albert, on either side of Lyon Street, in
the centre of which the auditorium could be erected. Its annexes on either side
of the plaza, with arcaded sidewalks, will create a monumental frame to the central
building. The total operation would extend from Sparks to Albert and from
Kent to Bay Streets. Parts of the required grounds are already owned by the
Government or the city. The National Theatre, Municipal Auditorium and Convention Hall would provide, in our opinion, the necessary start for the theatrical
facilities of the Capital and would be soon completed by other theatres under
private management, for stage or screen performances.
National Library

Ottawa has a municipal library, a private donation, with local branches, but
not at the scale of a Canadian National Library. Alternate proposals are
envisaged:
1. Bordering Sussex Street, north of Boteler Street, and arising from rehabilitation in this area incident to the removal of the present C.P.R. railroad yards
and adjoining warehouses, which will be relocated at the new local-freight yards
east of Hurdman's Bridge. This site has the advantage that the National Library
would be in close proximity to the National Research Council and the National
Archives Building.

2. By taking advantage of the reorganization of departmental activities now
pursued within the Victoria Museum and of the transfer of its collections to new
premises appropriate to their requirements, the present site of the museum could
be assigned for a National Library, in which could be retained certain collections
of the most interesting documents of the Department of Mines and Resources.
Collections of natural history, paleontology, geology, forestry, etc., would be more
[ 214
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suitably accommodated within a special building, a Museum of Sciences, annexed
to the Botanical and Zoological Gardens, the establishment of which would form
part of the programme of utilization, for educational purposes, of open spaces
continguous to the Experinlental Farm.
Under this latter hypothesis, the National Library would occupy the centre
of a park such as would permit of eventual extensions situated within a residential
district and accessible to the Ottawa University by King Edward Avenue and the
new cross-town boulevard.
Apart from the National Library, the establishment of annexes to the municipal library ,vithin community units would be decidedly commendable from
the points of view of both operation and patronage. In each of these localities
it would be important to erect a building ensuring cultural services commensurate
with the numerical importance of their populations and comprising, where demand
warranted, a local ·library, auditorium or lecture hall, small exhibit room and
other facilities customarily provided in a community centre.

City Hall
A capital without a dignified City Hall is a paradox. The use of a large
office building for municipal administration and services may perhaps be suitable
in an industrial or commercial town, although we certainly doubt it, but in a city
of stately government buildings and of many official receptions and ceremonies
necessary to the functions of a capital, the City Hall must be a prominent
monument, notwithstanding the simplicity of its architecture.
We therefore had contemplated in the ultimate development of the civic
centre of the Capital (Confederation Park) the reservation of a large space for
a new City Hall, which would have made it the central focus of the design of this
fundamental city improvem.ent.

vVe have thus suggested a first solution locating the City Hall at the easterly
extremity of the bridge, which together would form the centre of attraction within
the park. This site would provide the City Hall with access from four sides and
large accommodations for under-cover parking. Apart from these practical
advantages, the City Hall would be the principal element of the park composition.
The detail plans and the scale model at 30 feet to the inch show all the advantages
to be derived from this proposal~ which, if necessary, could be realized in progressive stages: firstly, that portion of the structure containing the administrative
offices fronting on Nicholas Street and facing the proposed plaza to be developed
between that street and Waller Street. Later the portion destined for executive
and reception accommodations, situated on the axis of the bridge and facing
westerly towards Confederation Park, would be developed as the second stage
of the undertaking.
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PROSPECTIVE SKETCH AND PLAN SHOWING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONFEDERATION PARK WITH THE PROPOSED CITY HALL EAST OF THE RIDEAU CANAL
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PERSPECTIVE SKETCH AND PLAN SHOWING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONFEDERATION PARK WITH THE
CITY HALL WEST OF THE RIDEAU CANAL IN LIEU OF A NATIONAL THEATRE AS INDICATED HEREUNDER,

PROPOSAL WITH THE CITY HALL DOMINATING CONFEDERATION PARK FROM THE EASTERLY APPROACH TO THE NEW BRIDGE

It is recognized, however, that all of the advantages of thi,' proposal could
not be realized to the full, pendi ng t he el imination of the freight yards and trackage
leading to thc pre 'ent ~l1ion Btatiol1 , ,\ hile thi 'olution would provide in centive
towards the increase of land value ' in contiguous areas, the l.im e elenwnt and
legitimate con idcl'ation ' of economy in the con tructio n of the bridge have
\\'at'l'anted the study of an alternative solution, leaving the briclo'e to be erectcd
'w ithout any public building at th e easterly extremity of its axis, but framed by
two building ' on its side "

In order that t he City Hall might still be enhanced by a suitable central site,
it could be erected, as an alternative, at the westerly extremity of the bridge on
E lgin 'trcet betwecn \.lbert and Slater Streets, This solution would provide the
esscntial space for the building \\ ith accessibility from its four -ides also parkin g
accommodation, b ut from the points of view of economics and partic ula rly of
aesthetics a nd traffic conditions in the area, it would not have th e adva ntage ' of
the' first proposal.
[ 218 ]
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ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL WITH DIRECT APPROACH TO THE BRIDGE

There remain s a third site also fr onting on Confederation P ark, \\ hich wo uld
permit of the location of the City Hall 011 a site of m ore op en ch aracter within a
planted area at the south-cast in tersection of E lgin Str eet a nd Laurier A\ enue,
wi thin the grollnds no\\' occupied by Block ((A' of the D ep a rtmen t of National
Defence, which is a temporary stru cture t o be aba ndoned on th e tr a il fe r of that
Department's activities to a perm anent location as indicat ed on t h e Master Plan.
I n this location the construction of t h e C ity H all could be unde rtaken in progressive stages, the ad ministrative acco111l110dations being first p rov ided and
executive and reception quarters bein g constl'l\ ct ed at a late r d ate . This site "would
provide for all nece sary accessibilities a nd p arki ng facilit ies. The grounds of
Cartier Sq uare are sufficiently extensive to accommodate t h e City H all and the
National Art Gallery within an approp ri ate fr a me, both wit h access to E lgin Street,
Laurier Avenue and the Dri veway. Th e Ar t Gallery would h ave its easterl y
fagade facin g acros the Rid eau Cana l, a nd th e grounds and fu tu re buildin gs of
th e' Unive rsity of OttmYa.
IT
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Each of these three proposals would retain the City Hall in the vicinity of
its original and traditional site and make it one of the important elements of
Confederation Park.

Exhibition Grounds
Ultimately, the land and facilities of Lansdowne Park will prove inadequate
for exhibition purposes and could be adapted to the purposes of a community
centre. vVe have therefore deemed it prudent to reserve at the periphery of the
urbanized area a much larger site contiguous to the greenbelt, railroad lines, and
the main east-west circulatory by-pass highway, at the intersection of Walkley
Road and the large entrance boulevard leading to Ottawa from the south. This
ground would provide for large and extensive parking facilities and would have
the advantage of being directly served by adjacent railroad freight facilities.
'iVhile such provision is in a measure of forecast for the future, it is nevertheless
opportune to give it due consideration before it is too late to provide for its
realization.

Public Utility Services
Sanitary Systems

The question of sanitary organization of the whole of the Ottawa urban area
has been brought forward, and is now the subject of study by specialists appointed
by the Federal District Commission and the interested municipalities.
The study of the installation of sanitary equipment is co-ordinated in function
with the master plan, and with the elements furnished by this plan, such as,
densities of population, road system, dispositions of such elements as have direct
influence on the design and location of these installations, i.e., industrial centres,
government buildings, exhibition grounds, etc. Already a site has been provisionally suggested for the location of a sewage disposal plant in the neighbourhood
of Green Creek, west of its junction with the Ottawa River. This proposed
location in principle has received the favourable consideration of the specialists,
and study of the entire system initially has been made in keeping therewith, based
on primary conclusions already deemed imperative.
The Ontario region can be roughly divided into three main drainage areas for
the canalization of sewage disposal. The areas immediately east and west of the
Rideau River have natural slopes towards that river; easterly therefrom the
drainage area slopes toward the easterly limit at the urban region; and that west of
the Rideau River slopes towards the Ottawa River, and involves consideration
alternatively of a pumping or tunnel system to convey the residual water to the
site of sewage disposal. The design, the direction, and the size of the sewers are
determined by the future extension of the urban area and their adaptation to the
natural slopes of the ground, and to the rights-of-way of the proposed highways.
[ 220 ]

PLATE XXVIII

DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR
SEW AGE SYSTEM
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Based on these fundamentals, the technical study, while complex and involved, is
resolved in principle into a question of research co-ordinated with complete
knowledge of all the technical aspects of the problem.
The approach to determinations affecting the Quebec area demands prior
consideration as to whether the problem should be treated separately, or as part
of unified operations for the whole region. In this connection, we must take into
consideration the fact that the Ottawa Filtration Plant, which eventually,
according to expert opinions, could supply a population of half a million, and the
Hull intake are located at the geographical centre of the urban region. It is not
conceivable that any part of the area should consider the possibility of having
an outlet of its sewage disposal, even if using the most improved methods of
sanitation, at a point in the river above these 'Vater Works intakes. Consequently
there must be considered the construction of a system which would bring the
residual waters from the westerly limit of the urban area, that is, the town of
Aylmer, to a point east of the intakes. It is, therefore, essential that the outcome
of these studies be received and considered with that same sense of collaborative
public interest with which they have been undertaken, based on the considered
proposals, the ultimate expansion of the urban area, the predications of ultimate
populations and the factual information embodied in the master plan. Only thus
can be realized a system which will be lasting and economical, as is the case in all
problems of a technical, social, economic or administrative order, which have
to take into consideration the present as weU as the future well-being of the urban
region of the National Capital.
Water Supply

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the Ottawa Filtration Plant, augmented
by storage reservoirs at strategic points, could, if desired, supply a population of
over one-half million, which corresponds approximately with the ultimate limit
of population foreseen in the Capital area.
If its administrative, financial and technical aspects can be reconciled, it would
seem logical that this plant should serve the entire population on both sides of the
river. If such unification of services is not favourably received, the Quebec region
will require to be served by a separate filtration plant, the intake of which should
be located as favourably as that of the Ottawa Filtration Plant, that is, central
and from deep flowing waters.
Much study has been devoted to the possibility of securing the water supply
for the Quebec side from some lake in the Gatineau mountains, but we question
very much the advisability or necessity of so doing, when there is available at hand
a large natural and suitable source of water in the Ottawa River.
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POINT OF TRAFFIC CONGESTION ON CONFEDERATION PLACE AT THE ENTRANCE OF RIDEAU STREET

6
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
StTe et CaTS and B uses

In order to combat and alleviate the increasing traffic congestion in central
areas of the City, certain existing street car routes obviously must be rerouted and,
in instances, eliminated, their replacement by bus lines being particularly recommended where routes traverse narrow thoroughfares accommodating heavy general
traffic. Under such conditions street cars follow fixed traffic lanes and are the major
factors contributing to the slow movement and congestion of traffic. The substitution of buses 'ivilll'elease such formerly fixed traffic lanes, and provide, therefore,
two running lanes into which buses can be assimilated in common with general
vehicular traffic. This is particularly essential with in the areas of Sparks and
Queen Streets east of Bank, Confederation Place, and Rideau Street west of
Dalhousie ~treet . Writhout exception the routings of all street cars traverse these
area, in whole or in part, and there is no alternative. Such a condition obviously
[ 222 ]

is not only detrimental to the provision of efficient transportation service, but is
like'wise detrimental to the movement of general traffic, and is particularly indicative of poor operational procedure in cases of emergency, such as conflagrations in
the Sparks, Queen and Rideau Street areas, or on the occasion of ceremonials on
Confederation Place, at the Union Station or on Parliament Hill, and incidental
to which street car traffic, lacking alternative routing, is entirely suspended.
On the other hand, there are sections within the urbanized area which are
inadequately served, and for which provision must be made.
In view of the heavy capital expenditure involved in the recent purchase of
the transportation system by the Ottawa Transportation Commission, it is unlikely
that any alleviation to existing conditions, particularly where entailing large
expenditures, will be forthcom:ing in the ' near future. It is within our knowledge
that the Ottawa Transportation Conhi.1ission has, at date, expert authority engaged
in studying the system, and with the completion of report will be in a position
to determine its policies, which, undoubtedly, will have bearing on the conditions
above outlined. The charts of vehicular, street car and passenger densities
prepared in collaboration with the experts are particularly informative and
enlightening. It is, however, urged that its future policy should be determined
with due regard to the provisions of the Master Plan, in which are delineated
future communities, industrial areas, institutional and governmental grounds, and
especially a new arterial system" all factors having direct bearing upon ultimate
transportation facilities, which, while not of immediate concern, warrant consideration now from the point of view of flexibility of adaptation of such services as
may be provided in the interim. The utilization of future through arteries made
available by improvement of existing main roads, and their connections ,vith
new arteries made possible by the abandonment of railroad rights-of-way, particularly typify such provisions, the natures of which are vital factors in the predieation of future transportation services. In similar category are various other
vital factors embodied in the Master Plan, each of which demands foresight in the
provision of public services, as instance,. the new station, the sports arena, industrial areas, new locations of government buildings and future exhibition grounds.
In the category of matters demanding comparatively early attention, and in
addition to the aforementioned alleviation of conditions in the heart of the city,
is the removal of street cars from Wellington Street west of Bank and extending
to Hull. Such operation is part of the contemplated immediate improvements
on that thoroughfare, and is essential for improvement to traffic conditions on the
Quebec side of the Chaudiere Bridge, where the present single-track street car
line traverses a trestle bridge contiguous to the Eddy Company's property. Also,
desirable are the removal, at a comparatively early date, of street cars from Sparks
and Albert Streets and the substitution therefor of buses, if full advantage of
Sparks Street as a main shopping street, and of Albert Street, as a one-way west
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THE TROLLEY WIRES AND THEIR SUPPORTING MEMBERS ON CONFEDERATION PLACE ARE DETRIMENTAL TO THE MONUMENTAL CHARACTER
OF THIS IMPORT ANT SQUARE. THE USE OF BUSES, AS ADOPTED BY LARGE MODERN CITIES, WILL ELIMINATE THIS INCONVENIENCE.

st roet in conjull ctio n with Slater Str('ot a::; n one- way east s trcct, is to be attaincd,
alld the efficacy of the Jl ew bridge crossing Co nfederatioll Park, as a l"(,licf to
t.l'af-Tic cO llgest iol1 on Confederation Place . is to be full y rea lized.

VVl' are a," 'are of the diHiculti es implied in thc r C111aCol11 0l1t of ro llill g s toek .
alld of th e ]IUIIl('l'ical diffcrcllces in the rcl a ti,'o passenger ra pacities of streot cars
and bu ses. Th c rcmcdial m eas ures h ereill ach-orated esscntiall y mu st he aclopted
gradu a lly alld progressively . Th e tran sformation is ill e"itnbl r. 8 trce t ears.
tl'<Iekag;c' al1d o verhead wires are disappearil1g from (Ill cities " 'hiC'h han' ulldertakell
dl(,('tiH~ plalllling; mcasure::;,
[11 th e gradual de velopment of the Capital arca, illnllill erabl e dC' l1ltlnds \,'ill
he mack , as opportunity presents for the impl em e llt ation ot' certain pha ses of the
Yla::;tc:' r Plal1, for th e a d.iustm e llt of the pu b lic transportation system to n ew
clmliitions. To foresee these adap tations ",ill offset wl,necessary expenditu.res.
For thi ::; l'enSOll th e gradual abandollll1ent of fixecl -tradecl \'chiclcs, in a claptabl e
to sll ch dc mands without illYolvillg hca vy expe nse , and thc s ubstitution of buses
i:-; recomm e ndecl in view of the fi ex ibility and adaptability of buses to mcet ll ew
conditions and follmy th e progressive realiza ti on of th e ,:VIastcr Plan .
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PLAN OF THE FUTURE SYSTEM OF OPEN SPACES WITHIN THE URBAN REGION OF THE CAPiTAL

7
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ---SPORTS--OPEN SPACES
Physical education is essentially recreative, although it is the necessary
plement of intellectual education.

COl1l -

National Staditmz
Ottawa has a sports centre of small capacity, combined with its exhibition
grounds. Soon, both will be insufficient.
N otwi thstancling dw primary nec('ssity for developing all, extensive system, of
sports and recreal;ional centres, distributed throughout the whole urban area in
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JUVENILE PLAYGROUND, PRESTON STREET, aHA WA

keeping with the nuclear grouping of communities and neighbourhoods, for the
daily training of youth amI. the maintenance of adult fitness, the Capital must
have (t Natio1lal Stadium, with co mprehensiye sports fa cilit ies, in cluding indoor
gymnasium, competition swimming pool an d training grounds.
South of Dow's Lake, a large open ground of about 160 acres, accessible from
four sid es through uriv eways, exi sting and prop osed, surrounded by attra cti \'(~
sec nery, co ntiguou s to the Experim ental Farm and fr ee from smoke pollut ion ,
IC' lId s itself for developm ent as a large sports cent re, \,"ith adeq uate parking spaces.
Th e ground call be easily improved by propel' fill s, and \\'ould be design ed in
hurlllon y with the beautiful scenery of Dow's Lake.

Local Sport Centres
Th e plan shO\\' ing th e superimposition of proposal::; on existing condi tion s
illdicates oth er local sports centres to se rve ne\\' cOll1munities within the T erritories
of Otta\\'a, Eastvi ew, Glouceste r 1tncl :r\ep ean ; similar celltres sh ould be erected
oil the Qu ebec side, in Hull, Catilleall, Pointc-CntillC'1tu and Aylmer, to complete
t he system of sports centres within the Ca p ita l Hegioll.
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ROCK GARDEN- ROCKCLIFFE PARK, OTTAWA

Playgrounds
P layg rou nds for sch ool ch ildren a re really p a r t of t h e school system, The
ideal ~ o lu t ioll is 10 build the school in th e playgroulld, 0 1' , at least, to h ave t hc pl aygroll lJd cOlltinguous to the s('hool. /dl Pl'op osl'd n cw playgrounds scn 'ing nei[.!:hbOUl'h oods comprisin g com m uni ty uni ts and surroundin g comm uni ty centres,
sh ould be design ed for thi s purpose, and addition al playgrounds to be creat ed for
exi sting schools ought t o be establish ed on grounds contiguous or close to th e
sch ools,
A mple reselT a ti o n of ground s, ullsuIted for housiug or agricultural de velollII/('nl, \\"ill form a ('onlillllOLLS sy st em of opcn spaces I1 nci gree ll belts, as a halll C of
grccn t o the various commun ity units,

Open Spaces
Th c sury cy of built-up arras a ncl of exi stin g ( 1)(' 11 sp aces, \\'nl'l'f:L llt s th e
l'lly isngernen t o f th e cr eatio n a t li ttlc ('ost of an orga ni c systelll of pa rks a nd a ll
U ll illtelTupt ed Il eh,"ork of , 'el'Clmc ,,"ithin th c entire r egion,
S uch a p ]'ojcct, \\'hil e ambi tio ns ill a pp eara n cc, ll cycl' th elcs::; d ocs not neccssita te costl y exprop r iati oll s, gradill g nor p la ntin g 0 11 a largc scale, bu t ra th cr n
si mpIr J'(!ser valioll, of allll1'Opria/e l((uds el1Ose l1 fr om space's, ",hieb frolll th eir ll nt Ul' e ~ ,
do n ot lelld th cll1 ::,eln's to ('('oll ol11i c h Oll sjllg; c1 eyclol1ll1 cll t a ncl scn" icin g,
IT
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PLATE 77
OF ATLAS

The lands thus retained should be sufficient to fulfil a t\yofold objective,
(1) establish a system of greenbelts framing dwelling areas and directly linked to the
main rural belt surrounding the urban zone, and (2) ensuring a sufficient reserve
for the eventual establishment of public services necessitating enviromnents of verdure
and quietness; such as hospitals, houses of refuge, schools, churches, colleges,

recreational, sports or cultural centres, cerneteries, etc.
The wisdom and economy of the principle of reserving large unbuilt areas
destined for the gradual realization of the park system is amply demonstrated by
numerous similar achievements in England, Holland, Germany, Sweden and the
United States, and, closer at hand, by the wise protective measures already taken
by the Federal District Commission.
Comparison of the plans of existing and proposed open spaces (Plates 16 and
17 of Atlas) shows that the proposed system is the logical extension of the existing
park and parkway belt, so well designed by the Federal District Commission, and
of the development of Gatineau Park and the park system of the Hull region. It is
obvious that what has been developed along the Rideau Canal and Dow's Lake
can be repeated on the banks of Brewery Creek and around Fairy Lake, and that
the future park which, in the ultimate development of Hull will face Parliament
Hill from Cartier Park to the Chaudiere Falls, can be based on the same principle
as the cliff-side park development from Nepean Point to Rockcliffe Park and
MacKay Lake.

River banks
The Ottawa River calls for a riverside drive, from Britannia to Chaudierc
Falls. The Federal District Commission has already started to secure the rightof-way in anticipation of its construction, which in addition to the elimination
of the Carleton Place railroad line, will achieve the revaluation of all properties
in the area now depreciated by railway nuisances, numerous grade crossings and
poor access.
On the opposite side of the river, from Hull to Aylmer, a similar but more
simple treatment will be followed on certain parts of the river front, connecting
Val-Tetreau, several golf courses, "'\Vychwood and Aylmer, as far as the Cedars.
The right-of-way of the abandoned Hull electric line also will be used for the
construction of a new driveway.
East of Hull, the Otta'wa River lIas low banks, unsuited for use other than as
planted spaces, which we propose to reserve between Brewery Creek and the
Gatineau River. Between Pointe-Gatineau and the western end of Kettle Island,
the land should be reserved for a natural park, which will provide the foreground
of the imposing view from Rockcliffe toward the Laurentian hills.
The Rideau River, from Black Rapids to Rideau Falls, offers naturalistic
scenery which could be preserved as park-like river banks, both by partial acquisition for parks and recreation grounds, and by appropriate zoning regulations for
IT
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165
GATINEAU PARK - PANORAMIC VIEW FROM THE HEIGHTS OF KINGSMERE

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE CITY OF HULL

166

the balance of the grounds. This would permit, at certain chosen points, the construction of residential developments of limited density to retain the views,
without precluding the revaluation of land.

Urban Parks
The region of Hull has such great possibilities with the wooded hills and the
countless lakes of the Gatineau, that it does not call for a systemized park development, already provided by nature. The only major. area easy, of improvement, is
within Fairy Lake Park, which, by its natural shape, forms a continuous wedge
of green from the edge of the Gatineau forest and "mountain" down to the
Aylmer Road.
The most effective improvement will be the central park at the Chaudiere Falls.
The time will come when the heavy and obnoxious industries, now occupying
the islands, peninsula, and the rocks, from which the falls originally receded, will
finally move to more appropriate sites, for their normal development, and more
economical operation.
The Master Plan is a long range programme based upon which the Capital
will grow; urban planning demands resolute perseverance, and the Falls will always
remain the main feature of Ouawlt's natural setting.
The new Chaudiere bridge will join Ottawa and Hull across this park,
providing from both sides views of th e two cities and of the river and falls, instead
of being as at present an unattractive service road, almost an industrial yard, lined
by unsightly structures, smoke stacks, pipes and wires. The power plants will
remain in planted settings; they are a functional element of the falls and can be
treated in keeping v.,ith the scenery.
'Ve repeat that the improvement of the Capital is a long range programme;
it must, and will be, carried out gradually, in opportune time, and without injury to
the basic industries which, in their own interest will favor their relocation on sites
more favourable for operation and expansion.
Similar comment may be made about the Park on Nepean Point. The elimination of the Interprovincial Bridge, and its replacement by a more architectural
structure behind and east of N epean Point, will permit of the replacement of the
railroad trackage by a terrace exposed to the west, and giving a full perspective
view of the large and picturesque basin formed by the river between the Chaudiere
Park and N epean Point, a scene dominated by the romantic silhouette of the
Parliament Buildings on their wooded escarpment, and extending toward the
undulating crests of the Gatineau Hills, a spectacle of 'which all Canadians can
be proud.
[ 230 ]
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RESTORATION OF THE NATURAL PARK AROUND THE CHAUDIERE FAllS
SKETCH OF PROPOSALS

168
ONE OF THE MANY ASPECTS O F THE EXPER IMENTAL FARM

Experimental F ann
T he E xp erim ell tal Farm , now in th e centre of the city, wi th its arbo retum,
gree nhou 'es a nd ed ucatio na l I1m.·eri es, is an eleme nt of beauty and of p ublic
prid e, not of t urbulell t recreation. It must remain u nch anged to ful fi l its cicntific
fun ctio n. Its driv m·\ ays are p mt of th e Capital's parkway system and it is
suHicient that th ey be retained in order to pe rmit of the enj oyment of its scenery.
Ho wever, large fie lds belonging to t he Farm, so ut h of the ma in establishm ent,
coul d be easily exchanged ,,,,i th other lands of eq ual agricult ural quali ty, located
ou tsid e of the Ul'ban area, on the gree n belt, or the Bowesville R oad, fo r example.
Such substitution wou ld be adva ntageous to th e fu t ure extension of the Farm and
to the ratio nal rlevelOlnll en t of t he City of Ottawa.
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AERIAL VIEW OF HOG'S BACK SHOWING THE SITE RECOMMENDED FOR THE PROPOSED ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

Botanical and Zoological Gardens
Furth er, the r elease of such lands from agricultmal purpose would permit t he
development, in conn ection with the Farm, of a Botanical Garden, so uth of the
Arboretum , and possibly also of' a Zoological Garden. partl y OIl the Farm property
and partly on the pictm esq ue ground between the Rideau Ca na l and t he river,
including t he beautiful rocks and waterfalls at H og's Back. Co mpleting th ese t wo
gardens and located within th eir precincts, a Mu seum of N atUl'al Sciences would
hou se th e botan ical. zoologica l, geological and paleontological co ll ecti ons of the
Victoria :M useum , presented in a natura l environm ent. Th e composition comprising the stadium, th e Farm , th e botanical and the zoological gard ens, facillg,
on the so uth , the Government P ark , where six or eigh t ne,,, departmental public
buildings might be erected around the la rge t raffi c distributing circle at the so uth
entrance to the city, would thus be conceived on a monum ental scale, worth y
of a Capital.
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Wooded Reservations
If the province of Quebec is favoured by the natural setting of the Laurentian
hills, forests and lakes, the province of Ontario offers other opportunities for
wooded reseryes, for which no expenditure need be contemplated. A single
reservation, including the Rideau Lakes group and the Mississippi Lakes, form
part of an incomparable touristic circuit (see follo\ving chapter).
.

At a much shorter distance, two creeks, situated within the green belt, lend
themselves to the enjoyment of the outdoors. Green Creek, on the east, 4 miles
from Cumming's Bridge on the l\10ntreal Road, and Black Rapids Creek, 4~ miles
from Dow's Lake on the Prince of ·Wales Highway, are proposed as future reservations. Both are of easy access from the future residential areas of the eastern
and southern extensions of the city, which will develop near the new industrial
areas, in Gloucester. Their topography and their natural landscaping need no
artificial embellishments. All that is required is a zoning ordinance providing for
their preservation, with the view of securing additional facilities for camping,
picnicking, playgrounds, and rest, for thousands of workers.
ULTIMATE OPEN SPACE SYSTEM OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA
URBAN AREA

(Existing and proposed open spaces included)

On tario area
acre~

Public Gardens ... . .. . . .. ... .. . . . . . .. . .... . . .. . .
Urban Parks* . ... . . ... . .. ..... . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... .
Natural Parks* . .. ... .... . . ..... . .... ........ . . .
Sports Centres* .. . . . .. . . ... . . . . ... . . .. .. .. . .. . . .
Community Centres* . . . . .... . .. ..... . ... . . . . . . . .
Total ... . .. .. . .. ... .... .. . . . . . .

Quebec area
acres

Total

312
1,398
2,932
979
881

82
693
1,361
1,723
417

394
2 , 091
4,293
2,702
1,298

6,502

4,276

10,778

* Playgrounds are included in these items.
Parkways-93 miles.
Forest Reserves outside the urban area are not included in the above table and amount to
10,170 acres, of which 4,660 acres are in Onta rio ancl 5,510 in Quebec. That area of Gatincau
Park south of Kingsmere has been included.
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PLATE XXIX

TOURISTIC PLAN OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
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THE ENVIRONS OF LAKE McGREGOR

RURAL LANDSCAPE STILL UNIMPAIRED

8
RECREATION AND TOURISM
Protection of the Capital R egion
Th e proj)o;:;a]s r elat i\-e to t h i~ :::ub.i ect ar e ~ ill1pl e ill Il at ure. fo r fo ur r cnso l\ ;';:

1. Nat ura l assets h ave not yet been sp oiled;
2 _ Th e excell ent work nlrendy achi eved b y t h e Federal Di stri ct Co mmi ssion
only Jl eeds f mth c r de\"('lopll1enb. inspired. Oil a la r ge r sca lc . f ro m ,,-hat
alrea dy has been acco mplish ed ;
3 . Out' essenti a l r ecom m end ation s r elati ve to the enhan ce m ent and t h e
approprintc trcatll1cnt of ,,-hat ,y e mi g ht cn1l "Thc Xationa l Pla~ -g rouncl
o f C anada: ' I iIlYolH';'; 110 arlificial em iwllis hl1l ('II t , y e ry littl C' additi o nal
expenditure . but (' e l't ni IJl~- ('a]]:--; for s ('rioll _~ prot(>cti ve m easures. By th e ir
Jlaturc . s u ch ll1 en::: \lrC's pe rtaill to lI1 attc rs of nc~t h etics. and nr e d ealt ,,-ith
in C h a pte r fl of thi s Part.
4.

Th e nu m erou s dc sirabl e eirclIits to be organized. in yiew of Jll[lli:inp.; t h e
"'hole Ca pital region a \-a ilable to all w cek- eml e rs a nd tOlll'i;.;b . [l rc in
gr eat m a jo ri t y pl'o\'id ed h y exi st in g ro ad;:; . easy to improH' in ('(' \'tail1
section s, a nd to eq uip for cOI\\"('llieJlt touristic use .
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171
THE BEACH AT LAKE LAPECHE

Touristic Routes
PLATE 20
OF ATLAS

,Ve mention hereunder the most commendable routes :

QuebecGatineau Parl£.

Routes from Hull , to be eventually combined:
1. Th e National Memorial T errace, thro ugh lVlountain Road or thro ugh t he

ne·w F.D.C. Parkway.
2. Mine Road, Old Chelsea, Kingsmere, return by i\1ountain Road.
3. Chelsea through Chelsea Road, Olel Chelsea, Meach Lake, Harrington
Lake, Philippe Lake, and return either by new F.D.C. Kingsmere Parkway or by Sainte-C6cile-de-Masham, ,Va kefield and Chelsea Road, or by
Sain t-Frangois-de-1Vlasham, Ramsay Lake, Eardley Road and Mountain
Road. An interesting alternative would be from Ram say by Taylor Lake
and Philippe Lake.
IT
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172
LAKE SAINT -PIERRE DE WAKEFIELD

Longer routes:
Hull, lVIountain Road to Breckenridge, highway No. S to Beechgrove, Lapcche
Lake, ,VoH Lake, lYIasham Road to Chelsea, Chelsea Ro ad to Hull.
Adcbtion al route. as extcn sion of the abo\'e mentioned. to Quyo n and possibility of return to Ottawa by Quyon ferry and riverside P arkway to Constance
Bay and Britannia.
Gatineau Ri ver lV('sl.-~Vlan i\\·a ki high\\'a y to Chelsea. " -a kefi eld. Lo\\" (Paugan Falls and Hydro Elcctric De\"clopment). Th ere the Gati neau River is transformed into a lon g lake. by the Paugan dam . The lake is about 10 miles long. to
Lake Sain te-lVl ari e, reachabl e by lVl artindal e ancl :Korth Low.

From Lake Sainte--:'vlal'ie, to Kazabazu a Statio n and Danford Lake, Otter
Lake, lV[cQuaig Lake, Johnson Lake, Shawville and return by Route S to Hull.
Gatineau River Easl- \Yakefield Road to ,Vakefield, \Vilson Corn ers, Sai nt-

Pierre-de-,Vakefiel d, IVlcGregor Lake, Perkins, J eanne-d' Arc, East Templeton
Hull by Route S.
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SUNSET ON THE RIDEAU LAKES AT RIDEAU FERRY

NATURAL PARK AT CONSTANCE BAY

174

THIRTY-ONE MILE LAKE
(175) AND LONG LAKE
(176),

IN

THE

GATI-

NEAU HILLS, WILL BE
SERVED BY PROPOSED
TOURISTIC ROUTES.

175

176

Additional combined route-North of Saint-Pierre-de-Wakefield, to Wakefield Lake, Val-Paquin, Poltimore, Bowman Lake, the dam to High Falls and
Val-des-Bois, return through Road 35, the valley of River du Lievre, N otre-Damede-la-Salette, Buckingham and Route No.8, or Donaldson Lake to Riviere
Blanche and Templeton.
Also the following additional longer routes ought to be mentioned:
Maniwaki Road to Maniwaki (Indian reserve), to Mont-Laurier, and return
by Road 35 (Lac des nes), Notre-Dame-du-Laus, and detour by boat by Lac
Poisson-Blanc, Mystery Island (the Boy Scout National Domain and Bird Sanctuary, established and fostered by the late N oulan Cauchon), and return by the
Priest Creek valley to Poltimore (road to be improved), or by Kelly Newton, Lac
Sainte-Marie and Kazabazua.
From Buckingham to Lac La Blanche, and by a road to be improved, following
Riviere Blanche to Gull Lake, Dam Lake, and Echo Lake.
From Thurso (Route No.8) to Saint-Sixte, Ripon, Cheneville and Lac Simon
(lIe du Canard Blanc).
Another wild lake, reachable from Gracefield (Route No. 11) is 31 Mile
Lake, through White Fish Lake and Point Comfort.
The longest route, through Route 8 to Montebello (Seigniory Club) by
Road 57 to Saint-J ovite, leads to Mont-Tremblant Lake (National Mt. Tremblant
Park) and by route 11 to Nominingue, Lac des Ecorces, by a modern road through
splendid scenery, to Mont-Laurier and return by routes 11 or 35.

Quebec and Ontario
Ottawa River valley-East-Route 8 from Hull to Grenville, Hawkesbury by
bridge, and return to Ottawa through route 17 in Ontario.
Ottawa River-"West-From Ottawa to Fitzroy, Arnprior, through route 17
to Renfrew and Portage-du-Fort, return to the Quebec side by Shawville and
route 8 to Hull; or from Renfrew to Pembroke, ferry to Allumettes and return
through Fort Coulonge and Shawville (route 8).

Ontario
RoutesOttawa to Fitzroy, Arnprior and the Mississippi Valley to Almonte (road 29),
return to Carp and Ottawa, or from Almonte to Carleton Place (road 29) and
Ottawa through road 15.
Extension to larger routesOttawa, Almonte (17 and 44), Carleton Place to Perth (route 15), an
unspoiled old English town, with its typical stone houses, and large planted spaces,
which deserves aesthetic protection by special by-laws. From Perth to Rideau
Ferry, grandiose view on the lakes, Lombardy, Smiths Falls, return through
Merrickville, Burritts Rapids, and Road 16 to Manotick and Ottawa.
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177
MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR ALMONTE

The above list of routes and tours from the Capital is only indicative,
and quite incomplete. There are unlimited resources for the enjoyment of short
and long range outings and touristic opportunities. But the road system has not
yet been sufficiently developed to give access to a great number of charming
valleys, lakes, and wooded sites, where every form of recreation or sport can be
provided. Also many points, at different elevations, can be reached to permit of
the enjoyment of picturesque or grandiose views.
Those possibilities will be gradually made realities, as and when appropriate
work is carried out to improve the means of approach. There is however no need
of a complex and expensive road development, as many parts will better retain
their charm and beauty, if left wild and accessible only by trails or pedestrian paths
with proper parking, camping and picnicking accommodations.
In such an attractive country, the example of the rules applied in Switzerl:;md
is of great value. The deliberate restriction of aut01nobile traffic, limited to main
approaches, and the systemization of reserved forest sections, provide the necessary
calm, intilnacy and silence which are efficient factors of regeneration for the tired
townsman, of re-education of the masses, and of healthy and restful recreation.
If planned along such principles, the development of tourism in the Ottawa
region will be a sure. lasting a nd most profitable investment in many branches
of activity.
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178
PROPOSAL
NEPEAN BAY, IN THE CENTRE OF THE CAPITAL, ENCUMBERED BY RAILWAY LINES, WAREHOUSES
AND INDUSTRIES (179), LENDS ITSELF TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE RECREATION BEACH
FACING CHAUDIERE PARK AND THE ENHANCEMENT OF LAND VALUES OF ABUTTING AREAS.
PRESENT CONDITIONS

179

PLATE XXX

FALL SCENERY IN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REG ION

180
THE IMPOSING SITE OF THE CAPITAL SHOWN HERE INDICATES THE
REMARKABLE POTENTIALITIES WHICH IT IS OUR DUTY TO DEVELOP.

9
AESTHETICS
Beauty is neith er a luxury nor a r efin em ent only for t he enjoyment of p ri vi leged cla 'ses. E\'c n th c pl'imi ti vc tribes, in th e course of t h eir h a rd a nd prccariou s
lifc , adol'l1 ed th eir too ls, weapo ns 0 1' fr agile shelte rs. Aesth etic asp iration, a re
na tural .:I nd " ital cha racteristics of th e hum an mind.
In urba n m atte rs, bea lity. if \yell und erstood . co nstitu tes a n eco n O lll~' . c\'en
a n investmcnt , Economy can be realized by t h e p reser vatio n of natural clements
or by atta inm en t of harm oni ous express ion t hrough t hc a rt of' co mpositio n mt.her
tJwn through ornam entation, If, by its aes th etic m eri ts. compo ition constit u te '
th e ce n re of attraction , it adds to the eco nomic assets ot' h e impor tant indu stry
of tourism , a nd ensures in creased valu e and perm a nency of' cha r ac t er to ad jace nt
la nd s and dc \ eloPlll cnts . Beauty thu::.-: co nse rved or utilizcd is a sound in vestment.
From th e social poin t of v iew, aesth etics as a factor in urba n life hav e dircct.
p osit ive a nd co nstru cti\' c r eactions. Th cy fo ster t h e growth of civ ic spirit. and
invi te th e citizens to become m ore conscIOUS a nd proud of t h cir ell vironnl ent,
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and, consequently, to be better disposed to co-operate in the improvement and
preservation of that environment. It cannot be denied that beauty, from the
moral point of view, has likewise a beneficial influence.
It might not be out of place to review briefly these elementary considerations,
as they serve as guides in the elaboration of policies of protection and in the
creation of elements of beauty.
In its relation to urban aesthetics, beauty can be implemented or preserved
in two ways which are often cornplementary: by planning and creation or by the
adoption of appropriate measures either constructive or -restrictive.

Preservation and Development of Areas Surrounding the National Capital
The setting of the National Capital Region, and particularly its Gatineau
mountains, forests, lakes and rivers, is an invaluable natural asset, the future
development of which needs to be judiciously guided and controlled, rather than
to be improved upon. Its present limited development is, fortunately, such as to
ensure the fulfilment of its function as a National Capital Region.
Preservation of the distinctive character of the land is essentially the basis upon
which control is to be enforced. This character, which is mainly that of charm ,
harmony and softness, should be respected and maintained at a human scale when
any construction is considered. The beauty of a lake, or of a wooded hill, particularly if of moderate size, would be depreciated by a large and bulky hotel or by
a conspicuous parking ground.

Any new element required for recreation, traffic or tourism, should be incorporated with great tact and precaution. Monumental structures should be
excluded from a land which calls for intimacy. Even the river shore of the wide
Ottawa River is not to be excluded from such considerations.
Parkways should be limited in width, and should not be required to provide
the facilities of main traffic highways. If and when planted, it should be in the
least formal way possible to maintain their picturesque character. Speed is not
required in an environment of rest and enjoyment, and it should be limited, not
only by regulations, but by the nature of the parkways themselves. Their location
should be selected in such a way that they will not only take advantage of the
topography of the ground, but will secure fine outlooks and variety of aspects;
the objective is not to provide the shortest distance from one point to the other.
In Rockcliffe Park there are excellent examples of parkways which invite
relaxation and contemplation of the scenery.
Parking places should always be as limited in area as possible, and should
not mar the scenery by obvious intrusions of size or unsightliness. They should
also be adapted to the topography of the ground, not only for reasons of economy,
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THE LOCKS OF THE RIDEAU CANAL
PANORAMIC VIEW TAKEN FROM THE CHATEAU LAURIER HOTEL
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bu t \\"i t h t he yie\\' of m a kin g
t hem Ie 's co nspicuou s. T rces
a nd <: hru bs should be pre~c n 'cd, not onl y aro und. bu t
\\'ithin parking a rea '. Th cir di sp e r ~ed di stri bution nca r poin ts
of att ractio n or sto ppagc is
rcco mlll cnd cd. Similar recom me nd atio ns h old good for picnic
I)l(/c e~ .

183
OTT A W A RIVER VIEWED FROM ROC KC LIFFE PAR K

All elements to be in co rporated ill promenad e ·y.tellls
should also be carefully desig ned.
In thi regard, t he
Fedc ra l D i t rict Co mmi ssion
has di sposed at ..:trategic point'
~() Ill e Ycry hal'ln oni ou:-; a nd illco nspi cuous signs, which are
good examp les.
Th e B lue
Ridge ~rIo unt a in Park de\'clo pme nt in Virgini a offers excellent
exa mples of sh elters, sigll s,
bench es, a nd rustic fcnccs for
a park of t hi s n ature.

Th cre nre a lso, o n t he Ott"l\\'H Ri\'c r . ,1Ilel alo ng ce rtain la kes in th e regio n,
s01l1 e fi. ne ~ancl b cac h c~. l llfort un atc ly. t hcy a re fe\\" in num ber, a nd if only for
t his reaso n, i t should bc rccog, ni z:ed t hat th e ir de\'c1op mcnt for publi c use is often
fr a ugh t \\'ith difficulti cs. Th e e \'il s of un co n t roll cd public beach es, \\"i t h t heir
int ricate t raffic condition s, t hcir desolate treelcss a rcas for ca r parkin o'. a nd th eir
mu ltiplicity of :-: ignboard a nd un co ll troll ed r efr eshlll cnt stands, a re elemen ts. th e
co nt rol of whi ch mu st bc exc rcised in th eir devclopm ent.
T

Places r ese rved for r ecr eation and to urist accommodations sh ould be the
sub jects of sp ecial a rchitectural t reatm en t . Hotels, cabin s, gas station s, r estauran ts. sta nd s, etc., by t he llni ty a nd , imp licity of t heir co mpo'i tions a nd th e
h a rm ony a nd th eir desigll s. eololll's a ncl matcrials. should be element of a ttraction
a nd cnh a nce mcnt. in stead of brin g. as i,' too ofte n th e casc . blots on the scc nery.
, Ve h ave te nta ti vely indi cated in our pl a ns a reas \\'hich at prese nt a re, or may
cve ntuall y beco lll e. F cde ral Di strict C'o mllli s~ i o n p ropc rti cs . or \\'hi ch at least
sh ould be 'ubj eet to close co nt rol. For in ta nce . a rcas compri sin g th e ,·h ores of t h e
Ottawa, (;atin eau, :Vli ssissippi a nd Li e n'e Ri\'ers, t h e rcgions of Lap8che a nd , VoIf
Lakes, \\'hich , happily , are still in th eir primiti\'e conditions, a nd th e regIOn of
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184
KING EDWARD AVENUE, NORTH OF RIDEAU STREET, HAS A DOUBLE ROW OF ELMS LOCATED ON A CENTRAL PLANTED ISLAND THROUGHOUT
The general aspect of this boulevard is excellent, but could have been enhanced by the architectural control of its fa~ades.

its entire length.

CLEMOW AVENUE, WITH ITS ROWS OF MAGNIFICENT ELMS PROVIDES A MAJESTIC
persp ective . Architectural control, while limited , has p reserved its inherent natural harmony.

185

Saint-Pierre-de-Wakefield, Dover, Grand and McGregor Lakes should be subject
to special protective measures, which would not affect existing property rights of
owners, but which would stop abuses detrimental to their beauty.
As an example of areas to be protected, we should mention the beautiful pine
forest at Perkins, which was once threatened by destruction. Such areas provide
opportunity for the Federal District Commission to survey and preserve numerous
and remarkable sites, which we have been privileged to observe and contemplate,
and the preservation of which would contribute to the charm of the region and
to the rest and enchantment of its visitors.
The proper preservation of the beauties of the region is a continuous undertaking, requiring patience and painstaking effort, if there is to be offset the
encroachment of undesirable selfish interests to the detriment of general betterment. Such measures are essential, if the region is to be made fitting and acceptable to Canadians generally as their National Capital, and as a model of good
taste and tactfulness in the enhancement of its priceless assets and beauty.
Long delays in the adoption of measures to safeguard the region can forever
compromise its beauty, picturesqueness, and utility, in so far as their adaptation to
recreation and tourism is concerned. A wise policy of protection, control and
development would characterize the region to better advantage than any panel
or poster stating "You are now entering the National Capital Region".
We have tentatively indicated on the regional plan an area which comprises
the Gatineau Park with added territory. Its total overall surface is approximately
83,000 acres. The Holt Report recommended the acquisition of 75,000 to 100,000
acres for park purposes, with only a vague indication of its boundaries. The
territory proposed to be added is, in our opinion, the natural complement to the
existing park, and should be secured, preserved, and enhanced on the same lines
as is recommended for the present holdings. In view of preserving its unity, the
same overall policies of maintenance and restrictions should be enforced in this
added territory, through direct ownership, or otherwise; that is, to parkway
systems, to the installation of lookouts, picnic grounds and controlled recreation
centres, to the more efficient closer protection of the forest, fish and game, and to
direct control of the use of the land in general; in a broad sense, more facilities and
accommodation for the public in general, and less for the individual.
The Federal District Commission has created a Sub-Committee charged with
the study of development of Gatineau Park and to foresee its eventual extensions.
This Committee which is advisory in nature has already submitted a most complete
and interesting report in which all the aspects of the development and life of
the park are dealt with.
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186
THE SILHOUETTE OF OTTAWA, VIEWED FROM BOUCHERVILLE STREET, IN HULL

Panoramic Views

One of the first important panoramic views to be preserved, and, in all po~ s ibl e
ways, to be enhanced, is the view of the National Capital from the s.ite proposed
on the Gatineau mountains for the Memorial Terrace.' Its develop111ent necessitates proper plannillg, not only of the m emorial itself, but of the surroundinp;
grounds, the preservation of its wild and picturesque aspec ts. the concea lment of adjacent parking areas, the judicious planting of trees to form an
appropriate frame to the panorama, and the suppression, or the proper sc rccning.
of certain undesirable elements. Anything that would tend to depreciate its
symbolic conception in dedication of the plan as a memorial to Canada's war
heroes, should be made the subject of control, and, if considered necessary, of
prohibition.
:M any lookouts can be reserved and pleasantly developed in the mountain s, in
the vicinity of the lakes and the rivers, in keeping with the character of the
country. King's :M ountain is particularly su ited for such treatment. "Ways and
means of preserving and en hancing these beauty spots are outlined in the chapter
on Tourism.
Views of Parliament Hill

Parliam ent Buildings and the Hill are. in the public mind, the symbol of the
Cap ital. The Peace To"wer, which crowns the whole composition, bas the same
meaning to Canadians that tbe dome of the Capitol in "Washington has to
Americans, or Big Ben to English people.
) See Part 2, Chapter 10: "D edi cation of the Nati onal Ga.pital Plan."
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There can never be too much care exercised in the preservation of vistas
opening on Parliament Hill. The design of main roads takes into consideration
the necessity of providing or protecting such vistas in their multiple aspects and
characters.
An instance is the case of the proposed parkway to Kingsmere on the heights of
the mountains on grounds already surveyed by the Federal District C·ommission.
The parkway approaching Ottawa, should follow the ridge west of Fairy Lake to
Boucherville Street from where the view of the river front of Ottawa is most
impressive.
Another view, to which special consideration and treatment should be given,
is that view of Parliament Hill from Boulevard Saint-Joseph. It is the only complete view of the whole of the silhouette of Ottawa that can be obtained from a
reasonable distance, and it is, perhaps, the most impressive view of the countrv's
Capital, despite some unsightly elements in the foreground. We have indicated a
limited area to be reserved with this object in view. Moreover, certain areas
between the Boulevard and the panorama should be limited in regard to heights
of buildings.
Another interesting view of Parliament Hill is from the heights of City View.
As the panoramic view is unobstructed, it is a matter of adopting the proper
regulations to preserve the lookout.
A mos~ interesting close-up of Parliament Hill is from Laurier Avenue in
Hull, but it is only perceptible at intervals through disorderly buildings and piles
of industrial materials.
The gradual removal of all industrial and noxious buildings between Laurier
and the river shore is anticipated, thus providing an appropriate river frontage, and
transforming this exclusively utilitarian fringe area into what it should really be,
an attractive open parb\'ay facing the hills of the Capital.
The proposed transformation of this section of the Capital area, as well as
that of the Chaudiere Falls, is properly a restitution scheme, the merits of which can
be judged from a great many old prints, which show how impressive was the
original setting of the Chaudiere Falls, the Ottawa River banks and the whole of
Parliament Hill. Such proposal aims to give a more dignified environment to
the representative buildings of the nation, and is more particularly a matter of
national pride. Moreover, the new recreative advantages accruing to the citizens,
and the revaluation of land along those areas should not be overlooked.
The restoration of the Chaudiere Islands to their primitive beauty and wildness, is perhaps the theme of greatest importance, from the aesthetic point of
view-the theme that will appeal, not only to local citizens, but to all Canadians
who take pride in their country and its institutions. \Vays and means to make
possible this restoration are outlined in Chapter 7.
IT
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AURIER AVENUE, WEST OF KING EDWARD AVENUE

188

QUEEN STREET, WEST OF METCALFE STREET

IN WASHINGTON, THE CAPITAL OF THE UNITED STATES, TREES ARE PRESERVED
AND POLES, OVERHEAD WIRES AND TRANSFORMERS ARE BEING SUPPRESSED.

flEW OF LYON STREET TAKEN FROM SOMERSET STREET WEST

The new Interprovincial bridge with its Ottawa approaches on the east side ·
of N epean Point, would permit the embracement in its entirety of the magnificent
view of the Point, the locks and the hills. On the other hand, the silhouette of
the bridge would not obstruct the view of the spires and towers or' the Parliament
Buildings.
The proposed viaduct replacing the Chaudiere bridge would have similar
advantages. It is to be noted also that the proposed location of this viaduct would
provide a complete view of the falls and the river. If there should arise technical
difficulties in locating it where actually proposed, which we doubt, it should be
appreciated that the technical aspect of the problem is not the only factor, nor
the essential factor, in the choice of its location and design. Technique is the
servant of human needs and aspirations r not the master to which those needs and
aspirations should be subordinated.
As a first principle for guidance in the architectural and. landscaping treatment of Government lands and buildings surmounting the river escarpment, it is
essential that their romantic characters be respected. The quality of this ensemble
lies not so much in its architectural treatment, as in the judicious disposition of the
buildings and their silhouette. This silhouette is formed by the steep roofs,
pinnacles and towers of the buildings, judiciously located along the cliff in the
midst of planted grounds. It is essential that in the furthering of the architectural
composition , buildings of a similar character should be designed.
As for the Hull side, it is considered that a few well disposed public or semipublic buildings might remain or be erected between Laurier Avenue and the
river, and that this area, treated as a park, would provide recreation grounds,
promenades and trails for pedestrians, cyclists and horse-riders. In other words,
this park should not be treated in a formal way, but,. on the contrary, as a natural
landscape, with as much liberty of design as of use.
Another major item in the composition of the Capital should be th e central
park on each side of the canal, between Elgin and Nicholas, and from Confederation Place to Laurier. It would become the Municipal Park, traversed by the old
historical canal, and framed by public and semi-public buildings. Future buildings
should not be compelled to adopt any particular design or style, in view of the
partially existing frame. Fundamentally! this park is dissymmetrical , and should
not be subject to formal composition. The proposed bridge would be its central
motive, on an inconspicuous axis.
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EXAMPLE OF ARCHITECTURAL DISCIPLINE

Architectural Disciplines and Control
Certain streets and arteries within the Capital Area demand special treatment,
from their locations and the importance of their designs within the overall
picture. The principal streets, which should be the subjects of such special treatment, and of regulations controlling the construction of buildings, are Wellington.
Elgin and Sussex in Ottawa, and Laurier in Hull.
Wellington Street

"\Vellington Street, by its function, comparable to Constitution Avenue in
Washington, should have a very defined character. Aesthetically it is essentially
dissymmetrical, and the interest of the passerby should be attracted to the Pm'liament Buildings and the riverside. Our recommendations are embodied in the
models and in various drawings and studies, which have been prepared a:::.
tentative proposals.
Generally speaking, the buildings to be erected on the north side of Wellington, west of the Supreme Court, should endeavour to complete and continue the
picturesque silhouette, a characteristic of Parliament Hill. The building immediately west of the Supreme Court should balance the Justice Building, and,
without calling for similar architectural treatment, should retain certain analogy
therewith in respect to its mass, its alignment, its silhouette and its height. The
last building completing the composition should make proper balance with that
referred to without being strictly symmetrical. This conception is clearly shown
on our sketches, as well as on the model.
It is not advisable to maintain the same density of building surface that
previous plans by the Department of Public "Vorks have indicated. The composition should be much more open and provide for a large terrace over underground
parking accommodations.
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The south side of 'Yellington Street should be dignified, and be treated as a
continuous monumental background to the north side. It should be subject to
very strict height regulations, and the fa<;ade of each building to be built on its
alignment should be disciplined. A profile of the south side of "Wellington Street
shows that, with the exception of the Langevin Block, the heights of "existing
buildings which are of a permanent nature, i.e., the Rideau Club, the American
Embassy, the Bank of Montreal, the :M etropolitan Life Insurance Company
Building and the Bank of Canada, all reach approximately the same horizontal
line. While there is a drop of grade on '''ellington Street, the cornice lines of the
buildings are approximately at the same level. It is recommended that all future
buildings should respect this limit in height, and should preserve the existing
alignment.
The whole of the silhouette of the street, as seen from the Hull shore, would
thus be composed of a series of monUlnental buildings of a picturesque and vertical
character separated by gardens and detached from the continuous horizontal
background formed by existing and future buildings comprising the south side
of Wellington Street.
The westerly extremity of the v\Tellington Street composition would be
terminated by a large architectural ensemble, partly described in the previous
chapter, and would complete the administrative centre of the Capital.
The height of future buildings to be erected on the north side of Sparks Street,
west of Metcalfe, should be limited with the view of preventing the unsightly
appearance of the rear of commercial buildings from vVellington Street or from
Parliament Hill, a rule \vhich should be made applicable to eventual additions to
existing buildings.
Elgin Street

vVith respect to buildings facing on Elgin Street, between Slater and Sparks.
we make the following recommendations:
Their alignment should correspond with that of the middle fagade of the
Lord Elgin Hotel , and their heights should follow as closely as possible the
,%\'1,,-"\09 .liA"W ..tlAr..r..ru:~v .i..li1i\~ ~J" Lth£> ...l&.\b~"r,.iAl .."aw.l<, .tl"W ...."P~<>J Dffutf' JJ.\"W J.l1J' .W..i,ll:§'~~
of the Lord Elgin Hotel. Again, there is no question of enforcing similar architectural treatment, but, in volume and design, the fagades of future buildings
should maintain the unity of this important street. An exception could be made
of the building which is destined to occupy the site facing the new bridge, which
might be the National Theatre, as indicated in the plans. As the bridge is on the
axis of the block between Slater and Albert Streets, the building in front ccmld
appropriately break the line of the general composition on this side of Elgin.
IT
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191
SOUTHERLY FA<:;:ADE OF WELLINGTON STREET OPPOSITE THE PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS
WESTERLY EXTREMITY OF SPARK STREET

192

r.·

193
A WATER-TOWER IS NOT ESSENTIALLY A UTILITARIAN ELEMENT LACKING BEAUTY.
The design of the water-tower at the Experimental Farm combines the functional and
aesthetic elements in a manner which provides a silhouette in harmony with its environment.

As in t he case for y\ ellin gton Street, it is not proposed to impose regulation s "which
would be drastic. It is, rather, suggested that buildin gs of a certain type be
favoured, and that, if judged necessary, exception might be made fr om th e present
regul atioll s lillliting the h eights of buildings in Ottawa generally. It is recomm ended that th e buildin g between Albe rt and Queen Streets, facin g E lgin Street,
should have on Albert Street, the sa me setback as the Lord E lgin Hotel on
Slater Street, whi ch would , if deemed necessary, give a sense of spaciousness and
balance to the composition.
Sussex Street; in Ottawa and Lau.rier Avenue in Hull

The compositions of Sussex Street in Ottawa and Laurier Avenue in Hull
have great importance, as, in each instance, they front, or 'will ultimately front,
on public parks borderin g th e Ottawa River. It is essenti al to study with care
t he regul ations to be imposed, in order to avoid fa~ad es of conflicting h eights.
It is rec ommended th at building h eights be limited to 60 fe et on Sussex street,
and that a defined street align ment be observed. At Geo rge Street. bu ildings could
be permitted to be 70 feet in h eigh t . On Rideau Street, present maximum h eight
regulations would be applicable.

For similar reasons, the h eight limit of 50 fee t for buildings on Laurier Avenue
in Hull is recommended. Some elements can be integrated in this street line, and
exception can be provided for certain types of buildings, such as churches. Here
again , th e tact and judgm ent of authori t ies in ch arge of the approval, or disapproval, of plans for such buildings, shou ld be th e decisi"ve factors.
IT
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Equipment of Public Utility Services
One of the major problems in the improvement of streets and public squares
is the outside equipment of public utilities, mainly telephone and power transmission poles and wires, \\ ith their rnultiple accessories; also public transportation
equipment, lighting standards, etc.
Strict regulations are essential to the control, location and design of those
outdoor elements. The underground disposition of certain elements, especially
in particular areas, should be compulsory. Such areas are streets requiring special
treatment, and commercial, semi-commercial and institutional areas, in which
there are lacking setbacks to the buildings, and space to conceal the equipment
required to service their frontages.
Those existing streets should be designated with tlye view of proceeding, not
only with the control of any ne,v installations, but with the actual removal underground of existing service lines. Vlhere and when outdoor poles and lines cannot
be avoided, they should be located at the rear of the lots, as is done in many cities
all over the world.
,Ve are confident that all tramway lines will ultimately disappear from the
urban scene, as is the case in most modern cities. The use of trolley buses for
public transportation has many supporters because of some economical advantages,
but they perpetuate overhead wires, which, in turn, fix in perpetuity their routings.
The autobus is therefore the only practical transportation system suitable for
central urban areas.
Theatre Signs and Lights

Highway signs indicating directions, numbers, and crossings have been greatly
improved in recent years, but local signs, light poles, traffic islands and such like,
often display deplorable lack of study, both in form and colour. Light poles have
been the subjects of much study, and there is a great variety of designs suitable for
erectioi1 in different areas in keeping with the scale and cross-sections of the streets
and their lighting requirements.
Miscellaneous

Hydrants are not too conspicuous, especially when on boulevard streets.
Post Office boxes are, too often, atrocious in shape and colour, under the pretext
that they have to be seen. Such objectives can be attained by other means, and
the use of flush 'wall boxes, for instance, should be favoured.
Projections of building elements over and above the street line should be
prohibited, such as show v,rindows, bay windows, fire escapes, or outdoor stairs
and signs, which are the cause of disorderly appearance, and generally have no
connection with the designs of building fa~ades.

Outdoor Publicity
The uncontrolled intrusion of outdoor publicity in the form of posters, bill
boards, neon signs and such like, within environments to which they obviously do
not belong, amounts in substance to the abuse of public rights by private interests.
IT
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Despite common recogl1ltlOn
of the detriments attached to
such practices, apathy on the
part of the public generally, and
reluctance on the part of municipal administrations, coupled
with opposition by those whose
interests would be directly
affected, in large measure,
account for failure to initiate
and enforce proper control and
regulation. But such control
and regulation can be attained
without great difficulty when
properly initiated. The impleIllentatioll of the ~hips tead
Luce Act ill 'Vashington is an
example of restrictions concerning outdoor publicity, which
have received comparatively
little opposition, though in effect
since 1930.
194

Only when organized and
controlled all a basis of equity
can outdoor advertising be pursued, if thc best interests of the public are to be fostered and preserved. Under
such conciitiollf', advertising can fulfil its primary function, and even enhance
ccrtain cllvironm ents, by its inclusion as a component element in the whole.

NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL, BEFORE REMOVAL OF PUBLIC UTIlITY ElEMENTS

Within the Natiollal Capital Region , where the preservation of an atmosphere
of dignity , ~tatclilless or natural beauty is imperative, evcry possible protection
against the intrusion of all extraneous and detrimental influences must be afforded.
Such protection is a condition essential to the full effectiveness of future planning
development.
Broadly speaking, outdoor publicity falls within two main categories, i.e. ,
ady crtising a product, or advertising a place, an hotel, a beach, a theatre, etc.
Thcse broad categories should be observed and form the basis of any proposed
rcglllatioll~ 01' controls.

All matters which publicize products could be permitted in areas zoned as
cOll1mercial, se mi-commercial, industrial and semi-industrial. In other more
IT
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restri cted areas, only th e seco nd
category, t hat is, signs publi cizing a place or e ·tablisment
di rectly within t heir environs,
would be permi tted.
So me general co nsiderations
shoul d be observed in the design
a nd location of publicity elelIl ents: wh en they a re on a
buil ding, t hey shoul d be composed as a part of, 0 1' in keepin g
wi th the a rchitecture of t he
buildin g; ill some instances,
coloul' h arm ony migh t be admi ssible, especially in t he case of
neOll signs, fo r the whole or a
part of a cO ll1mercial cent re or
street.
Panels, sign-board::; or other
elements of pu blicity, should be
con troll ed in regard to number ,
size (in ' Vashin gton t hey are
limi ted to 25 sq uare feet),
colour, design and disposition on
t he groun d or on the structure.

195
NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL, AFTER REMOVAL OF PUBLIC UTILITY ElEMENTS

General prin ciples should be establi shed and preserved i n relation to the
regulations affecting outdoor pu blicity : these principles should take full cogni za nce
of aesth etic fac tors as ,"veIl as those of public security and th e pro tection of both
pri vate a nd pu bli c interests.

Trees
Th e Ottawa Yalley is particul arly endo \\'C' d wi th a vigoro us a nd cxcc p t i o ll al1~'
fill e growth of trees. Th e various sp ecies of forestry in the region form a
resple nde nt picture of vivi d colours ill th e fall seaso n, wh en elm s, maples and
birch trees com pete "vith t he sombre patches of conifers. One of the great charm s
of the Capita l li es in its planted streets, and its parkw ay system . Refe rence i ~
m ade to this characteristic in P ar t I , Cha pter 8, and it need not be fur ther stressed
as it is recogn ized and a ppreciated by the cit izens as well as by visitors to t he
Capital.
Trees, like archi tecture, a re a de fini te factor in t he enh ancement of a model'll
city . Th ey form th e fr amework of buildin gs, the ('le it-l1l oti v" ill street design,
the aspect of which they may change entirely. Th ey blend contrasting structures,
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196
TYPICAL STREET IN ROCKCLIFFE IN WINTER

alld their I'cll1o,'al from ccrtain areas would be deplorable ill th e ill tcrests of th e
appearnlwe of th e stree ts. Th ey are th e luxUl'Y of th e poor man' s abode, and, in
tllillly in stallces, give cha l'l)] to a 1IlOdcst hou se, which oth erwi se, would be bure
and desolate.
'rhrollgh la d<: of wi sdom in plannin g. comm ercial streets ar e deprived of sllch
CnVil'OlIlll cnt , and, con sequently, th e tree::; a re erroneo Llsly considered to bc
ill eotllpatible wi t h thc function s of comlllercia l a reas. On th e contrary, nothing
Illore th all trees enhances comm ercial frontages , which, unl ess strictly controlled,
eannot bu t express disorderly and chaoti c aspects, by reason of th eir unrelated
compollcnts alld unrestricted publi city element::;.
Trees should not be the privilege solely of residential areas, parks and park\\'ay:-;. They should be integrated in the de.~ign of industrial centres, as well as of
commcrcial areas. 'T,N e see no valid reason why any street, whatever be its function,
should he deprived of this element of beauty, charm and freshn ess.
The developm ent of a modern city is more beautiful and less conspicuous
behind and under the shade of trees. The use of other na tural elements ill the
enhancement of city devclopm ents is also vcry importan t, such as lawns , shrubs,
flow ers. rock-gardens. etc. Th e lll a ni a for th e "m egalopolis" , th e sup er-densely
built self-contain ed block. is di:mppeal'in g gradually, and th e aspirations of t he
people arc t ell(ling t oward a more nat Ul'al way of living. Th e prin ciples of Silllplieity exprc::;scd by Sir Ebenezer Howard at th e beginning of the present centUl'y
arc bcing confirlll ed. To ignore those basic principles. and m an's deeper aspirations,
of \"hieh a('::;th eti cs is one of th e greater, tends toward ultimate social dissatisfacti on
and Ullrest.
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PLATE XXXI

ROCKCLIFFE PARK IN WINTER

197
SKETCH SHOWING POSSIBLE TREATMENT OF THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED
MEMORIAL TERRACE DOMINATING THE URBAN REGION OF THE CAPITAL.

10
DEDICATION OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL PLAN
The National Capita l Phn has been dedicated by t h e Federal Govel'nm ent
to the memory of Canad ians who lost their lives in the service of thei r COLl nU' \,
during t h e Second , Vodd '~Tar.
'
Togi\'c thi s far-reaching thought its full significancC', \\'C' think t hat it :-,hOllld,
matcrially a nd l asti ll g l~ ' , retain it::; highl~' s~' ll1bolic vulu e.
In ou t' surveys of the Catineau Hills, "'e fo unel, at th e ext reme sout herly poi nt
of th e hills faci ng to \\" ards th e city . an id eal sit e whi ch lemb itself most favourably to the constru ction of a IJ) Cl llOrial terrace . from \\'hi r h a ll impo::;i nl!; panol'anli('
view of the \\'h o1e Capital region extends itself.
'Th e ou tlo ok is situ ated one mile' frail) the inter::;('rtio n of t he }Iollntain ~tlld
;\Iin c noads and four miles frorn th e Peace TO\\'E'r,
Th e terrace would li e at th e fo ot of a large wall visibl e frall} th e city. n llt!
forllled of th e natural sto ne of the grounds. ami on "'hi ch in::;criptions a nd sY lll bob
\\"ould portray the glorious deeds of the Canadian forces, whil e th e ~ atio nal
Capital Plan would appea l', ill realit y, f rom th e tenace. r\. memorial room \YOU It!
be incorporated in t he design , a nd t herein wo uld be perpetuated the names of
Canada's h eroes,
Easy access is prov ided to the site by two existing roads, Mountain Road a nd
IVline Road. A still more direct approach will be by the contemplated I(ingsmere
Parkway,
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PART OF THE MASTER PLAN SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED MEMORIAL TERRACE IN RELATION TO
THE onAWA RIVER AND THE CHAUDIERE FALLS, (RIGHT LOWER CORNER), THE WESTERLY EXTREMITY OF THE
CITY OF HULL, THE NATURAL PARK AT FAIRY LAKE, AND THE HIGHWAY APPROACHES TO THE TERRACE AND
GATINEAU PARK.

THE DISTANCE FROM THE AYLMER ROAD TO THE TERRACE IS APPROXIMATELY TWO MILES.
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AERIAL VIEW OF THE GATINEAU FOREST, LOOKING TOWARDS THE CITIES OF OTTAWA At\D HULL, WHICH CAN
be seen partially submerged in the smoke of its industries . The site of the Memorial Te rr ace is indicated by the arrow.

AERIAL VIEW OF THE GATINEAU FOREST SHOWING THE TERRAIN WHICH SURROUNDS
the site of the proposed Terrace; Kingsmere Lake is seen in the middle distance .

200

Parking facilities, at different places, made inconspicuous by proper screenplanting, would accommodate a large number of cars, at a very short walking
distance from the terrace.
The Ottawa River is at an average of 160 feet above sea level, the City of
Ottawa approximately 190 feet, and the proposed terrace 575 feet, the latter half
way to King's Mountain, which dominates at a level of 1,100 feet. The terrace,
detached from its wooded background, would be illuminated and thus would be
visible both day and night.
By similar examples of such lookouts as Mount Royal in Montreal, Arlington
in 'Washington, Suresnes in Paris, Piazzale Michelangelo in Florence, and many
others, we can foresee the interest that such a realization would present and the
aesthetic and touristic attraction which would be added to the moral value of its
conception.

IT
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PART III

SCHEDULE OF EXECUTION
Plans and models may have their merits, but they lose their objectivity if
the tim.e-elem.ent in execution is not considered, and if each operation , following
its three-dimensional study, is not co-ordinated within a schedule of realization.
The Master Plan and justificative programme herewith submitted are not
final and rigid blueprints of immediate operations, but a comprehensive and
flexible chart of co-ordinated development, subject to amendments and adaptations
resulting from detail studies, and from unforeseen circull1stances as they may
evolve.
The proposals are therefore divided into three categories: short range, long
range and eventual operations, or as m.ost urgent, needed and suggested, as conditioned
by financial possibilities.
The major operations shown on the master plan are also diagrammatically
represented on the plan named Schedule of Operations: they are listed as f~llO\~'s,
according to their degree of emergency and feasibility.

I mmediate and short range operations
1. Construction of new bridge and approaches from Elgin to "aller Streets,
between Confederation Place and Laurier Ayen ue.

2. Acquisition and zoning of land incidental to the adequate relocation of
railway facilities; the equipment of new railway belt line, from its intersection
with the C.P.R. Montreal south shore line, southerly to Chaudiere junction, with
the C.P.R. Prescott line; development and equipment of new industrial zones on
appropriate grounds, continguous to railway facilities.
3. Reservation of lands for Governmental buildings and public services.
4. Elimination of the Daly Building and of the buildings on the south side
of Rideau Street east of and adjacent to the Union Station, as part of the completion of the approaches to Confederation Place; construction of a parking
terrace on the site of the Daly Building, and of an additional covered parking
area, directly connected with the Chateau Laurier.
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5. Extension of Scott Street westerly to Highway No. 15.
6. Construction of parkway from Bayview Road to Island Park Drive.
7. Gradual elimination of the C.N.R. cross-town tracks and construction of
the cross-town parkway on the vacated right-of-way.
8. Elimination of the Sussex Street C.P.R. line from Sussex Street to Hurdman's Bridge and construction of circular boulevard on the vacated right-of-way.
9. Gradual elimination of the freight yards at Union Station and their relocation on new freight terminal grounds east of Hurdman's Bridge.
10. Construction of new eastern approach from Montreal Road at a point
west of (~reel1 Creek and linked 'with the MacArthur Road to Cummi~lg's Bridge,
Eastview.
11. Development and extension of industrial zones in Hull and Hull South.
12. Construction in Hull of new boulevard from Reboul Street to Montclair
Boulevard, and connection to Mountain Road and Saint-Joseph Boulevard.
13. Partial improvement of Aylmer Road between Hull and the Ottawa
Country Club (double drive and central boulevard). Diversion from Aylmer Road,
west of the Country Club, by construction of a new driveway on rights-of-way of
Hull Electric Railway, and of a direct by-pass highway north of the Aylmer Road
and the Town of Aylmer, to relieve Aylmer Road approaching and within the
town of Aylmer.
14. Construction of public buildings :-Printing Bureau; Department of
Veterans Affairs Buildings; Headquarters for the Department of National
Defence; Bureau of Statistics; National Film Board Building; Ottawa City Hall;
Institute of Fine Arts; National Theatre; National Art Gallery; National Library;
Public \\Torks laboratories and workshops; Laboratories for Department of
National Health and 'Welfare; National Stadium and Sports Centre.
15. Construction, in its first stage, of N ationallVlemorial Terrace on Gatineau
Hills, dedicated to the Canadians fallen in the Second World " Tar.
10. Construction of the lVlountain parkway from the intersection of Brickyard Road and Mountain Road to Kingsmere.
17. In Hull, direct connections from Aylmer Road to (1) the Mountain Road,
and (2) to the Mine Road, by the construction of two new boulevards on each
side of Fairy Lake Park.
18. 'Videning of Laurier Avenue
to Jacques-Cartier Park.

111

Hull, north of Interprovincial Bridge.
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1"

1HE CE""RAL AREA Of 1HE CAPI1AL

202
AERIAL VIEW OF THE CENTRE OF OTT A W A, THE DEVELOPMENT OF WHICH,
WITH THE HISTORIC CANAL AS MAIN FEATURE, IS STILL INCOMPLETE .

SIMI LA R VIEW TAKEN OF THE MODEL, SHOWING CONFEDERAIION PARK SURROUNDED
BY PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND DEVELOPED

I N KEEPING WITH THE PRESENT PROPOSALS.

203

HALFA CENTURYOF
PROGRESS

IN

THE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CENTRE OF

OTT A W A

1900
Cong estion and confusion notwithstonding the
absence of automobiles .

204

1940
P r og res s of p l anned
development interrupted by the war
of 1939 -45

205

1950
Confederation Park
proposals and re organization of traffic
facilities, now in process of realization .
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Long range operations
19. Construction of a new by-pass highway to Hull, from north-shore Highway No.8 from Montreal, through Templeton , Gatineau and Pointe-Gatineau
north of C.P.R. Railway.
'
20. Construction of public buildings :-Civic Auditorium and Convention Hall
centred on Lyon Street, and annexes on surrounding grounds.-Additions to
National Archives-Laboratories for Bureau of National Research and Department of Mines and R esources-Office buildings for decentralized Government
Departments - Botanical Garden - Museum of Natural History- Zoological
Garden.
21. Construction of esplanade on the western end of Parliament Hill, and of a
large underground garage.
22. Reconstruction, in two stages, of the Chaudiere Bridges from vVellington
Street at the westerly end of Parliament Hill, to Eddy Park in Hull. Gradual
park treatment of the Chaudiere islands, peninsula and Ottawa River banks.
23. Completion of the Railroad Belt line, north of the C.P.R. Montreal line,
northerly across Ottawa River, including a new Railroad and Highway Bridge,
west of Green Creek, over Duck Island, to the C.P .R. North Shore Line and
Highway No.8.
24. Construction of the new Union Station on the belt line; elimination of
present Union Station and of railroad tracks from site of present Union Station
to Hurdman's Bridge and from Hurdman's Bridge to Chaudiere Junction.
25. Extension of riverside parkway (operation 6) from Island Park Drive
to Britannia.
26. Construction of the new bridge over the Ottawa River to replace the
present Interprovincial Bridge; and replanning of the central part of Hullwidening of St-Laurent Boulevard and construction of the llew Hull Station; and
development of access in Ottawa to the new bridge by Sussex and Mackenzie
Avenue.
27. Final completion of the eastern end of Confederation Place by building
a right turn loop and underpass to connect Sussex Street with the new lower
entrance to the Chateau Laurier and underground garage accommodations.
28. Gradual realization of Confederation Park, from Elgin to Nicholas, such
work being co-ordinated ·with the elimination of railway facilities, first freight,
and ultimately passenger.
29. Construction of new rapid transit highways leading from various parts of
the city to the new Station and to the industrial areas. Simultaneously, construction of new residential units in the neighbourhood of the working areas.
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207
AERIAL VIEW SHOWING TO WHAT EXTENT NEPEAN POINT HAS BEEN
SPOILED BY THE EXISTING APPROACHES OF THE INTERPROVINCIAL BRIDGE.
SIMILAR VIEW TAKEN OF THE MODEL, SHOWING THE REPLACEMENT OF THE INTERPROVINCIAL BRIDGE BY A STRUCTURE LOCATED EASTERLY FROM NEPEAN POINT AND
OF A TYPE ELIMINATING THE OBJECTIONABLE STEEL TRUSSES OF THE EXISTING BRIDGE.
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PROPOSED DEV ELOPMENT Of TH E CENTRAL AREA Of HULL, SHOWING PRINCIPALLY THE RESTORATION Of
THE BANKS AND ISLANDS Of THE OTTAWA RIVER AND BREWERY CREEK, THE WIDENING Of MAIN TRAffiC
ARTERIES, AND THE CREATION ON THE ABANDONED RAILWAY RIGHT-Of-WAY Of A CENTRAL BOULEVARD
LEADING TO THE CIVIC CENTRE, THE NEW RAIL WAY STATION AND THE GOVERNMENT PRINTING BUREAU .
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT Of A SECTION Of THE ClT'I Of OTTAWA WITHIN WHICH A S'ISTEM Of MAIN INTERURBAN ARTERIES IS fORESEEN ON THE RAIL W A'I RIG H15-O f -W A'I TO BE ABANDONED. THE PLAN SHOW S THE POSSIBILITIES fOR RECU PERATION Of LANDS NO W
OCCUPIED B'I RAIL W A'I AND INDUsTRIAL INSTALLATIONS, AND fOR THE DEVELOPMENT Of RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS SURROUNDED B'I OPEN
sP ACES. NEPEAN BA'I, BORDERED B'I A DRNEW A'I, WOULD BECOME ALAR GE RECREATIONAL CENTRE AND BEACH Of MAJOR IMPORTANCE

30. After elimination of the railway tracks leading to the present Union
Station, construction, on vacated right-of-way, of the driveway from Hurdman's
Bridge to Confederation Place.
31. Elimination of the C.P.R. Carleton Place line between N epean Bay and
its intersection with the C.N.R. North Bay line. Construction of two lane artery,
in conjunction with Scott Street, on th e vacated right-of-way, and its extension
easterly across present railroad yards to ·Wellington Street.
32. Elimination of the Prescott C.P.R. line between Prince of Wale.:; Bridge
and the new belt line south of Rideau River.

Eventual Operations
Other operations shown on the plan or described in the present report, but
not mentioned in the above list, concern a number of street, driveway or road
wic.lenings and openings, green belt reservations, gradual completion of the park
and playground system, planning of new residential units and corresponding civic
centres for communities or neighbourhoods, development of roads, trails and
pedestrian walks within suburban natural parks.
Such operations form the balance of the proposals shown on the Master Plan.
They are indicative and will be subject to flexible adaptations when they reach
the stage of execution. They may be reduced, amplified or, if need arises, completely omitted, in the light of unforseeable circumstances or new requirements,
and to the measure of financial possibilities.
These operations still remain co-ordinated to those of the first two categories,
and amendments, to which they may be subjected, will require to be conceived in
harmony wit.h the parts of the Master Plan previously executed.
A town planning work is a continuous creation, comprised of progressively
slow and flexible adaptations, as are all evolutions of nature, from which we should
seek inspiration.
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PART IV

GEN"E RAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1
LEGAL MATIERS
The essential scope of a Regional Plan is to co-ordinate and harmonize all
developments within the various parts of the considered territory. The Plan
is a framework, within the main lines of which must be integrated the plans of the
various municipalities which belong to the region.
The Programme, necessary complement of the plan, is the guide for the growth,
the organization, and the collective life of the whole, recognizing the different
functions of the various components, and emphasizing their common needs and
interests. The result is physical and social harmony, as well as a substantial
saving in execution cost and yearly maintenance budgets. Plan and programme
must be sufficiently flexible to permit of possible and justified adaptations, by
reason of the inevitable time-element involved in the realization of the whole.
Far from interfering with, or lessening the autonomy of anyone of the cOlilponents of the urban group, the unity of conception in all plans and by-laws
related to zoning, building and development, has the effect of sttengthening the
authority of each municipality in its particular territory. Herein lies the principal benefit of the overall plan, besides the other practical advantages of facilitating the speedy implementation and realization of all local planning operations,
and the lasting enforcement of by-Ia"ws. The vital conditions of success in this
objective is the full co-operation of all parties interested.
An example of such co-operation is found in the province of Ontario, in the
creation of the Ottawa Planning Area Board, which groups the municipalities of
Ontario comprising the Capital area, and functions under the provincial guidance
of the Department of Planning and Development. Pending the highly desirable
creation of a similar organization in the province of Quebec, the Department of
Municipal Affairs has appointed a Provincial Bureau of Town Planning, whose
advice to the municipalities has been most valuable, in furnishing them with
models of standard zoning and building by-laws, and in acting as guide and adviser
in connection with their particular problems.
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The powel'S of tOWI1S and cItIes, as they appear ill municipal laws or ill
certain city charters, and despite favourable dispositions for zoning and homologation, are still too limited, in view of the need for protection of the public interests.
Th e most essential town planning operations are often too costly due to the fact
that it is only through street hOlllologation and expropriation that improvements
can be implemented, which procedures, in most cases, are inadequate to the
present and future needs of the populations. Existing provincial legislations
are lacking, in whole or in part, in their dispositions to permit expropriation for
housillg purposes or to foster reallotment of properties; in urban, and principally in
rural areas, reullolmenl has proved highly beneficial to both land owner and the
community.
In Ontario, matters of zoning are subject to the approval of the Provincial
Department of Municipal Affairs through its lVlunicipal Board, while matters
pertaining to planning and development are the prerogatives of the Provincial
Department of Planning and Development through local area planning boards.
In consequence, it is possible for zoning by-laws to receive authoritative
approval at the hands of one department of Government, without the knowledge ·
or consent of another departmcnt of Govel'llment specifically responsible for the
approval of town planning implementations in principle, of which zoning forms
(l decidedly vital part.
In other words, official approval of a poorly draughted
zoning by-law to be superin1posed upon a well planned area, or vice versa, is within
the realm of possibility and has been known to occur in actual practice. Such
procedure is erroneous. A good zoning by-law cannot be prepared without :l
previous rational planning study of the area affected, and, to be effective in practice,
the judgmcnt of the hvo authorizing agencies must essentially be based upon the
inter-relationship of their respective provisions.
The best town plan remains theoretical, and useless, if its rapid implementation and realization are not economically made possible by a previous reinforceI1wnt of the planning legislatio1l. This vital need has resulted, in most European
countries, and in the United States, in the enactment of town planning legislation,
successively more efficient, and devoted to the preservation of public interest
against the abuse of private rights. (Copies and translations of these laws arc
available at the National Capital Planning Service, and valuable information,
contained therein could advantageously be adapted to present Provincial town
planning legislations in Canada.)
The reinforcement of town planning legislations applicable to the National
Capital Region must be reconciled by Provincial authorities, due to the differences between the Quebec Legislation, based on the Code Napoleon, and the
Ontario Legislation, based on English Common Law, and should be developed with
a view to meeting, according to their needs, the best common interests of their
respective populations which are closely identical in both provinces. Therefore, in
cssence, the proposed laws would be similar; they would only differ in the form.
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It is reasonable to assume that jurists of the two provinces could make a joint.
study of the texts to be adapted to th eir respective legislations. ill order to give
to the two neighbouring provinces legal machinery COlllmensurate with the
common needs of their populations, and limited to the technical aspects of planning,
zoning and building.

The planning of the National Capital Region presents a great opportunity for
the early implementation of progressive by-laws and regulations which could
serve as models for the solution of town and regional problems generally in Ontario
and Quebec and which would probably be adaptable to the whole of Canada. vVe
know by experience of the profit that has been gained in other countries from
such progressive and co-ordinated legislation.
The legal problem is undoubtedly the key to the practical success of any town
or regional plan. \¥ e therefore cannot overemphasize the advisability of the
National Capital Planning Committee giving favourable consideration, through
appointment of a sub-committee on legal matters, comprised of eminent Ontario
and Quebec jurists, to enquire into and make recommendations on the important
matters above referred to. These investigations should be conducted with the
informative co-operation and ach'ice of the National Capital Planning Service on
matters related to the technique of town planning. The findings of this subcommittee might then be made the subjects of presentation by the Nationnl
Capital Planning Committee to the respective provincial authorities.
In conclusion, pending the appropriate reinforcement of the provincial town
planning and zoning legislations above referred to, and, in view of facilitating the
harmonious and co-ordinated development of the Capital region in the best
common interest of all municipalities involved in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec,

we would strongly recommend that:
I.-In Ontario, all matters related to planning and zoning be jointly
examined by the Department of Planning and Development, and the Department of MunicijJal Affairs, through the Ottawa Planning Area Board.
2.-In Quebec, the Bureau of Town planning of the Department of
lVlunicipal Affairs be given the necessary powers to act as co-ordinating
authority on all matters pertaining to regional as well as municipal planning
and zoning. This provision would apply to single municipalities and to groups
of municipalities forming a region, entrusting their common problems to
regional committees, acting under the authority and control of the Provincial
Government in a similar capacity to that of the Ottawa Planning Area Board,
the creation of the equivalent of which is highly desirable in the Province of
Quebec, to co-ordinate the common interests of the municipalities within the
National Capital Area.
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2
AESTHETICS
Formation and Operation of a Committee on Aesthetics
Architectural control is complex, delicate, and most difficult to ensure. It
affects the composition, volume, height, set-back and spacing of buildings, as well
as the colour and nature of materials.
Regulations concerning these factors must be incorporated within zoning
and building by-laws.
But when the question of aesthetic appreciation is involved, this control
becomes particularly difficult to implement, and the principle of the control itself
is frequently questioned.
As appreciation cannot be based solely on texts consisting of positive and
precise recommendations, and as it largely depends on the attitude of the person or
persons charged with implementing the control, it is thus very easy to construe
the entrusted power of aesthetic control as being arbitrary. Moreover, the same
aesthetic opinions may not be shared by all holders of aesthetic doctrines, or by
persons qualified in those matters.
Such thesis, however, cannot stand thorough examination, and cannot reasonably be maintained in light of the desired objective, which is to ensure the exclusion
of elements detrimental to public aesthetics. Therefore, it seems imperative that,
to be efficient, the defence of aesthetical values should be entrusted to a
responsible authority.

The sub-committee on aesthetics already formed within the National Capital
Planning Committee could be the basis of an enlarged organization, possibly
participated in by the Ottawa Planning Area Board, and eventually, by a regional
planning board of Hull, when appointed, as their Advisory Committee on
aesthetics.
This Committee, comparable to the Art Jury of Philadelphia, or to the Fine
Arts Commission of Washington, should be composed of eminent architects,
partly within and partly without the National Capital Planning Committee, who,
in turn, might be seconded by professionals whose occupations permit them to
express a \vorthy opinion on aesthetic matters, such as engineers, landscape
architects, art critics, etc. The members of this committee should be outstanding
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~n their respective professions, but should not have any direct professional interest
such matters as are submitted to them. Their considerations should in
'
principle, be based upon the objectives of the Master Plan.

111

There is an initial distinction to be made betweell the elements which are the
subjects of aesthetic control, also in the procedures through which thi~ control
shou ld be exercised.
.
Government lands and buildings are already subject to control by the Federal
District Commission, whose powers have been set forth in Order in Council
P.C. 5635 of August 16, 194:), in which it is said, amongst other things: "That
any plans for constructional or development work to be carried out on any
government owned or leased land in the District of the National Capital by any
Department of Government should first be submitted to the Federal District
Commission and not be executed without its approval".
But aesthetic control limited to government grounds and buildings, though
important and necessary, does not meet the whole problem. It ought to be
extended to: Panoramas, perspectives, streets, squares, comm.ons, parks, buildings
and structures of all sorts, including utilities.
All plans related to these matters should be passed by the Committee on
Aesthetics before issuance of building permits, and to expedite and make easier
such control, they should be previously Ijresented in their preliminary stages
to the National Capital Planning Service acting as a co-ol'dinating agency on
behalf of the Committee on Aesthetics. By such procedures, eventual refusals or
unnecessary delays would be avoided.
The function of the Committee on Aesthetics and of its technical advisory
service should be strictly limited to general principles, exclusive of any personal
preferences.
As a typical example, no style should be recommended as compulsory for any
development, least of all for monumental architecture. Styles are not samples
which can be picked up and applied to the use of any building. Styles are the
expressions of different periods, and have their particular techniques, their
materials, their methods, their means of work, and their limitations. They
become artificial and extraneous forms, when those essential factors are forgotten.
However, this rule does not preclude the use of certain elements which have
been more particularly favoured by a given style. The incorporation of those
elements does not mean copying them, but rather their adaptation to other means
and ways of expression.
The function of a building is always the commanding factor in its design, but
nevertheless, the design should be adapted to a given frame, and not permitted to
express merely utilitarian requirements, regardless of the environment. Within
such a discipline, the design should have marked individuality, and liberty of
expression. Examples of ensembles with unity of design, together with a marked
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individuality in each of the components, can be found in streets, squares or
commons in many countries. They always convey an impression of charm,
stability and harmony.
Too often, literary conceptions, historical remembrances, or mere sentimentality are unduly proposed as aesthetic principles. Nothing is so deceptive than
the result brought about by trying to interpret such considerations. A good
design is not the product of an artificial evocation. Architectural design is above all
the spatial expression of function, interpreted through the sensibility of the artist.

Among the elements which become important factors in the aesthetic merits
of a building, are primarily, the relationships of masses to silhouettes, the unity
of roof angles and materials, and the colour harmony. In a group of single
family houses, for instance, it is advisable to use the same type of roofs, or
terraces, and essential to keep unity in the shapes as well as in the colours; excess
of variety produces disorder. If several colours are used, one must strongly
predominate; the others, used as mere accents, emphasize the dominant colour.
Bright colours are not to be avoided, especially in a country of long winters, where
snow brings harmony.
From an aesthetic point of view, no comprehensive guiding principles can
be formulated with any certainty of a satisfactory result. We have merely mentioned a very limited number of elements which have great importance in the
designing of residential or monumental architecture, but satisfactory results can
largely be obtained through the persona.l ability of the architect, whatever be the
nature or importance of the problem.
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3
CIRCULATION
The relocation of highways permits of the creation within the urban area of
a new road system of which th e abandoned railroad righ ts-of-way are the bases.

Through such use of those rights-of-way and the control of land immediately
adjacent thereto, it is possible to establish within the urban area new thoroughfares which would have the sam e character as main provincial highways, provided
with lateral roads for local service.
As highway system s are under th e authority of the Departm ents of Highways
in both provinces, we limit our remarks to those parts of the roads located within
the urban area.
The plan of the proposed highway system shows different categories of roads.
These differentiations are not solely matters of graphic indication. They
have two definite purposes : (1) the classification of roads, permitting of the
adoption of standards according to such classification, and (2) , through agreement,
the determination of spheres of responsibilities in construction and maintenance.
The guiding principle adopted in the differentiation of those roads, is the
determination of their proper functions , thereby abolishing the erroneous concept
or absence of concept, of the "street for all purposes".
1. Classification of Roads

It is suggested that the Sub-Committee on traffic, in co-operation with
technical representatives of the Highway Departments and with our Service,
make a study of standards for the different categories of roads as suggested in the
plan, with the view of preparing a new classification of roads within the urban area
and adapting standards to their respective functions.
2. Maintenance and Responsibility

Such classification of highways may well be made the basis for establishing
the respective spheres of responsibility for maintenance and construction , if
consideration be given to the tentative suggestions hereunder outlined :
It has been suggested that the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario might in some
way contribute towards the development of the National Capital, through the
extended collaborations of their departments and services, as is already the case,
as well as through a more direct contribution.
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\Vhile thiH 11Iattcr Illay be beyond the scope of our re:sponsibilities, we venture
the following suggestion: under agreement with the municipalities, th e Provinces
ll1igh t undertake to construct and maintain within their respective urban areas.
sllch portions of provincial interurban arteries as traverse these areas. The proportionate costs of construction and maintenance to be borne by the provinces
would be determined on the basis of equivalent facility if provided outside
municipal limits, the costs of additional road widths or other elements considered
essential to the provision of urban requirements being borne by the municipalities
concerned.
Such an agreement should not involve unsurmountable technical difficulties.
There are numbers of countries where this system has been adopted, the state
assuming responsibility for a portion of national highways traversing towns or
cities.
Such classification facilitates the provision of by-laws regulating road
standards, the treatment of their approaches, and the enforcement of police
regulations.
Implementation of the Road System Plan

The implementation of the comprehensive road system is as urgent as is the
revision of railroad facilities. In the Province of Ontario there is established
procedure by which implementation is assured through official approval of
the Master Plan by the Department of Planning and Development. It is hoped
that similar procedure can be established in the Province of Quebec. Pending
such, it would seem advisable to take the necessary steps through which to
reserve the required rights-of-way within or adjacent to built-up areas. Such
action will require the approval of the municipalities concerned and would permit
of the control of new subdivisions contiguous to proposed rights-of-way, and of
the establishment of the required set-backs parallelling new or existing arteries
to be widened.
Parking

No comprehensive solution has yet been devised through which to remedy
the parking problem, particularly within business and commercial centres. Some
lllunicipalities provide parking areas, with or without parking meters, and SOllle
have adopted measures under which commercial establishments and office buildings
Illust furnish parking and loading accommodations, determined according to the
nature of the enterprise or the fioor SDl1(,.P of t.llP hnilrl.ing t o b Q £ervcd.
Adequate zoning and decentralization will do much to prevent traffic and
parking congestion. But there will be necessarily an interval between the present
and the time when the efficacy of such methods can be evidenced, during vvhich
existing conditions will become 1110l'e acute. Even with the adoption of sound
planning methods and the creation of neighbourhood and community units, it is
not anticipated that the problem will be solved entirely within central areas
because of population growth and the rapid increase in traffic.
IT
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The most efficient remedy is the creation uf (l large nu.mber of small parking
"~e have already propused examples of
such at several definite points in the Master Plan, but recommend their gradual
extension to all possible sections of the central area, both through private and
municipal ownership, (see Chapter 3, Part II).

areas and garage facilities well distributed.

Parking areas can be either enclosures at street levels. adequately maintained
and supervised, or multiple storey structures, devoted entirely to car parking or
in part as annexes to service garages, and constructed either elevated or underground. A declining topography lends itself tu this latter type of parking accommodation and has the advantage of providing. at differing levels, direct parking,
protected from inclement weather.
Further, regulations should be enacted obliging all new establishments for
public or semi-public use, (administrations, office buildings, stores, theatres, hotels
and all other structures intending to accommodate the cars of employees or
visitors), to provide within their own grou.nds parking facilities in keeping with
their activities, and, preferably under cover for protection against winter
conditions.
Lacking such provisions, consideration should be given to the imposition of a
tax against such establishments which otherwise appropriate public streets for

their parking needs. Such tax would be based upon the nature, occupation and
floor surface of the building.
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4
ZONING
Zoning being the prerogatiYe of municipal authority, both in Ontario and
Quebec, it is essential, in order to maintain general standards within zoning by-laws
applicable to the whole urban region, that the municipalities collaborate with the
view of adopting general principles as guiding factors in the preparation of their
_ respective zoning regulations.
As already stressed by the Chairman of the National Capital Planning Committee, a matter demanding immediate action is the adoption of protective
measures precluding the establishment of noxious and heavy industries within
their respective administrative boundaries, other than in industrial areas specifically designated in the Master Plan.
In this connection the National Capital Planning Committee should previously undertake a complete enumeration, according to the progress of modern
industry, of the various establishments to be classified as light, heavy or noxious.
To effect this important survey the Committee should have the collaboration of
the Board of Trade and should utilize the documentations of the National Capital
Planning Service.
Similar collaborative action is recommended in the adaptation of future
building densities to the guiding principles indicated on the Master Plan and in
the Report.
Such co-ordinative action is imperative for the full implementation of the
Master Plan.
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5
PUBLIC RELATIONS
No lllaster plan can be successfully implemented~ no town planning law
~fficient1y enforced, if the public and their representatives are not properly
ll1formed of the real and material value of town planning. Statements regarding the
beneficial and direct influence of community planning on economics and
and the immense saving obtained by foresight are generally considered
planners' bluffs. General ignorance must be blamed for this, but also
of psychology on the part of planners, who fail to inform and educate
whom their ,york is devoted.

welfare.
as tOWl~
the lack
those to

Therefore, to foster any city improvement or development, an efficient service
To this purpose, the National Capital Planning
Committee has appointed a sub-committee on Information and organized a service
of Public Relations and Information, which has formulated a complete programme
of action through the press, illustrated periodicals, radio, the cinema, exhibitions
and lectures.
of public in/ormation is essential.

The scope of such information is designed not only to make the general public
acquainted with the characteristics of the master plan of the National Capital,
but, primarily, to demonstrate the advantages of such comprehensive work, and
gradually create keen public interest in town planning, and public demand for
urgent action by the authorities for the carrying out of the improvements proposed
in the plan. To create such interest and demand, it is essential to instill a clear
understanding that sound planning and reasonable zoning are not liabilities but
profit-giving in all domains; to show that the common objections that city plan!ling and improvement mean more taxes is fallacious, but that, on the contrary,
when the proposed measures have been elaborated with a view to meeting the
needs and requirements resulting from serious surveys of existing conditions, they
protect and enhance all private interests and aspirations.
To prove this, many examples of successful town planning work accomplished
elsewhere must be described and analyzed in order to show their common similarity
to the particular problem considered. Facts, figures, true illustrations are more
convincing than theories or general considerations.
Citizens' organizations and associations, such as the Community Planning
Association, the Canadian Club, service clubs, artists' societies, and particularly
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professional institutes such as the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, the
Engineering Institute of Canada, and the Institute of Professional Townplanners,
are willing to give most efficient co-operation and support.
The co-ordinated action of the Directorate of Public Information of the
National Capital Planning Committee with that of all public-spirited and competent citizens' organizations, will be a potent factor in guaranteeing the success
of the town planning campaign of education. Further, the expressed appreciation by the public of its recognition that, through sound planning, their most
intimate interests are safeguarded, promotes another major and pract.ical aspect
of the dissemination of proper information: municipalities will find it profitable
to their administrations to consult the National Capital Planning Service,
responsible for the comprehensive plan, in the solving of their local problems,
instead of approaching them separately and regardless of incidences outside of
their municipal territories.
There already have been many instances of such consultations with the
Service, when municipalities sought collaboration in the study and solution of
particular problems relating to subdivisions, zoning and building by-laws, and the
general planning of immediate developments or future extensions. In the case
of the Village of Pointe-Gatineau, the National Capital Planning Service has
provided a complete and comprehensi ve town planning study for its guidance in
immediate and future developments.
Such spontaneous collaboration between the technical service entrusted with
the planning of the whole and provincial or municipal administrations responsible for the planning and the zoning of the component territories of the region
is the ideal basis for rapid and efficient planning.
These comments are submitted in the trust that a comprehensive plan of
action, in relation to public information, will be developed to ensure effective
education of the general public, and also to foster increased co-operation and
team-work on the part of all administrations interested in the future development
of the National Capital Region.
It was only necessary to exhibit the National Capital Planning project to the
Canadian public in a few representative cities to realize that, on the one hanel,
the idea of the national utility of a Capital at the scale of the Country received
general approval, and that, on the other hand, the provision of a Master Plan
as a guide for the future developlnent of the Capital was recognized to be a major
economic factor and unquestionable source of prosperity.
It thus seems desirable that such exhibits, whether located in the Capital or
in other cities, be considered for permanent display in order that the public may
follow, from year to year, the progress being made toviTard the fulfilment of the
project.
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6
DELIMITATION OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
The National Capital Region,. as defined in the Order in Council 5635, of
August W, 1945, is amply sufficient for the planning work of the region. In fact,
a relatively small part of it, 200 square miles out of 900, calls for physical planning,
the balance being subject only to protective measures, to keep its rural 01' touristic
character. In view of the latter objective we have already, as per letter of July 10,
1946, called the attention of the National Capital Planning Committee in the
interest of either slightly revising the limits or simply extending protective
Ineasures to parts of the surrounding territory outside of the regional limits,
which should not be omitted.
They affect the following areas:
In Quebec1. North of Lapeche Lake in Pontiac County, \Volf Lake, Galverson Lake
and Fishing Lake, and east of this group of lakes, the road from Duclos, to Mahon
Lake and Alcove, on the Gatineau River.

2. North of the group of McGregor and Grand Lake, the neighbouring group
of \iVakefield, McNab, IVIcArthur, Terror, McFea, Mountain Lakes-to the River
du LiEwre, and the whole valley of River du Li€wre to Buckingham and Masson,
the Ottawa River shore,. up to the present limit west of Angers.
In Ontario1. Bordering the Ottawa River west of Cumberland and the territory adjoining
the lVlontreal Road in Ontario, from Cumberland to Orleans.
2. Slight revision in Nepean Township to follow the outside limit of the
proposed green belt surrounding the urban area.
3. The Mississippi River valley is charmingly natural and completely
vVe propose to include it in the protected area from Appleton
to its delta in the Ottawa River, already included in the region limits. On the
proposed plan of the National Capital Region, the above mentioned extensions
are shown in orange colour, in comparison with the light brown colour of the
present limit. If such additions should be authorized, they would give the
National Capital Region a boundary more in keeping with the physical conditions,
the former boundary having been largely defined by administrative limits of
counties or townships.

unspoiled.
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If formal extensions of the National Capital Region cannot be implemented,
it might be sufficient to leave its limits as they are now defined, but to extend to the
above mentioned sections, adjoining the limits of the Region, protective measures,
similar to those intended within the Region limits.

In either case, the objective of protection, which it is important to ensure
without delay, would be attained.

IT
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CONCLUSION
Throughout four years of most gratifying and interesting studies, we have
been constantly encouraged by our unabated faith in the great destiny of the
Capital of Canada, reflective of its growing national prestige.
We have endeavoured to follow the orders we received from the Canadian
Government to prepare for the future with broad vision and foresight, and with
a true concept of the time element, the great judge of all human enterprise. "Ve,
therefore, discarded from our plans all half measures, limited and shortsighted
solutions, as 'well as utopian suggestions, as we know their equals in unefficacious
and ruinous results.
Our plans, our recommendations,. may seem too ambitious and impractical
to those whose imagination is limited to consideration of the present, someti.mes
of the past, as a permanent command. They ignore the lessons of history, the
inexorable march of time; they may admit and enjoy material progress, but they
deny social and moral evolution. Town planning is a component of human
geography, and its advancement must be conceived at the rhythm of progress
in all domains.
It is likely that what appears today as ambitious visions, will be, in less than
a generation, considered as too modest. In the light of such unforeseen developments, we have made a marked difference between imperative requirements, for
which we propose definite short and long range operations, and the more remote
develol)ments, or more difficult and costly corrective operations, for which our plans
permit flexible adaptations. Above all, our work has been devoted to the welfare
of the population, and not to the preparation 01 theoretical and pleasing pictures.
We trust that our basic studies of the requirements will be undeniable arguments in
support 01 our findings.

But the success of a far reaching scheme needs patience. The long life of a city
is the result, and almost the mirror, of its destiny. The :Master Plan we have
prepared, and the many improvements which, we are sure, will be added to it by
our followers, will reflect, during the years to come, the degree of progress and
prosperity of the Capital. Despite pessimistic or skeptical views (which might
be inspired by external events), we believe in the rapid growth of Canada's Capital,
as we believe in the rising importance of the whole Canadian nation. Big plans are
made for prosperity, as prosperity always calls for commensurate accomplishments.
Canada with its unlimited resources and its social equilibrium, wisely protected
by true 'democratic leadership, is considered abroad as a blesseclla.nd.
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The population will continue to grow, as the result of the physical law of
natural balance, governing the spontaneous redistribution of populations amongst
the civilized nations. Forty million people, instead of thirteen, is a reasonable
possibility for the Canadian population at the end of this century. Then, our
estimated total of half a million for the Capital population might prove insufficient.
'Ve have not overlooked such eventuality: the principle of planning community
units provides for moderate and controlled densities. A slightly increased density
is not detrimental to the health and comfort of the units; more apartments and
less single family dwellings would house another 100,000 people, or, if, as we
hope, the people's preference for intimacy still prevails fifty years hence, "satellite
towns", built outside of the green belt, will take care of the additional population.
In our enthusiasm and confidence in the preparation of our plans, we have
not underestimated the delays and difficulties, which will involve complementary
plans, many readjustments and improvements in the endless research for
perfection.
The public exhibition of the Plan for the National Capital has given rise
to certain comments, in general complimentary, but in cases somewhat skeptical,
about the possibility of the implementation of the plans and models, which perhaps
appear too sumptuous. But, the beauty of the National Capital Region is a fact,
which we gladly admit for the reason that it has been most beneficial to the
preparation of our plans. It, however, cannot be confused with the proposed
operations. Such beauty is u gift from nuture and not an extravagance of conception
on our purt. The natural beauty of the site already existed before the birth of
By town. vVe have merely incorporated it within our plans as a most valuable
factor in the expression of our conceptions. It calls for protection through
appropriate restrictions against disfigurement and destruction, and does not
involve expenditures but rather is a source of profit to the community.
As for the operations to be implemented, they can be undertaken progressively
over a period of years in keeping with their relative importance and the means
made available for their accomplishment.
Work on the first and most urgent of these operations already has been
initiated; other works will follow without interruption, and the indisputable
advantages derived from the first will incite the public demand for rapid realization
of the remaining.
The essentiul is to possess a Master Plan, the framework of future developments,
and to follow it with due regard to its various components and their relationships
during each stage of its realization.

Optimism and patience win in the long run.
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PERSONAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We could not present our work Oil the planning of the National Capital
without expressing our indebtedness and gratitude for the invaluable assistallce
received from others during its preparation.
Such assistance is indicative of the fact that a comprehensive town planning
work cannot be the product of one man , but is the co-ordination of the contributions afforded by collective research and effort. In the present case, the unanimous
support and encouragement we enjoyed. showed that the time was opportune III
which to undertake this "work.
'~e sincerely hope that the National Capital plan will materialize. and, if
in some measure, our contribution brings closer to the Canadian people the
fulfilment of its aspirations, and some reason for pride, their gratitude, as well as
ours, ought to go first to the great figures of Canadian history who foresaw the
future destiny of this Capital : Queen Victoria, its founder, Sir "Wilfrid Laurier.
who envisioned Ottawa as the " '~Tashington of the North", Sir Robert Borden,
who sponsored the preparation of the Holt Report, the first and magistral plannin~
study of the Capital; and the Right Honourable 'Villiam L. Mackenzie King, who,
with the broadest vision and foresight, initiated the present work and whose name
will be associated in perpetuity with the development of the National Capital.
Great statesmen in world's history have always been great builders of cities.

From the very beginning of our work, our Service, appointed under the
administrative authority of the :Minister of Public '~Torks, the Honourable
Alphonse Fournier, and of his eminent colleague 1\11'. Emmet P. Murphy, Deputy
Minister, has received the benefit of their invaluable advice and support, for
which we are most grateful. lVIr. Gustave C. Brault, Chief Architect of the
Department, has greatly facilitated our work by his constant collaboration, as also
has Mr. R. Blais. the Department's Chief Engineer.
From all other Departments and public administrations, Federal and Provincial , we have received the fullest co-operation, as well as fron1. municipal authorities
and technicians, especially the Ottawa Planning Area Board, City Commissioners
F. C. Askwith and C. D. 'Vight of Ottawa, and Col. J. Carriere and Mr. Y. Bernier
of Hull, whose knowledge, enlightening advice and essential documentations have
been invaluable. Local engineers and land surveyors have graciously placed at
our disposal their plans and surveys essential to our preparation of basic documents.
The Underwriters' Survey Bureau has gratuitously granted our use of valuable
insurance atlase~ covering the areas involved in our work.
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The Federal District Comrnission, from which the National Capital Planning
Committee issued, has been the commanding structure of the entire undertaking.
Mr. Frederick E. Bronson, Chairman of both the Commission and the Committee,
has closely followed and greatly encouraged our efforts since 1938, and is to be
commended for his personal participation in substantial decisions already taken
by the Federal Government relative to the vital long range revisions of railroad
facilities, and short range traffic improvements in the heart of Ottawa, which
decisions were obtained through his wise handling of negociations. vVe would
associate with our thanks to the Chairman, the name of the Secretary of both
these bodies, Mr. H. R. Cram, whose invaluable assistance has surmounted all
difficulties inherent in the complexities of his office. Mr. Alan K. Hay, Superintendent of the Commission, has competently ensured the co-ordination of
technical studies.
The rapid progress accomplished on the railway problem was largely due
to the Sub-Committee on Railroads of the National Capital Planning Committee,
under the Chairmanship of Mr. E. L. Cousins, whose wide experience, and former
extensive study of the Ottawa railway situation, made in 1915 for the Holt Report,
proved to be most beneficial to our studies of the problem. Technical research
on this subject, made under the direction of Mr. S. B. 'Yass, was most helpful.
The collaboration and consents of the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National
Railways were essential to decisions made relative to railway revisions, matters
in which their respective Chief Engineers, Mr. J. Armstrong and Mr. B.
Wheelwright, evinced keen and responsive interest and co-operation.
The Sub-Committee on Traffic, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Charles G.
Cowan, and with the technical advice of Mr. Alan K. Hay, and of lVIr. 'V. L.
Cassells, gave us the benefit of their extensive knowledge of the region for the
proposals on highways. In this connection we would acknowledge the most
valuable co-operation of the Chief Engineers, Mr. A. A. Smith, and Mr. E. Gohier,
of the respective Departments of Highways of the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec.
The Sub-Committee on Information, under the efficient successive Chairmanships of Mr. Grenville Goodwin and :!\1r. D. P. Cruickshank, in association with
Mr. Walter Bowker, Director of Public Relations, has organized a comprehensive,
nation-wide campaign of documentation, and education, the first achievements of
which have been most gratifying.
On matters pertaining to aesthetics, the members of the National Capital
Planning Committee representing the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada,
Mr. Charles David and 1\11'. A. S. Mathers, also Mr. A. E. Ewart and Mr. G. Amyot,
members of the Federal District Commission, have our deep appreciation for their
tireless support of our endeavours to protect and enhance the aesthetic assets of
the Capitn!.
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To all members of the National Capital Planning Committee and of the
Federal District Commission, we would express our sincere thanks for their
sympathetic and sure guidance during these past four years of research and study.
The Advisory Committee to the Federal District Commission on Gatineau
Park, of which Mr. P. Sparks is Chairman, and Mr. E. S. Richards, superintendent
of the Park, are in full and enthusiastic accord with us on the possibilities of this
wooded reserve, and have, in large measure, inspired our recommendations relative
to practical developments of this providential asset of the Capital Region .
As the work of the National Capital Plan had to be extended to engineering
plans for certain projects for immediate execution, Colonel V. S. Thompson was
appointed by the Department of Public '~T orks, to prepare structural and working
drawings for the bridge over the Rideau Canal. His contribution and that of
his assistants have been most valuable to our Service, in this and in other
engineering phases of our studies.
The preparation of the documentary surveys and of proposals could not have
been effectively accomplished without continuous contributions from Federal, Provincial and Municipal administrations, the Department of Mines and Resources,
by furnishing precise data on geology, maps and photographic documents, the
Federal Bureau of Statistics, by demographic and housing statistics, the Royal
Canadian Air Force, by aerial surveys and panoramic views, the Meteorological
Division of the Department of Transport, by climatic statistics, the National
Archives, for historical data and most interesting documents of the past,
the latter a sure inspiration for our projects for the future, and the Ottawa
Tmnsportation Commission, for data on public transportation.
More directly associated with our technical work was the National Film
Board, most efficiently equipped for documentary photography and the illustration, in monochrome and colour, of our Reports; also the preparation of informative documentation, printed and projected, of newsreel and colour films, and
especially the making of several scale models of distinctly attractive and convincing
character. In the delicate and intricate work of the models, Mr. G. Ayotte, and
his staff, are to be congratulated for their excellent work.
The Photographic Branch of the Department of Public vVorks might well have
been included as part of our staff, when there is considered the tremendous amount
of work contributed by it, under lVIr. 'V. Gosselin, whose almost daily and often
emergent collaboration was always punctually and gracefully rendered.
The Maintenance Branch of the Department of Public Works made our
material and complicated operations most agreeable and comfortable.
The press, and particularly the Ottawa newspapers, The Citizen,. The Jou~nal
and Le Droit, have, by their support, given repeated proof that the N atlOnal CapItal
plan is really work of national, and international importance, above internal
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politics, and they are worthy of great pl'aise for their long patience. They understood perfectly and so informed the general public, which likewise is to be thanked
for its remarkable patience, that until proposals had been discussed and officiallv
approved, news could not be released hastily. " Te appreciate how much a report;r
can be disappointed by lack of news, but now we trust that the press will have
a large compensation in the form of ample technical and general releases.
For the completion in record time of the printing of the Preliminary Report,
and the much more delicate production of this final volume and its accompanying
atlas, the King's Printer, Mr. Edmond Cloutier, and his assistants, particularly
Messrs. Yves Fortin and Euclide Desmarais, deserve high praise and gratitude.
This Report really should be signed by each member of the staff of the
National Planning Service, but is it not better that its Consultant be given the
gratifying opportunity to say about his associates what must be said'? Their
co-operation, in my opinion, has been a typical example of what can be expected
of a team of Canadians, under decision to succeed, with intelligent, zealous,
untiring and loyal response to every request. Everyone, in his capacity has given
of hi s best. My two assistants, Mr. John M. Kitchen , by his long experience and
sure kno'wledge of civic and planning problems, Mr. Edouard Fiset, by his great
talent and refin ed culture, and the very happy selection of their associates, Messrs.
D. L. McDonald, .T. Issalys, F. S. Marshall, G. A. Lapointe and J. F. MacLean,
have produced an unbelievable amount of survey, research, design, and detail work,
'with the efficient co-operation of the other members of the staff: Misses Moore
and Hewitt, and Messrs, O'Brien, Cote . Roy and Carrell.
The number and natures of the documents included in our reports and their
annexes, or comprising our documentary files, are indicative of the enormous
work accomplished by the Service. The methodical classification of drawings,
plans, photographs and the manifold variety of items forming our files, also the
establishment of archives for their accommodation and reference were most complicated and difficult tasks most completely accomplished and effectively maintained under the direction of NIiss G. Beaulieu, chief of the Secretariate, assisted
principally by Mr. R. Hannan. Misses C. Boyer and J. Guibord have rendered
patient, painstaki.ng and meritorious service in the secretarial activities of our
organization, the work of which was in nature entirely creative and in \vhich the
initiative and zeal of each meniber of the staff were essential conditions of success.
It is not only my duty, but my privilege and pleasure, to associate the names
of all members of the National Capital Planning Service with the great enterprise
entrusted to us by the Federal Government.

JACQUES GREBER.
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ERRATUM

Page 102:
The first line of the first paragraph should read as follows:
The actual superficial area of open spaces in the urban zone of the Capital, etc.

